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ABSTRACT
Eric G. Lambert School has been privately operated by
the Churchill Falls (La~rador) corporation since it opened in
September, 1967. As a private school operated by a hydro
electric corporation, it has functioned outside the
denominational educational system of the province of
Newfoundland, and its operation is not subject to the
jurisdiction of any school board. However, the school does
follow the curriculum prescribed by the provincial Department
of Education.
This stUdy was developed to provide parents, teachers,
and students the opportunity to express what they liked and/or
disliked, and what they wanted to maintain and/or change about
their schooL The stUdy design was shaped by the literature
on school improvement, and inclUded an abridged version of the
history of Eric G. Lambert School, the development and
administration of three questionnaires: one for each of the
groups involved in the study - parents, teachers, and
students.
This was the first time such an indepth study
undertaken at Eric G. Lambert School. It was a welcomed
experience for parents, teachers, and students to have the
opportunity to express their opinions about all aspects of
the operation of the schooL The history of tho school
indicated that the involvement of any of the survey groups in
school matters was heretofore one of reaction instead of
11
action. Hence, the main intent was to provide a coherent
portrait of the school as perceived by students, teachers and
parents of Churchill Falls as of June, 1988 when the
questionnaires were completed and administered. An analysis
of the data will provide a framework for a three-to-fivto-year
schoolwide improvement plan for Eric G. Lalllbert School.
Tte thrQe quElstionnaires dYveloped by the
researcher, from an eXhaustive literature review on school
improvement, the Ilistory of Eric G. Lambert school, and the
experience of the researcher's own tenure at the school. The
main survey areas were:
Expectations
Clear Instructional Goals
student·Centered Learning Environment
continuous Humanistic Assessment
Key Instructional Behaviours
Effective LeaderShip
Shared Vision
Systematic Monitoring and Evaluation
Emphasis on Student Learning and Progress
Well· Coordinated Curriculum
Staff Development
Positive School climate
Churchill Falls School Committee
Community counselling and support Services
communications
Pressure and support
iii
Churchill Falls Recreation Department
Incentives
The questionnaires were administered to the population for
each group: 27 teachers, 142 parents, and 161 students.
Responses were excellent, as 92.9% of parents, 100% of the
teachers and 92.5% of the students returned completed
questionnaires, for an overall response rate ot 93.3%.
The Statistical Package :")r the Social Servicos (SPSS:X)
was used to generate a summary of the descriptive statistics
for each individual item for each group !:nrveyed. The
analysis was presented in the form of descriptive statistics,
utilizing primarily tabular formats which often required
little additional comment in the text of the document.
The three groups expressed a variety ot opinions
regarding various aspects of the operation of Eric G. Lambert
School. There were similarities and differences expressed
with each group's identification of perceived strengths and
weaknesses of the school, opinions of what the characteristics
of a successful student should be, and sugge.stions for
improvement. The data revealed that student discipline,
expansion of the curricululI\, alcohol and drut) programs, staff
performance appraisal program, and a greater opportunity for
students to be involved in appropriate school decisions and
policy development are amont) the core int)ndients ot· a three-
to-five-year improvement plan, currently underway at Eric G.
Lambert School.
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CIlAPl'IR 1
IHTRODOCTIOIt
"Education is a complex and perplexing undertaking"
(McConagly, 1983, p. 3). This has never been more true than
when applied to our schools. However, no matter -how much
agreement there is about the difficult missions given to
schools, there is equal disagreement that schools are not
achieving up to the pUblic's expectations. Numerous studies
have been publiohed over the years indicating dissatisfaction
over the effectivl."!ness of public education. (conant, 1959;
Coleman, 1966; Plowden, 1967; Jencks et aI., 1972).
Each decade has had its attempts with reform. HowQver,
no 1ecade has equalled the eighties in their push to improve
schools. "The 1980's can be characterized as a decade in
search of excellence in all fields, especially in the fields
of business, industry and education ll (Fantini, 1986, p. 1).
In the field of education there were a number of studies that
argued for reform. (Alder, 1983; Boyer, 1983; Education
Commission of the states, 1983; Good1ad, 1983; Kozol, 1985;
Sizer, 1984; Twentieth Century Fund, 1983).
A "legacy of mediocre education" (Fantini, 1986, p. 2) has
permeated the American society. A "legacy of doubt ll (Schmuck,
1984, p. 21) has been cr~dted about the ability of the school
to make a ditference in stUdent lsarninq. Yudof (1984)
indicates that the public reaction to the documented school
ills is "yes, we've slipped: so tet's change our ways" (p.
456).
since all these studies were done about schooling in the
united States, one may indeed question the relevance for
Canada. Goodlad (1984a) offers this observation:
Up to here, at least, this discussion is as relevant
for schooling in Canada as it is for schooling in the
united states. It would be presuml?tuous of me to
assume that the realities of schooling we encountered
and described are paralleled completely in Canadian
schools. Still, having taught and served as a
principal in Canadian schools and having visited some
over the years since leaving my native country, I have
n ~ gathered any evidence to suggest that the
regularities of schooling in Canada are profoundly
different from the regularities of ~..chooling in the
United States. (p. 5)
In addition to these major studies of schooling, declining
enrollments, financial cut-backs, changing priorities of
governments and other educational funding agencies are great
problems for educational systems. The "age of slowdown"
(BOulding, 1975, p. 8) has be~ome the new reality.
In terms of bUdget allocations, schools will have difficulty
getting priority, although the demands on the .school are
increasing" (Van Velzen, Miles, Ekholm, Hameyer & Robin, 1985,
p. 25). EducatOl"S and educational policy makers have "become
so accustomed to the belief that Bchools that are bigger are
better that [there is) difficulty imagining how to make
schools smaller and better" (Neal, Bailey, & Ross, 1981, p.
9, emphasis in original).
The demand for reform also comes from "the changing world
view" (Fantini, 1986, p. 7). The Newtonian model of our world
ae a •fixed state' has gradually been replaced by the
Einsteinian view that our world is dynamic and flexible. Such
shifts in world views, educational goals and ceans of delivery
are best swamarizlld by Pantini (1986) in Tabl. Ion page 42.
Fantini (1986) arques ,that "we are llOVinq fro. a t.aching
position to a 1••010<1 position. This is tar more than a neat
parallel construction, for it represents IS. fundamental shift
in our view at education and schooling" (p. 39, emphasis in
original) .
Our changing society, our changing world view, together
with the plethora of studies of schooling, all have the
"clarion call for' change, . . . for action in our schools"
(Kall, Hord, GuzlIlan, Ruling-Austin, Rutherford and
Stiegelbauer, 1984, p. 48). However, Wescott-Dodd (1984)
captures the best s.ntiaent for refont with the £ol1oving
commentary :
We have the knowledge and expertise to redesi9n
our public education system. We also have thousands
of talented, dedicated educators to carry out the
needed changes. Most important, we have hundreds of
thousands of students and their parents who deserve
a better systell than they have now, one that is stable
yet responds to change. Now is the tille to btplement
the new design. (pp. 69-70)
This new design is the school improvement process.
Althou9h Eric G. Lambert School is located in an isolated
community in the interior of Labrador, it was not 'insulated'
againot the winds ot a changing society, nor llqalnst the
'pushes and pulls I that have been the impetus for this
educational change. As a private school operated by a large
hydroelectric corporation, the Churchill Falls (Labrador)
corporation, Eric G. Lambert School has functioned outside the
denominational education system of the province of
Newfoundland for the past twenty-two years. Tho school has
had six principals "'ho reported to fivE.! corporation presidents
and six site operation managers. As the history of the school
indicates, the process of growth was not without pain.
Exce.pt for a few minor attempts to investigate th~'
'health' of Eric G. Lambert School, no significant, indepth
study of the school an.... its unique operatinq environment has
been undertaken that involved all three interested groups -
studentG, teachers and parents - having the opportunity to
determine what each liked and disliked, what each wanted to
maintain and/or change about their school.
This study is to provide this opportunity for students,
teachers and parents to indicate their opinions and
educational positions in response to selected questions
distributed to them in the form of a survey.
The design at the study was determined by the literature
o~ school improvement. This study design was what Wescott-
Dodd (1984) referred to as lithe new design;l (p. 70). "School
improvement doesn't happen by itgelf (cox, 1983, p. 10).
Peoplo are involved and they occupy "many different roles"
(Leithwood. & Montgomery, 19B2b, p. 15B). In reviewing the
roles of the various participants, it is useful to reall2:e
that "school improvement is a complicated process, precisely
because it revolves around people and people resist cubby
holes and generalizations" (Clark, Lotto, & Astuto, 1984, p.
56) •
Despite the difficulties, this study was shaped by the
simplicity and idealism of John Goodlad. In conversation with
Quinby (1985:, he advocated this approach:
.•. the individual school (can determine) its plans
based on its ow analysis of that school's problems.
The principal, teachers, students, and ,parents need
to think their problems through and datermine their
priorities, using as much data as possible. Then the
principal, representing that school, should sit down
with the superintendent and the superintflndent's
staff, saying "Here's what we would like to do. Here
are our plans over a three-to-five year period. Here
are our priorities for the coming year." Then the
resources of the district should be brought to bear
on helping that individual school do what it has
defined and received approval to do. (p. 17, emphasis
in original)
Purposes ot the StUdy
general ob1ective
This study provided an opportunity for students, parents
and teachers to indicate their opinions and educational
perceptions concerning Eric G. Lambert School. The main
intent was to provide a coherent portrait of the school as it
is perceived by students and teachors within it, and the
parents of the cOlllDlunity whoso children it sorves. The
general objective was to develop a schoolwide improvement
program for Eric G. Lambert School.
'l'he fo110,:,1n9 five specific objoctives were the focus of
this study:
1. To complete a literature review of the concept of
8ch001 llIprovement.
2. TO document the history of Eric G. Lambert School
from the archiva1 data available and trom the school
experiences of the rasearcher.
3. To design and administer survey instruments
(questionnaires) to detel'1l'line the attitudes of
parents, students, and tea.chors about the presont
operation of Eric G. Lambert School.
4. To analy:r:e the findings using the correlates for
school i.provement as listed in the literature.
5. To fonulate a plan, frOll the data analysis,
outlining the strengths of the school that should
be ma.intained, the weaknesses of the school that
should be improved, and the areas of school lite
that s"lould be addressed according to the students,
parents llnd teachers surveyed.
BiqpUiqaDC' of tb. Study
Within tile context of the private operation of Eric G.
Lambert School, a three·to-five-year plan of action for the
improvement of the school .....as formulated for the stakeholders
to endorse, the Churchill Falls School Committee to guide and
acknowledged as being
support and the Churchill Falls (Labrador) corporation to
consider implemonting.
Lt.itattOD! or the Study
The rollowing limitations
inherent within the present study:
1. While the format of the study may have
transferability to other schools in other
environments, the findings of the study may only be
meaningful and useful for the students, parents, and
teachers of Eric G. Lambert SchC'lol.
2. Parents and students within the same family unit may
have unduly influenced each other in completing
their questionnaires.
3. Administering questionnaires to teact..ers during the
last week of a school year may not have been the
most opportune time to elicit responses.
4. The school experienced involuntary changes of st:lff
during the school year 1987-88. This I environmental
turbulence I may have unduly biased the questionnaire
responses, particularly those of the parents.
Dtli.it.t;iop' 9f tbt study
The following delimitations were recognized in this study:
1. The student questionnaires were limited to stUdents
from Grade six to Senior High graduates during the
school year 1987-88.
2. The other survey groups included parents and
teachers of those students for the school year 1987-
88.
Research Questions
This study was des.igned to address the following research
questions:
1. What general differences and/or similarities exist
alllong the three study groups - parents, teachers,
and students - with respect to the over-all
operation of Eric G. Lam.~ert School?
2. What specific differences and/or similarities exist
among parents, teachers, and students with respect
to their perceptions of the strengths and weaknesses
of Eric G. Lambert School?
3. How do parents, teachers, and students perceive the
overall effectiveness of the present school program?
4. To what extent are parents, teachers, and students
satisfied witl. the administrative component of Eric
G. Lambert Se-haal?
S. What improvements need to be made in the over-all
operation of Eric G. Lambert School aCCOrC1.lnq to the
perceptions and recommendations of the study groups?
D.rinitiop or T'PA
Qg.MY.PHy 8t.ud,nt coupullinq aDd support s,ryig" pdt
In response to the community's request for a full-time
guidance unit as part of the personnel complement of Eric G.
Lambert School, the corporation (CF(L)Co) accepted an
alternative endorsed by the Churchill Falls Committee to meet
the counselling needs of the students. An effort would be
made to coordinate the community and corporate services with
the local health care professionals forming the nucleus of
this community team. The school would work in close
interaction with this team in meeting the expressed need(s)
of its students. Figure 11, page 133, gives a diagrammatical
representation of this unit.
COmmunication
There is frequent communication with parents, and various
parent groups regarding student progress, student achievement
of school goals, school programs and other aspects of school
life. Open communication is fostered between, and among,
students, teachers and parents to help promote and maintain
collegial relations. This communication and interaction
bet....een students, teachers and parents can manifest itself in
many ways. For example, teacher attendance at Home and School
meetings, teacher-parent conferences arranged so that the work
schedule dlJes not preclude one of the parents, encouragement
of parent-initiated contacts, and no significant delays in
responding to parent concerns.
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These are well thought-out and systematic reward programs
tor student achievelllent. Students are honoured tor their
efforts and performance in academics ar.1 their contributions
to the school. Rewards are given in a variety of ways, but
all rewards are designed to reinforce the school goals and
Classroom, school and community reward systems are
often interlocking and mutually reinforcing. Display of
excellent stUdent work, honour :'-011, notes sent home to
parents, scholarship awards, highlights in the school and/or
community newspaper serve to motivate emd sustain students'
achievement at." the school community's high expectation for
them. Staff are also recognized for their positive
contribution to the life of the school.
~
CF(L)CO is the acronym frequently used for the Churchill
Falls (Labrador) Corporation Limited. The corporation was
formed in the mid-sixties as a subsidiary of the British-
Newfoundland corporation Limited (Brinco) to develor the
hydroelectric pote"ntial of the Upper Churchill River. This
project was completed in 1972. and in 1974 the goverNllent of
Newfoundland and Labrador purchased controlling interest in
the corporation and it became one of the Newfoundland and
Labrador Hydro Group of Companies. CF(L)CO owns, maintains
and operates on~ of the largest underground hydroelectric
plants in the world. selling more than 90' of its power to
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Hydro-Quebec. The Corporation also owns, operates and
maintains all the facilities that make up the town of
Churchill Falls.
ChUrc.hill ra1111 RecreaUop gepartment
This is a department of CF(L)CO ....ith a director and staff
who assist the schaol staff with the delivery of varioul'l
school programsl e.g. Physical Education and Crama Prog:rams.
Its facilities are also shared with the school.
Bigh ExpectatioDs
Effective schools hold high academic and social behaviour
expectations for their students. There appears to be a
consensus in the research literature that this variable is
consistently related to school effectiveness. Murphy· et al.
(1985) states that
high expectations refers to a climate where the staff
expects all students to do well, believes that all
students have the capacity to do well, believes in its
ability to influence student achievement, accepts
responsibility for student achievement, and is held
accountable for student learning. (p. 367)
This norm is translated into specific school and classroom
policies, practices, and behaviors. According to Joyce et al.
(1983), a high-expectation environment carries powerful
messages that positively influence goal achievement.
'2
Cll\Irgbill .alb 89hool cogit.tte
As an alternative to the transfer of operation of Eric G.
Lambert School to one of the Labrador school boards, the
Churchill Falls (Labrador) corporation set up this Committee
in 1982 to provide community input into the school's operation
and to assist the principal and the corporation in fulfilling
the responsibilities as outlined in the licence to operate the
school. The Committee consists of eight members - four from
the community and four from the corporation with the principal
and a Department of Education representative as ex-officio
members. The Committ-.e meets at least four times each year
with a prearranged agenda, and functions within specific terms
of reference.
Emphasis on Stud.nt Learning anc! progreas
Permeating the climate in effective :!!'.chools is "a specific
emphasis on high academic performance" (Murphy & Hallinger,
1985, p. 19). There is a prevailing norm that can be best
described as tlacademic press". All activities ·combine to
create an atmosphere that fosters student growth ensuring that
continuous progress is maintained.
PreSSUre and support
This involves the amount of pressure, both subtle and
overt, parents exert on the school (teachers and students) for
it to meet their expectations and the amount and type of
support parents are willing to give the school to help it
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achieve those expectations. There is a consensus of agreement
in the literature that the extent to which teachers and
parents support each other to promote student learning has
been shown to be related to increased school effectiveness.
Murphy et al. (1985) state that this pressure and support is
a function of the following four activities and processes:
First, there is frequent communication from the school
about what parents can do to help the school reach its
goals. Second, there is structured parent input into
school goals and decisions. Third, there are
opportunities for parents to par\.icipate in school
functions and activities, including classroom
instruction. Fourth, there are opportunities for
par£>nts to learn about school programs, develop
part';nting skills, and learn how they can work with
thei.r children at home on academic subjects. (p. 368)
Effective Leadership
Rutter et al. (1919) concluded from their study that good
schools invariably have good administrators. several key
leadership qualities appear to share a consensus of opinion
among researchers. They include personal vision, translation
of that vision, high standards, resourcefulness, assertive
administration, expertise and force of character. An
effective school leader provides active support to teachers,
plans for school improvement, monitors formally and informally
teacher and student performance and progress, and uses th~
essential technical administrative skills. (Cawelti, 1984;
Edmonds, 1979; Joyce, Hersh " McKibben, 1983; Murphy &
Hallinger, 1985: Rutherford, 1985). Manasse (1982) states
that, abovQ all, a principal cannot execute E\ffective
1.
leadership without a personal vision of where the school is
going, and an image of the school as it should be.
Coor4h'tCl4 CUrriculum.
Joyce, Hersh and McKibbin (1983) indicate that such "a
curriculum (is] closely related to both schoolwide and
individual objectives" (p. 29). There is a schoolwida plan
for the school pro'oi"ams so students progress in a sequential
manner. SUbject matter, resource materials, and instructional
procedures are coordinated between and among teachers, between
and among grades. Such a curriculum has a tight, purposeful
link among objectives, content, teaching strategies and
evco.luation methods and devices. Murphy, Weil, Mallinger and
Mitman (1985) use the phrase tightly coupled cUl.riculum which
they definG as "one in which the curricular materials
employed, the instructional approaches used, and the
assessment instruments selected are all tightly aligned with
the basic learning objectives for the students" (p. 364).
Stitt Pev'lop.ent
Griffin (1983, p. 2) defines staff development as "any
systematic attempt to alter the professional practices,
bellefs and understandings of school persons toward an
articulated end." This implies that it is much more than
inservice education. Oillon-Peterson (19Cl) presented staff
development as the gestalt for school improvement which in
turn would lead to maximum personal growth and a better
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atmosphere for effective school change. Purkey and smith
(1983) state that Itstaff development. should be based on
expreased needs of teachers as revealed in the process of
analyzing school weaknesses (and strengths) and planning
schoolwide correctional strategies. The focus should be on
issues relevant to the organization as a whole, not on
'Uxing' individual teachers or adl!linistrators" (p. 381).
Griffin (1987) gives eight features that characterize
successful staff development.. It. should be context sensitive,
knowledge-based, participative, collaborative, continuous,
developmental, reflective, and analytic.
Positive scbool Cl imate
This is referred to alternatively as school environment,
learning environment, learning climate, and social climate.
Rutter et al. (1979) uses the tern, 'ethos', Despite the
difficulty in the literature with the nomenclature, and in
determining na firm definition of school climate" (Bossert,
Dwyer, Ro'Wan, & Lee, 1982, p. 45), Halpin (1966) explains the
idea anal"90us1y this 'Way: "personality is to the individual
what orgclOizational climate is to the organization" (p. 131),
Mullaney (1983) defines school climate as "a certain 'tone'
or 'atmosphere' which results from the interaction between
teachers, students, and principals and which consist of
attitudes, beliefs, and norms" (p. 52). A positive school
climate is interchangeably referred to as a 'good', 'healthy',
or 'hwnlline' climate and is defined as a climate in which
,.
"probl•• solving i. facilitated by organizational actors'
senile ot a couon purpose and personal satisfaction" (Zlqarmi,
1981, p. 93). Some of t!'le characteristics of such a cUmate
include pervasive caring, uniform. standards of discipline,
safe and orderly environment, high standards and expectations
for both student aChievement and staff conduct, recognition
at student and staff achievement and excellence, and
opportunities for students to participate and assume
responsibility.
Shared yhion
A successful school has developed a clear vision about its
mandate. This vision is Shared, and communicated, with
students, teachers anI.! parents. This shared vision, ;: shared
image of the ideal school, provides the climate for the
development of the school's Olin mission. Discrepancies
between what is envisioned for the school and what exists
provide the basis for setting goals and developing procedures
to meet those goals.
syste.atic Monitoripa and Evaluation
Effective schools have systematic pro :edures and
strategies to monitor and evaluate priorities, programs,
students and teachers. Data are collected in many ways on a
continuous basis and are used for instructional and curricular
planning, decision-making and developing school goals. Not
only does this systematic monitoring and evaluation provide
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a me!.'.\Age to students that what is taught is important, it
also serves as an important diagnostic function (Joyce at al. ,
1983). preventinq the student froID "falling through the
cracks" (Murphy et a1. I 1985). For teachers, they conetantly
know where students stand and how well their objectives ara
realized. The .~9sult of systematic monitoring and evaluation
are openly shared with students and parents.
Bt.udent-centerI34 Learning EnviroJUlnt
This involves an environment where the needs of the
students arc always considered a priority over most, if not
all, other needs of the school environment. A conscious and
shared effort is made by both teachers and parents to ensure
that every opportunity is provided for students to learn.
Obstacles that interfere with the learning process are not
ignored. Murphy et a1. (1985) state that "in schools Where
policies and practices maximize and protect instruct!"lnal
title, students achieve more" (p. 364).
continuous BwD'p' qUe It,sena.nt
This involves the monitoring of affective goals of
cooperation, mutual concern, self-esteem, and focus of control
or how much st.udents believe their outcomes depend on their
efforts. Good and Brophy (1986) state that "many affective
goals may be achieved without the use of affective curricula"
(p. 532). Continuous humanistic assessment is quite similar
to systematic monitoring and evaluation. The only difference
,.
is that attention is also given to ·prosocial behaviour"
(Good' Brophy, 1986, p. 536) while the traditional curriculum
is presented.
In IRltru9Uop.l B.b.vitld
These are behaviors that are associated with positive
student achievement. Such teacher Jehaviors have become known
as interactive teaching or direct instruction. Good and
Grouws (1979) indicate. that these behaviors includo a daily
review, a focus on prer"quisite skills and concepts, lively
explanations, demonstrations: • process explanations,
process/product quest10ns, seatwork that is uninterruptive,
has everyone involved, and includes accountability, and
homework assigned on a regular basis that serves as a brier
review. Murphy et a1. (1985) also list regular feedback
coupled with practice phases as students learn, practice, and
master the content of a qiven lesson.
Cltar IP1t:ruct!opal OOals
Good and Brophy (1986) state that "part of the dilemma
that teachers in • . . classrooms face is that • . • their
teaching tasks are so numerous . . . that it is impossible for
them to meet all demands" (p. 541). However, effective
schools have a clear schoolwide set of academic and social
behaviour goals that are often framed in a way that they can
be meusured, and target dates, timelines, and responsibilities
are often included in goal statements. special efforts are
,.
expended to c01llJllunlcate the -;""aI5 to stUdents, teachers, and.
parents, as a regular part ot school activitiea. Hence, thenl
is a lIIinilD.WD. ot ambiCJUity about these 90a15.
org.phat.iqp of t.b. uudy
This introductory chapter has provided an int:!'oduction to
the problem, st:..'ted the purpose and slCT-1iticance ot the study,
recognized the limitations inherent in the study, acknowledged
the delilllitations, posed some research questions and provided
the definition of terms.
Chapter 2 presents a current review of thE< literature
concerning school improvement. In Chapter 3, an abridqed
version of the history of Eric G. Lalllbert School is given.
A :more detailed history of the school has also been completed,
motivated in part by this study. but also motivated by the
keen interest of the researcher. This Illore detailed. version
of the '3chool history was determined t,) be superfluous for the
purpose of this & _udy.
The methodology ~mployed in the study is outlined in
Chapter 4. The tindin9s are pres.ented in Chapter. 5; while the
final chapter draws conclusions, provides a summary of the
study, and makes some recommendations for follow-up in the
context of school improvement.
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CHAPl'BR 2
A uvtZW OJ' LX'rERA'l'ORl!:
l:ptrodUQtiOD
This review considers the educational and societal
climate that has provided the 'push and pUll' for educational
change efforts. The evolution of the concept of school
improvement has been a slow process, and its clarity has baen
clouded by the terminology i tsel f.
School improvement involves changef it is planned
educational change. Important elements of the change process
are noted. The focus of improvement is the individual school.
"School improvement doesn't hap}len by itself" (Cox, 1983,
p. 10). People are involved and they occupy "many different
roles" (Leithwood & Montgomery, 1982b, p. 158). This review
considers the roles of these people deemed critical to the
improvement process. Figure I, page 21, identifies the people
Who are important participants in school improvement.
External
facilitators
2l
Educational
Authoriti..
r-----==~~:::z==::==::=1OtherI S ahholders
P".." ~:7:~;' 'ot"..1
~T"'h"'.· - '''rt.ton
Students_Other
Personnel
'- TBE scHOOL --'
~. participants in local school improvement.
"School Improvement At The School Level" by M. B.
Miles & M. Ekholm. In Making School Improyemli!nt
Work: A Conceptual Guide To Practice (p. 146) by
W. G. Van Velzen, M. B. Miles, M. Ekholm, U.
Hameyer, & D. Robin, 1985, Leuven, Belgium:
Academic Publishing Company. Copyright 1985 by
Academic Publishing Company.
In reviewing the roles of the various participants, it
is useful to realize that "school improvement is a complicated
process, precisely because it revolves around people and
people resist CUbby holes and gel'l.eralizations" (Clark, Lotto
" Astuto, 1984, p. 56).
The review also looks at the major dilemma in any school
improvement plan and the research dealing with improvement
efforts in a high school context. It also surveys the
research identifying the factors favoring success. And the
core ingredients considered necessary for any successful
school improvement strategy.
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core ingredients considered necessary for any successful
school improvement strategy.
VIe H.!!! Por School Illprove.ent
The Impact of Research
"Education is a complex and perplexing undertaking"
(MCConagly, 1983, p. 3). This has never been more true than
when applied to schools. However, since the days of the
t little red school house I there have been disagreements about
the ability of schools to educate children. Such problems
with pUblic education existed centuries ago. Aristotle in
~ could have been describing the present educational
scene, when he wrote:
... [T]here are opposing views about the practice
of education. There is no general agreement about
what the young should learn either in relation to
virtue or in relation to the best life; nor is it
clear whether their education ought to be directed
more towards the intellect than towards the
character of the soul. (Sinclair, 1962, p. 300)
However there is a growing agreement that schools are not
achieving their goals. Numerous reports have been published
over the years indicating dissatisfaction over the
effectiveness of public education. (conant, 1959; Coleman,
1966; Plowden,1967; Jencks at al., 1972). Each decade has had
its attempts with reform. However, no decade has equalled the
eighties in their push to hprove schools.
"The 19805 can be characterized as a decade in search of
excellence in all fields, especially in the fields of
business, industry and education" (Fantini, 1986, p. 1). The
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toost re.ferenced studies in the field of bU9-tI1GSS and industry
are In Search of Excellence' Lessgns from America's Bast-
Run companies by Thomas Peters and Robert Waterman, Jr.
published in 1982 and John Naisbitt I s~ also
pU~lished in 1982. Peters and Waterman summarized the lessons
learned about excellence from America' 5 most successful
corporations. John Naisbitt presented a framework for guiding
excellence in the future. In the field of education there
were a nUmber of studies that argued for reform. (Alder,
19831 Boyer, 198,3; Education Commission of the states, 1983:
Goodlad, 1963; Kozel, 1985; Sizer, 1984; Twentieth century
Fund, 1983).
The National Commission on Excellence in Education (1983)
noted:
Each generation of Americans has outstripped its
parents in education, in literacy, and in economic
attainment. For the first time in the history of
our country, the educational skills of one
generation will not surpass, will not equal, will
not even approach, those of their parents. (p. 11)
It found that the schools were such mediocre institutions that
it proclaimed:
If an unfriendly foreign power had attempted to
impose on Americans the mediocre educational
performance that exists today, we might well have
viewed it as an act of war. As it stands, we have
allowed this to happen to ourselves.... We have,
in effect, been committing an act of unthinking,
unilateral educational disarmament. (p. 5)
A year earlier, in 1982, Naisbitt stated that "it
is more and more apparent that young high school -
even college - graduates cannot write English or
even do acceptable arithmetic. For the first time
in American history, the generation moving to
adulthood is less skilled than its parents".
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In 1983, GoDdlad published his major study ot schooling
and he put his concern this way:
American schools are in -trouble. In fact, the
problems at schooling are of such crippling
proportions that many schools may not survive. It
is possible that our entire public education system
is nearing collapse. We will continue to have
schools. no doubt. but the basis of their support
and their relationships to families, communities,
and states could be quite different from what we
have known. (p. 1)
Thirteen years earlier, in 1970, Goodlad and Klein completed
a major stUdy entitled Behind The Classroom Door. Their
observations seem to echo similar future research:
We were struck •.. by the sameness of activities
within any given room, whether or not dei3igned for
enrichment or individual supplementation of the
regular program. We rarely saw an abrupt turnabout
from the kind of instruction we have described to
vigorous, constructive, playacting, or dancing.
Independent activities when provided meant more of
the same reading (but with different books),
writing, and coloring. (p. 91)
Such a "legacy of mediocre education" (Fantini, 1986, P. 2)
permeated the AIlerican society. A "legacy of doubt" (Schmuck,
1984, p. 21) has been created about the ability of the school
to make a difference in student learning. Yudof (1984)
indicates that the pUblic reaction to the documented school
ills is "yes, we've slipped' so let's change our ways" (p.
456). Tach (1984) concluded that school reform had become it
"media Qvent" (p. 1). The impact was foretold by pa:",sow in
1976 when he wrote that such research has sensitized
"individuals and groups to changing conditions and forces, and
to the urgency for change in institutions and agencies
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concerned with the education of youth" (p. 54). Stedman and
Smith (1983) capt.ures this strive for reform:
Our schools, historically, have failed to educate
well a majority of our youth, whether this 1s
measured by college qraduation, the capacity to
write a cogent essay I mastery of advanced
mathematical and scientific concepts, traininlJ in
literature and foreign languaqes, or the acquisition
of higher-order reasoning and problem solving
skills. This in itself should be sufficient
lIIotivation for change. (p. 94)
Since all of these studies were done about schoulinq in
the United States, one may indeed question the relevance for
canada. Goodlad (1984a) offers this observation:
Up to here, at least, this discussion is as relevant
for schooling in Canada as it is for schooling in
the United states. It would be presumptuous of me
to assume that the realities of schooling we
encountered and described are paralleled completely
in Canadian schools. Still, having taught and
served as a principal in canadian schools and having
visited SODe over the yCi"rs since leaving my native
country, I have not gathered any evidence to suggest
that the regularities at schooling in Canada are
profoundly different from the regularities of
Schooling in the United States. (p. 5)
Riffel (1987) is much more to the point:
There can be little doubt. that there is genuine
pUblic concern about the quality of education in
canada. When polled, substantial numbers of people
-from one-quarter to one-half of those surveyed,
depending upon the poll (Morrow, 1984) • indicate
that the educational system as a Whole is
inadequate, as follows: standards are too low,
teaching is not rigorous and challenging enough,
schools are not doing their best, or resources are
allocated unfairly. This kind of infarnation from
provincial and national opinion polls is reintorced
at the local li!vel by test results, comments from
parents and newspaper editors, as well as the
information and impressions that superintendents
collect as thoy visit schools. ... For these
reasons, there does seem to be a significant
political need to improvQ education. (p. 2 )
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Th. Cbapq_ in 899itty
In addition to these major studies of schooling,
declining enrollments, financial cut-backs, changing
priorities of governments are great problems for educational
srstellls. The nage of slow-nown" (Bouiding, 1975, p. 8) has
become the new reality. " .•• In terms of budget allo.cations,
schools will have difficulty getting priority. although the
demands on the school are increasing" (Van Velzen, Hiles,
Ekholm, Hameyer & Robin, 1985, p. 25). Educators and social
policy makers have "become so accustomed to the belief that
schools that are bigger are better that [there is} difficulty
imagining how to make schools smaller and better" (Neale,
Bailey, & Ross, 1981, p. 9, emphasis in original).
Tb. Cb'Dqipg 'orld vipy
The demand for !."liIform also comes from "the changing world
view" (Fantini, 1986, p. 7). The Newtonian model of our world
as a 'fixed state' has gradually been replaced by the
Einsteinian view that our world is dynamic and flexible.
Naisbitt (1962) identified ten persuasive directions in which
our society appeared to be moving. Such shifts in world
views, societal directions, educational goals and means of
delivery are best summarized by Fantini (1986) in Table 1.
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Fantini (1986) argues that "we are moving from a teacbing
position to a learning position. This is far more than a neat
parallel construction, for it represents a fundamental shift
in our view ot education and schooling" (p. 39, emphasis in
original) .
Van Vel zen et a1. (1985) puts the argument for school
reform this way:
We are living in a transitional period between
industrial society and the new information society •
• •• As we move into the information society, the
role of education may become even more important as
a main prerequisite for realiz:ing toe potential of
the new society. Therefore it is important to build
the school for tomorrow. . .• Although the new
information society is in the process of
development, and we cannot precisely indicate what
the scnool will look like in the year 2000, we can
formulate several challenges to the schools in the
next decade.... We expect that the soclal function
and position of education ... will shift; education
will face new prime chaJl.",nges. The special
feature, is, however, that tile adaption of education
will take place in a period of no growth, consisting
of demographic, economic and psychological
contraction. This combination is a new feature in
most western countries (pp. 18-19).
Our changing society, our changing world vie..., together with
the plethora at stUdies of schooling, all have the "clarion
call for change, .•• for action in our schools" (Hall, Hard,
Guzman, HUling-Austin, Rutherford and Stiegelbauer, 1984 p.
48). However, WescotteOodd (1984) captures the best sentiment
for reform with the following commentary:
oespite the recent avalanche of proposals to
fix our public schools, none confronts the basic
issue: 'We expect the schools to accomplish so many
tasks at once that they cannot do a job very well
for very long. Band-Aid solutions proliferate: a
longer day and year, more required Subjects, more
homowork, higher pay for teachers. But more of the
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sattle is not necessarily improvement. Nor do the
schools need more special programs, layered one on
top of the other, each with its requisite
administrators, procedures, and paper work.
Because current efforts attempt to patch
the present system, they are not likely to bring
fundamental reform. Perhaps novelty will account
for some initial success, but one need only remember
mini courses, new math, values clarification and the
emphasis on math and sciences after Sputnik to sue
that a ride on any such bandwagon is likely to be
a short one.
We have the knowledge and expertise to redesign
our public education system. We also have thousands
of talented, dedicated educators to carry out the
needed changes. Most important. we have hundreds
of thousands of stud~nts and their parents who
deserve a better system than they have now, one that
is stable yet responds to change. Now is the time
to implement the new design. (PP. 69-70).
This new design is school improvement.
The Concept of School Improvement
DifficUl.ties in understanding
A preview of the literature quickly indicates a
difficul ty and an uncomfortableness about the term school
improvement. This is captured best by Huberman and Hiles
(19B4) :
School improvement, like motherhood, has many
advocates. Everyone is for it, without having to
campaign actively on its behalf. And just as the
100\ of poople who have had mothers think they know
how mothering could be done better, so the (nearly)
100\ of people who have been pupils in schools, .or
have even taught in or managed them, think they know
how schools can be improved. • .. Furthermore, the
issues are not merely technical, but normative and
political. The term i~prov.II.Dt. is itself
problematic. One person I 5 version of improvement
is another's version of wastefulness or even of
worsening the school \. Furthermore, the versions
that win out in anl particular school are not
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necessarily technically "best". Iaprovuont
sometimes turns out to be merely a code word for the
directives that administrators have s\:ccessfully put
into place, or for the agreements that teachers have
lobbied into being. (p. v; emphasis in oriqinal)
The same sentiment is expressed by Lehming and Kane (1981)
when they write that "the term is irabued with valuation l ' and
" ••. analytically the phrase is fraught with problems. It
may be a concrete proj act, or a specific product or
technology" (p. 10). Su~,h are the "ambiguities" encountered
with the term.
The understanding and the defin!ticn of the concept may
" ... either cause some people to disregard it and to say that
[itl is wonderful [or to consider it as) old change stuff that
'" really didn't make any difference in the 1960's. • •• The
language and the definition is a little bit of a problem .••
Are we talking about radical changes which are out ... or are
we talking about incremental changes which are in" (Hall,
Herd, Huling, Rutherford, , Stieqelbauer, 1983, p. 169).
Hopkins and Wideen (1984) tell us that "school improvement is
a nebulous term and one that requires clarification" (p. 4).
Hopkins (1984) found the concept "diffuse and slipperyll (p.
7). Van Velzen, Hiles, Ekholm, Hameyer and Robin (1984) found
that
"School improvement" is a term many people use, but
its meaning is ambiguous. Almost anything - in-
service training, the adoption of an innovation,
curricullUD change, new teacher hiring standards, or
llo national reform - can be called "school
improvement". Furthermore, even when the nature of
the change involved is clear, and we know who is
initiating it, and why, we are often left with
normative and value conflicts: what a policy-maker
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considers "improvement" may be seen by teachers as
no change, or a worsening (p. 34)
Despite such difficulties, Hopkins and Wideen (1984) found
that school improvement is no.... an established and clearly
etched feature on the landscape of educational reform and
change.
Ute.ph At Clarification
The many attempts to "define and etch more clearly the
landscape of school improvement" (Hopkins, 1984, p. 16)
indicates its dynamic nature, its complexity and its tendency
to be over simplified. The effort to determine the "territory
of school improvement" (Hopkins, 1984, p. 16) involves many
faces.
The synonyms used in the clarification of this concept
are well-known terms. McKenzie (1986) in his research found
the following phrases used: school-based evaluation, school
review, school-controlled evaluation, co-operative school
appraisal, and institutional self evaluation concentrating on
evaluation that is essentially formative in nature" (p. J).
Common (1985) argues that 'school improvement is inextricably
linked with innovation and program evaluation" (p. 298).
However, Glatter (1986) sets school improvement apart from
innovation:
We might ask first what are the distinctive
resonances ot the term' school improvement' compared
with those of its elder cousin 'innovation'? The
tone of 'school improvement' is more comprehensive
yet more incremental, implying a broader sweep over
the school's activities but less radical in intent.
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There is also a clear focus on the attempt to
achieve an outcome - illlprovement - rather than just
to introduce something new. Thus,' school
improvement 1 is a term 'Which reflects the current
age in ways' innovation' does not. (p. 88)
Sirotnik and Oak.es (1981) uses tho! phrase "contextual
appraisal system for schaolan (p. 164), shying "away from the
term 'evaluation' ••. because of its various connotations and
ambiguities of meaning among professional educators and the
public" (p. 172). Edmonds (1982) states that school
improvement "... is a systematic, formal evaluation of the
presence or absence, strength or weakness, of each of the
correlates of school effectiveness ... " (p. 15). Leithwood
(1986) conceptualizes school improvement as Ita process of 'gap
reduction', that is, reducing the gap between those outcomes,
states or dispositions which are valued for students (and
presumably by students, at some point) and those outcomes
students presently achieving" (p. 2) . This
conceptualization is similarly shared by Leithwood and Yullan
(1984), Leithwood and Montqomery (1982a) and Neale et al.
(1981). Loucks-Horsley and Herqert. (1985) also consider the
analogy of gap reduction, but do not limit it to student
outcomes. They view school improvement quite broadly as
reducinq the gap between "our school as it is now and our
school as we'd like it to be" (p. xii).
School improvement can be considered a modern version of
the school survey. This tern appeared in the American
educational environment during the early decades of this
century as tt'/e Scientific principles of Freder;.ck Taylor were
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applied to the schools in an attempt to make them
efficient. Callahan (1982) describes the prOl.:ess this way:
The procedure generally followed was to call in an
outside "expert" or experts who studied the schools
and made a report to the board of education. These
men were usually professors of education from
leading lmiversities and most often ~pecialists in
administration•.. ". The length of time spent upon
these investigations varied from one week to a year
or more.... (p. 112)
He found that although the term survey was "positive in
nature and was concerned with constructive criticism", it also
could have an uinvidious connotation" which implied seeking
proof of inefficiency, of putting the school on triaL (p.
114). The survey presented a view of th.e school from the
outside only and its emphasis on efficiency, efficiency
ratings and consulting expertise sets it apart from school
improvement.
Goodlad (1984a) states that in school improvement the
.•• concern is with such qualitative indicators as
distribution of time and teachers to the sUbject
fields, pedagogy going beyonti didactics, school
Climate, class climate, principal-teacher rel.::t.tions,
home-school relations, and the like. We are
interested in the health of the institution, the
factors contributing to this health, and the factors
interfering ....ith the well-being and productivity of
teachers and students. (p. 9)
Goodlad is not alone in using the notion of establishing. and
maintaining. an organization (institution) in optimum health.
(Hopkins, 1985; Miles, 1965; Roueche & Baker, III, 1986).
Improvement is inextricably oriented towards change and
school improvement cowards educational change. Mullaney
(1983) adds an extra word to this phrase and defines
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educat.ional planned change as Ifa deliberate attempt to improve
existing conditions through the adoption ot new products, new
technoloqles, or new ideas· (p. 54). However. this
understandinq is not without difficulties. Fullan (1982) puts
it this way:
When we ask which aspects of current practice would
be altered, if given educational changes ware to be
implellented, the complexity of defining and
accomplis.binq ac'bJa! change begins to surface. The
difficulty is that educational changoe is not ill
single entity. It is to a cartain extent
multidimensional. (p. 30)
Riffel (1987) explains that "even if we were to learn the main
elements of an equation for school improvement, we will always
be faced lolltit the complex and never ending human processes
that go with their implementation" (p. 2). Parish and Arends
(1983) found that the difficulties encountered ",ere attributed
to "a lack of understanding of ••• the many dilemmas facing
those who attempted to facilitate school improvement" (p. 63).
Coqnizant of the inherent dit'ficulties, a framework of planned
educational change has become a way of thinking about school
improvement. (Pullan, 1982; Joyce, HQrsh, , McKibben, 1983;
Leithwood. 1986; Leithwood , Fullan, 1984; Leithwood ,
Hontqollery, 1982bi Mullaney, 1983; Neale et al., 1981).
I.riou' Itf'ortl Towar4 DllfiDitioD
Hopkins (1984) says that the term 'creativity of the
school' has the same sense as the phrase 'school improvement'.
(p. 10). Nisbet (1973) defines the term 'creativity of the
school' as the "capacity to adopt, adapt, generate or reject
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innovations ••• It implies a flexibility of approach which has
three elements: confronting problems, responding to problems
and evaluating the response to problems" (pp. 16-19). Looking
at school imp.:ovement in this light, Hopkins (1984) observes:
One is used to hearing the Roqerian phrase - the
fully functioning person; the autonomous O~ creative
school is the systemic educational equivalent of
this humanistic ideil.. This school is not one that
is necessarily progressive, radical or conservative,
there are no values implicit in the term; what is
implied, is an organization that is self-determining
and has the capacity to dea:. with its environment,
as well as responding to the needs of its members.
(pp. 10-11)
Fullan (1985) describes school improvement as
interaction between eight organizational variables and four
process varL ·'les as shown in Figure 2.
Improvement
e.g..Achievement of Goals
.Sense of community
and meaning
.capacity for further
improvement
~: The School Improvement Process
~: From "Change Processes and Stratcgies At
The Local Level" by M. Fullan, 1985, Illq
Elementary school Journal, M (3) p.
400. copyright ~985 by The University
of Chicago.
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The eight organizational factors are:
1. Ins~ructionally focused leadership at the school
level.
2. District support.
3. Emphasis on curriculum and instruction (e.g.,
maximizing <-cademte learning).
4. Clear goals and high expectations for students.
5. A system for monitoring performance and achievement.
6. ongoing staff development.
7. Parental involvement and support.
8. orderly and secure climate.
The four proce.1ls factors are:
1. A feel for the improvement process on the part of
leadership.
2. A guiding value system.
3. Intense interaction and communication.
4. Collaborative planning and implementation.
These "eight organization factors, supported and fueled by the
four process variables, produce school improvement" (Fullan,
1985, ;J. 404). Similar variables in the school improvement
process are discussed by Purkey and Smith (1983) and Cohen
(1983). Peter and Waterman's (1982) review and description
ot 'excellent' companies also refer to similar successful
change variables. Hopkins (1985) offers the following
description:
If school improvement is used as a generic term.
then it can be regarded as constituted by a set of
differing activitlas (e.g., school-based in-service,
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SBR (School Based Review], organization development
(00), school based curriculum development,
participatory decision making. etc.), each of which
are underpinned by a set of assumptions about
change.... (p. 13)
He represents this idea of school improvement diagrammatically
as in Figure 3, page 37.
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Assumptions about
change
~ School Ethos/climate
- - Ecoloqy of school
N. B. Inner circles
rQpresenting SBR, 00 and
INSET (Inservice
Education and Training of
Teachers) are only
examples ot the nexus of
activities that comprise
school improvement -
there are other
activities and the
combination will vary
from school to school.
The Ecoloqy of School Improvement
From school Based RI!yiew For School Improvement
(p. 13) by D. Hopkins, 1985, Leuven, Belgium:
Academic Publishing Company. Copyright 1985 by
the Academic Publishing Company.
He further states that
... Schools generate an individual culture (Sararon,
1982) and operate within an ecological situation
(Dalin, 1978). .•• The internal culture •..
reflects the internal capacity of the school to
change. The external ecology is c01!lposed of
environmental pressures which are a function of
government policy,. social climate, local culture,
etc .... conceptualizing school improvement in this
way assists in understanding why SBR activities vary
so tremendously from country to country and within
national and local boundaries. (p. 14)
Perhaps the best treatment of t!'le concept of school
improvement is given by Van Velzen et al. (1985). They define
it as Ma systematic, sustained effort aimed at change in
learning conditions i'lnd other related internal conditions in
one or more schools, with the ultimate aim of accomplishing
educational goals more effectively" (p. 48). They go on to
clarify different parts of this definition:
School is the target and the common-sense meaning
of the word is understood: an organi<.ation of
teachers and students, usually found in one physical
building. (Depending on the local context, the
school may also include principals or school
leaders, specialists, parents, counsellors, a board,
etc.). In practical terms, there is usually a
"boundary" defining the school; the membE!rs inside
t.he boundary in(luencEl each other more than
"out.siders" can.
systemat.ic, sustained effort. - a carefully planned
and managed process that takes place over a period
ot several years. Of course there may be surprises
and failures, but. the effort. is to do things
thoughtfully.
Change - simply means any alterations in learning
conditions, or related conditions internal to the
school. Chang£ls are typically alterations in school
structure, school procedures or school climate.
Learning conditions - refer to organized activities
of t.ho school, directed by teachers or ot.hers, aimed
at accomplishing educational goals.
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Related internal conditions - refer to all aspects
of the school that are connected in any way with
learning conditions and to intended achievement of
pupil goals.
Educational goals/outcomes - general speaking, these
are what a school is "supposed" to accomplish for
its students and for society.
Effectiveness (at the school level) - all is meant
here is that a school, to be called "effective"
within a certain cultural context, is (a)
accomplishing the best possible pupil outcomes
(defined in both individual and societal terms): (b)
with as little wastage of pupil talent as possible;
and (e) with efficient use of means. (pp. 49-53)
Given all the variations and emphasis in the concept of
school improvement, one may be forgiven for feeling about
school improvement as Fillmore (19B4) felt about the concept
of organizational development: nOD: No More Definitions,
Please" (p. 1). Or sUbstituting school improvement for 00,
one may feel as Weisbord (1977):
Depending upon whom you talk to and what you read
you will learn that 00 works, doesn't work, is
extremely complex, scientific and mysterious, defies
description, can be evaluated, should always be
evaluated, risks becoming professionalized, risks
not becoming professionalized, doesn't really exist,
one existed but is becoming extinct, is
metamorphosing into something else which also works,
doesn't work, is extremely complex, scientific and
mysterious, defies description, etc. etc. etc. (p.
2) •
Th. Nature of IOneaH.,".l CbflMJ.
Ifb. H,aniRg of Chapg'
Since school improvement is defined in terms of change,
it is appropriate to consider brietly the literature regarding
educational change. Fullan (1982) found that "one of the most
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fundamental problelDfJ in education today is that people do not
have a clear, coherent sense of meaning about what educational
change is for, what it is, and how it proceeds lt (p. 4). Hall
et a1. (1984), Berman (1981) and Deal (1987) share the same
experiences. Berman (1981) gives five reasons for this "state
of confusion" (p. 255).
Fullan (1982) states that "educational change is a
process of coming to grips with the multiple realities of
people who are the main participants in implementing change"
(p. 892).
Hall and Herd (1984) have extensively developed this
human side of change. Fullan (1986) states that "change is
an individual and organizational learning process.
anything we }mOW about how people learn represents a
productive resource for generating ideas for change" (p. 75).
Bt.ge. in the Change Prqctl.
The change process is treated as comprising phases,
SUbprocesses. Berman (198i) and Miles and Ekholm (1985) use
three subprocesses: Hall and Hord (1984) used nine phases;
Fullan (1982) uses four phases. The most common are the
following: Phase I variously labeled initiation, mobilization
or adoption: Phase II referred to as implementation or initial
usef and Phas.e III cal1f!d continuation, incorporatIon,
routinization or institutic"nalization. This categorization
of the change process is diagrammatically represented in
Flqure 4.
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Time ------------l~
~: The Relation of SUbprocesses of Change.
H.2.t.§: From Lasting sghool Improyement· Exploring The
Process of Institutionalization (p. 245) by H. B.
MUes, K. Ekholm & R. Vanderberg-he (Eds.). 1981,
Leuven, Belgium: Academic Publishing- Company.
copyright 1987 by Academic Publishing Company.
Fullon (1982) lists ten factors associated with Phase I;
tifteen factors with Phase II: and five with Phase III.
Berman (1981) gives a similar list of factors as outlined in
Table 2.
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crandall, Eiseman and Louis (1986) in their research found the
following dilemmas about change:
whether to opt for a pedagogic or an organizational
focus; whether to work toward making modest or major
changes; whether to develop innovations internally
or import those developed else\olhere; whether to rely
upon innovations developed by teachers or those
developed by non-teachers; and whether to insist
that innovations be replicated faithfully or allow
implementors to adapt them. (p. 22)
These factors were also found by Fullan (1982, 1986) to
be important in the change process.
Assumptiops About; Cbapg'
Researchers dealing with change analysis list a number
of assumptions that are important considerations in any
educational change effort. (Berman, 1981: David, 1982: Fullan
1982,: 1985: 1986; r..eithwOOQ & Fullan, 1984). Mullaney (1983)
sees them as key issues in the change process. Leithwood and
Fullan (1984) state that these assumptions/propositions II •••
tell us about the organizational conditions that support
effective change - conditions that help individuals, in
interaction with others, to alter their ways of thinking and
doing in ardor to accomplish a valued educational goal" (p.
7).
Fullan (1982) identifies Olten 'do' and 'don't'
assumptions·' (p. 91) that he considers basic to a successful
approach to educational change:
1. Do not assume that your version of What tho
change should be is the one that should or
could be implemented. On the contrary, assUlllO
that one of the main purposes of the process
of implementation is to exobang_ your reali'ty
of what should be through interaction with
implementors and others concerned.
2. Assume that any significant innovation, if it
is to result in change, requires individual
implementol,"s to work out their own meaning.
Significant change involves a certain amount
of ambiguity, ambivalence, and uncertainty for
the individual about the meaning of the
change. Thus, effective implementation is a
prOCOSD at: clarification.
3. Assume that conflict and disagreement are not
only inevitable but fundamental to successful
change.
4. Assume that people need pressure to change
(even in directions which they desire), but it
will only be effective under conditions which
allow them to react, to form their own
position, to interact with other itnplementors,
to obtain technical assistance, etc. Unless
people are going to be replaced with others
who have different desired characteristics,
resoci'ilization is at the heart of change.
5. Assume that effective Change takes time. • ..
Expect significant change to take a minimum of
two or three years.
6. Do not assume that the reason for lack of
implementation is outright rejection of the
values embodied in the change, or hard·core
resistance tl) all change. Assume that there
are a number of possible reasons: value
rejection, inadequate resources to support
implementation, insufficient time elapsed.
7. Do not expect all or even most people or
groups to change. • .. Progress occurs when we
take steps (e.g. by following the .Il.sswnptions
listed here) which increaso the number of
people affected.
8. Assume that you need a plan which is based· on
the above assumptions and which addresses the
factors knO\ffl to affect implementation.
g. Assume thla~ no amount of knowledge will ever
make it totally clear what action should be
taken. Action decisions are a combination ot
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valid knowledge, political considerations, on-
the-spot decisions, and intuition.
10. Assume that change is a frustrating,
discouraging business. (pp. 91-92, emphasis
in original)
The boundary between change and improvement is not clear
cut. Ekholm (1984) states that "it is not a research
question to judge if a change process is an improvement. It
is a political question" (p. 34). considering the question
'when is a change an improvement?', Van Velzen at al. (1985)
indicate that "unless the key stakeholders in and around the
school have a reasonably shared idea of the gO<lls to be
achieved - at both the individual and the societal level -
this question cannot really be answered" (p. 52). Majone and
Wildavsky (1978) puts it this way:
Faithful implementation is sometimes undesirable
(because the idea is bad) I sometimes impossible
(because power won't permit), and often
unforeseeable (because it depends on what people
bring to it as well as what's in it). (p. 25).
Th!p Bchool a, the Target (or 11\1.[ .:ovell'At
Tho Rllsa.rob Agreem'At
Goodlad (1985) states that
•.. the optimal unit for educational cha.nge ia the
single school with its pupils, teachers, principals
-those who live there every day - as primary
participants. (po 175)
After many years of study and personal experience with
educational change, Goodlad (l984b) reinforces this position:
Significant educational improvement of schooling,
not mere tinkering-, requires that we focus on entire
schools, not just teachers or principals or
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curricula or organization or school-cOWllunity
relations but all of theso and morc. We might begin
with one or several of these but it is essential to
roalize . that all are interconnected and that
changinq anyone element ultimately affects the
others. Consequently, it is advisable to focus on
one place where all of the elements come together.
This is tho individual school. (p. XVi)
There is general agreement with this focus for any school
improvement effort. (Bank, 1982; DeRoche, 1981; Edmonds,
1982; Goodlad, 1984.1; Kausmeier, 1986: Lezotte & Bancroft,
1985; Neale et a1., 1981; Quinby, 1985: Roberts, 1975; Wood,
Freeland' Szabo, 1985). Purkey and Smith (1985) make "the
school •.. the focus of change" (p. 362) as the first of four
policy recommendations "designed to instigate effective school
projects· (p. 364). Finn (1984) puts school focus as the
number one cOllllllllndment in a list of nine commandments for
enhancing school effectiveness. Hopkins (1984) asks the
question:
But ....hy the school? Why focus on that as the unit
of development.... There are a number of reasons,
but three in particular stand out; the failure of
the curriculum reform unit, the failure of post-
industrial societies to maintain sustained growth
in the gross natural product (GNP), and the current
Ubiquity of social change. (p. 11)
While these forces are outside the school, Heckman et al.
(1983) suggest why school-level considerations are primary:
Despite the considerable saceness among schools-
what we might call a general schooling culture-each
school has its own particular culture in which
organ1z:ational arrangements, patterns of behaviour,
and ASsumptions have come into being in a unique
way. Pihile it is possible to describe cultural
patterns likely to be found at all schools, these
are abstractiong. The local school is where social,
pOlitical and hiotorical forces are transldted into
practice, and at each school that is likely to
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happen in different ways. change efforts based only
on an understanding: of a general school culture, and
not on its particular fOnl at a local school, wl11
ignore what is most critical: the particular
structures, behaviors, meanings, and belief systems
that have evolved in that school. (p. 28)
Berman and McLaughlin (1978) contend that projects
directed toward significant change cannot be implemented
across a ....hole school system at once. Perry (1981) concurs
because he found it important to consider "the organizational
and environmental idiosyncracies of the school" (p. 260).
The argument for the sebeol as the focus in school
improvement efforts is perhaps best given by Albrecht (1984):
Responsible physicians do not prescribe remedies to
an abstraction labeled "patients". Rather, they
identify remedies only after carefully assessing the
condition of each individual patient, many of whom
are in a state of robust good health and require no
remedy at all. Clearly individual schools deserve
the same sort of individual attention. (p. 102)
Tbe Rol., of the Principal in Scbool Improvemept
The Importance of the principal
The role of the principal in educational change is a
gradual, evolving one. Few significant empirical studies on
....hat the principal does and does not do in relation to
educational change have occurred prior to 1980.
Wolcott (1973) did an ethnographical stUdy of one
principal (Ed) and his research suggests principals work to
manage change introduced from the outside than to lead change:
"Principals talk a great deal about change. But I did not see
any evidence that Ed actually contributed to this forment" (p.
..
307). This is similar to the description of the illusion of
change given by Berman and McLaughlin (1979), the distinction
between espoused theory and theory-in-practice given by
Argysis and Schon (1978), and the description given by Miles
et a1. (1978) of the principal at Westgate who supported open
educ8.tion in general, but not at a specific level. Barason
(1971) found the role of the principal in educational change
not very compelling:
There is little in the nature of the classroom
teacher, there is little in the motivation of the
teacher to become a principal, there is little in
the actual experience of the teacher with
principals, and there is even less in the criteria
by which a principal is chosen to expect that the
role of the principal will be viewed as a vehicle,
and in practice used, for educational change and
innovation. (p. 232)
There has been an explosion of research during this
decade which indaed provides evidence that the principal is
viewed as a vehicle for educational change. Barth (1986)
proclaims that "the school principal has been rediscovered"
(p. 156) in educational chang~ efforts. According to Dwyer
(1984) "school principals find themselves in the spotlight,
expected to shoulder successfully the awesome responsibility
of school reform" (p. 3).
Berman and McLaughlin (1980) studied the effects of
several hundred federally supported innovative edu.cational
programs over a five year period. One of the key findings was
the central role played by the school principal in determining
whether a change would succeed or fail: tiThe principal is
the gatekeeper of change. If you have to pick one figure in
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the school system who really matters in tenns of whether you
get change or not, it is the principal" (p. 35). Hall et al.
(1980) examined nine schools closely, using a case study
methodology, '::0 understand why some schools were more
successful than others in implementing a science curriculum.
They were very explicit about t':e implications of their
results: "For us, the single most important hypothesis
emanating from these data is that the degree of implementation
of the innovation is different in different schools because
of the actions and concerns of the principal" (p. 26). This
importance of the school principal in school improvement
efforts is well documented. (Clark & McCarthy, 1983; DeRoche,
1981; Fullan, 1982; 1985; 1986; Hall' Hord, 1984; Hall et
al., 1983; Jwaideh, 1984; Lieberman & Miller, 1984; Leithwood
& Fullan, 1984; Leithwood , Montgomery, 1982a; Manasse, 1985;
Mullaney, 1983; Purkey' smith, 19831 1985; Reinhard, Arends,
Kutz, Lovell, , wyant, 1980; Rosenblum' Jastrzabn, 1980;
Roueche , Baker, III, 1986; Trullll-' , Georgiades, 1977).
Lieberman and Miller (1981) reinforce the conclusion of
this research when they state that "the principal is the
critical person in making change happen" (p. 583).
What Do pripoipals Do?
Research is gradually beginning to concentrate on what
principals actually do in the process of school improvement.
Reinhard et al. (1980) investigated principal behaviors that
s~pportGd or hindered change. They divided the change process
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into four stages and. considered the principal's role in each
stag'e. Tho first stage, planning and initiation, the
investigators tound the following beh.1viors to be crucial:
principal's agreement with the project. hili input into the
project proposal, and the communication of his support and
enthusiasm to others. The second stage, building a temporary
operation system tor the project, successful innovations had
principals Who took an active, positive role in the project,
sold the p::oject to the superintendent and quickly provided
all necessary material and pel.;jonnel resources. The third
stage, development and implementation, saw successful
principals remain interested and ever ready to solve any
problems that might aris2. During this stage, principals in
successful efforts, began to turn over operation of the
project to other p",rsonne1. In the fourth stagG., the critical
behaviors for successful principals were a continuing
commitment to the change effort and an ability to provide the
resources needed tor project continuation. In a series ot
other comments, Reinhard et a1. (1980) state:
The principal encouraged hculty participation in
providing direction tor the project, the principal
oxplained to regular faculty how the project
benetits them, the principal encouraged
participation in in-service events, the principal
facilitated staff visits to other schools, the
principal selected unit leaders and helped them
develop as a team. . .. The principal anticipated
materials and equipment needs and had tnel:!. on hand,
the principal shortened the school day twice a month
and used the time for planning. the principal found
non-pl:eject runds for teachers to visit other
school9. (p. 12, 13)
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Persell and Cookson (1982) reviewed more than seventy-
five research: studies and reports to address why sOllie
principals are more effective than others. They identified
nine recurrent behaviours that are displayed by principals ~."
successful change efforts:
1. Demonstrating a commitment to academic 90a.19.
2. creating a climate of high expectations.
3. Functioning as an instructional leader.
4. Being a forceful and dynamic leader.
S. Consulting effectively with others.
6. creating order and discipline.
7. Marshalling resources.
8. Using time well.
9. Evaluating results (p. 22)
RosenblUlll and 3astrazab (1980) studied the role of
thirteen principals. Successful change efforts resulted
where principals gave "general approval, allowed access to
teachers, and took an active role in the project" (p. 32).
Although some principals delegated responsibilities, "as long
as the principal was actively involved and interested in
getting feedback from the assistant, the project did not
suffer - all the staff were aware that the principal was
committed to the project and to follow up on their
participation in it" (p. 39). Other studies revaal similar
results. (Blumberg" Greenfield, 1980; Chesler, Scbmuch, i
Lippitt, 1979; Cotton & Savard, 1980; Edmonds, 1979; Rutter,
s,
Maughan, Mortimore, ouston, {, smith, 1979; Stallings (,
Mohlman, 1986).
In <'lttempting to identify what it is that principalS do
tha',; distinguishes thoso who are more successful in
facilitating school improvament, II number of investigations
looked at principal behaviours and grouped the behaviours
they found in principal types, traits, styles. (Bauchner {,
Loucks, 1982; Hall, Herd {, Griffin, 1980; Hall, Rutherford {,
Griffin, 1982; Hall {, Rutherford, 1983: Hall, Rutherford,
Herd {, Huling, 1984; Leithwood {, Montgomery, 1982a:
Leithwood, Ross, Montgomery, (, Maynes, 1978; Thomas, 1978).
Thomas (1978) studied principals from more than sixty
schools with alternate school programs and focused on how
principals managed diverse educational programs in their
schools. From this study, st.g identified three patterns or
classifications of principal behaviour related to the
facilitation of the alternative programs: director,
administrator and facilitator. Leithwood et a1. (1978)
studied twenty-seven principals regarding their infl-,ence on
the curriculum decisions made by teachers. From their
invootigations they discovered four discrete types of
principal behaviour: administrative leaders, interpersonal
leaders, formal leaders, and eclectic leaders. Leithwood and
Montgomery (1982a) reviewed twenty-nine studies and
identified two kinds of principals: e:ffective and typical.
working indepl3ndent of Thomas, Hall et al. (1982) identified
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three change facilitator styles that are very similar to
ThOJna.s· styles: Responder, Manager and Initiator.
These types appear to have similarities. The director
(Thomas, 1978), initiator (Hall et a1., 1982) and effective
principal (Leithwood " Montgomery, 1982a) have like
qualities. The administrator (Thomas, 1978) and rso:ponder
(Hall et aI., 1982) are similar ....hile facilitator (Thomas,
1978) and manager (Hall at a1., 1982) are alike in many ways.
Leithw-ood and Montgomery's (1982a) typical principal appears
to span both of the latter style groupings.
Hall, Hard, Huling, Rutherford and Stiegelbauer (1983)
did an extensive study over an entire school year of the day-
to-day interventions of nine elementary school principals
involved in facilitating specific curriculum innovations. As
part of this research Hall and Rutherford (1983) had these
principals identified by district administrators
portrayinq one of the three hypothesized change factI i tator
styles as described by Hall, Rutherford and Griffin (1982):
initiators, managers or responders. The study findinqs made
it possible to redetine and further clarify the dofinitions
of these change facilitator styles. Hall and Rutherford
(198]) state that "the paragraph definition cannot include
all of the detail and richness of tho full data set (from the
study] • however they do represent easier to grasp
descriptions of the gestalt of each style. These redefined
paragraph definitions are as follows:
~ place heavy emphasis on allowing teachers
and othere the opportunity to take the lead. They
believe their primary role is to maintain a smooth
running school by focusing on traditional
administrative tasks, keeping teachers content and
treating students well. Teachers are viewed as
strong professionals who are able to carry out their
instructional role with little guidance. Responders
emphasize the personal side of their relationships
with teachers and oth~rs. Before they make
decisions they often give everyone an opportunity
to have input so as to weigh their feelings or to
allow others to make the decision. A related
characteristic is th~ tendency toward making
decisions in tems of immediate circumstances rather
than in terms of longer range instructional or
school goals. This seems to be due in part to their
desire to please others and in part to their limited
vision of how their school and staff should change
in the future.
~~ represent a broader range of behaviors.
They demonstrate both responsive behaviors in answer
to situlltions or people and they also initiate
actions in support of the change eftort. The
variations in their behaviour seem to be linked to
their ri!lpport with tei!lchers and central office staft
as well as how well they understand and bUy into a
particular change etfort. Managers work without
fanfare to provide basic support ,-" facilitate
teachers' use of the innovation. They keep teachers
intormed about decisions and ara sensitive to
teacher needs. They will defend their teachers frolll
what are perceived as e"cessive demands. When they
learn th.::.t the central office wants something to
happen in their school they then become very
involved with their teachers in making it happen.
Yet, they do not typically initiate attempts tCl move
beyond tha basics of what is .1.mposed .
.InJ..t.W&n haVe clear, decisive long-range policies
and goals that transcend but include implementation
of the current innovation. They tend to have very
strong beliefs about what good schools and teaching'
should be like and work intensely to attain this
vision. Decisions are made in relation to their
goals for the school and in terms ot What they
balievo to be best for students which is based on
current knowledge of classroom practice. Initiators
have strong expectations for studonts, through
frequent contacts with tenchers and clear
explication ot how tho school is to operate and how
teachers are to teach. When they feel it is in the
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best interest ot their 8choo~. particularly the
students, Initiators will seQk changes 1n district
programs or policies or they will reinterpret thQll
to suit the needs of the school. :Initiators will
be adamant but not unkind, they 80licit input fro.
statf and then decisions are made in terms ot the
goal ot the school even if sOllie are ruffled by their
directness and high expectations. (pp. 77 I 84)
Hall " Rutherford (1983) summarize these three styles:
"Irlltiators uka it happen; Kanagers help it happen:
Responders let it happen" (p. 16).
Hall et 11. (1984) state that the picture of school
improvement
• •. is rich enough to allow for many styles and
combination of people. The key appears to be 1n the
blending, matching, and sequencing, rather than
striving to maintain a particular snapshot.
the role ot the principal in the school improvement
process l\lust be viewed in terms ot the many factors
that aftect it rather than naively assuming that a
quick cure can be made simply by changing one
variable, such as the change facilitator style of
the principal. (pp. 28-29).
Jwaideh (1984) offers the follOWing suggestions: to
principals which Day help their efforts to becollle Dare
effective in the school illlprovement process:
1. Goal-Setting-
(i) Require teachers to work together to
establish clear goals tor the school and
its subunits.
2. Data Gathering
(i) Gather intorml'tion about rCllationships
within the school through the diaqnostic
use of discussions, questionnaires, or
instruments specifically designed to
assess the school's climate.
(ii) Use survey feedback methods periodically
to obtain data from organizational
members about their teelings,
perceptions, and attitudes to....ard their
teaching, their students, and school
orq~nization and policies.
3. Improving COllllllunications
(i) Encourage the sharing' of information
among teachers.
(11) Monitor the quality of communication with
staff members.
4. Managing Motivation
(i) Take an active role in manaqinq
motivational processes in the schooL
5. Stlmulatinq Creativity
(i) Encourage teachers to experiment and try
out ne.... approaches and techniques.
(ii) Arranqe for teachers to visit other
schools where innovative programg or
practices have been effectively
implemented.
(iii) Help ease time pressures on teachers that
interfere with the adoption or
implementation of innovative practices.
(iv) Encourage teachers to attend prOfessional
meetings sponsored by national, regional
and state organizations.
(V) Facilitate staff communication about new
practices.
6. prOViding InforDlation and Training
(i) Locate or develop effective inservice
proqrams to provide teachers with skills
needed to improve their teaching.
(li) Participate in tnining activities
whenever possible to dC;llonstrate interest
and support.
7. Involving Teachers in Decision Makinq
(1) Arranqe for teachers' participation in
decision making includinq polley making.
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8. Increase Interdependency AlIlonq Statt' Metllbers
(1) Arrange for teachers to collaborate in
group problem solving.
(il) Consider the formation of interdependent
teams with interlocking responsibilities
to perform certain tasks.
9. Creating Llnkagea
(1) Share resources with other schools on a
regional basis.
(ii) Develop linkages with the environment.
(iii) Involve the cOllllllunity in important
educational decisions.
10. Implementing Innovations
(1) If a change has been mandated by federal,
state, or district authorities, involvo
teachers to the maximum extent possible
in planning its implementation.
(ii) Provide the necessary materials and other
resources that are required for
innovative teaching.
(lii) Make necessary changes in organizational
arrangements if existing onee are
incompatible with the innovation
student grouping, space, time
organization, grading practices.
(iv) Keep parents and the community fully
informed about the purposes, nature and
consequences of innovations that have
been adopted.
(v) Hold regular meetings with teachers who
are involved in the innovation.
(vi) Help teachers realize that the project is
"theirs" •
(vii) Involve them in evaluating the
innovation.
(viii) Provide teachers with feedback concerning
the effects of the innovation.
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5.
(iX) Encourage participants to express their
doubt. and n&9ative feelings,
(x) Kill a project when it has outlived its
usefulness. (pp. n. 13)
Similar guidelines are suggested by Fullan (1982). and
COm2Cln (1985) tor principals involved in school improvement
efforts.
fbI 'dpRb'l r. Mo1; Alop.
The literature on school improvolIsnt tends to make the
school principal a 'super' person. However, there is
suspicion of this 'great principal' theory. Fulllln (1982)
gives advice that appears to contradict the
'conventional wisdom' about the role of the principal in
school improvement: It. •• none of this research says that
change is illpossible without the principal, or the principal
is always the Dost bportant person" (p. 140).
Loucks-Horsley and Herqert (1985) put it this way: "The
principal is not tb. key to school improvement. Althouq'h the
principal is important, so are Ilany other people. (p. ix,
elllphasis in oriq'lnal).
Despite the enO%'1llQUB i=portance ot the principalts role,
the principal does not do it alone. The source at leadership
seellls to be a shared one. (CI~rk &; HcC~rthy, 1983; CODon,
1985; Fullan, 1986; Hall & Hard, 1987; Hord, Hall, &
Stieqelbauer, 1983; Hord, Huling & stleqelbauer, 1983; Purkey
l Smith, 1983; 1985).
5.
Hord, Hall and Stiegelbauer (1983) found "a new actor and
leader, the consigliere, who is an important !louree of
facilitator interventions at the sites of school improvement
efforts. . •• This individual is a Second Change Facilitator
whose role and impact on the implementation process could not
be ignorf'c." (pp. 132-133). The key findings about the role
of the consigliere, the second change facilitator, are given
by Hord, Hall and Stiegelbauer (1983):
1. The second change facilitator (CF) is not
always the assistant principal. In several
sites the second CF was a teacher and in
other sites tho second CF was a curriculum
consultzlnt from the central office.
2. There is a division of the change
facilitating tasks between the principal and
the second CF. • • • principals provided
overall guidance ... and the second cr, did
the day-to~day individualized coaching.
3. A larger percentage of the principal's
interventions are of the simple type (briefer
and less involved substantively). By
contrast the second CF' 5 interventions are
more likely to be complex, chain or
repeated .•.
4. . .. (T]he second CF interventions are more
frequently of an interactiva nature ...
5. There does appear to be some systematic
relationships between principal's Change
facilitator style and the second CF role. In
manager led schools the second CFts did one
halt as many interventions as did the
principal, in responder led schools they did
more and in initiator led schools they did
approximately equal numbers.
6. The location of the second CF also seems to
be related to the change facilitator style of
the principal. In schools with principals
who used the initiator or Managor CF style,
the second CF was located 1n the school. In
schools that had principals using the
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responder style, the second CF was often
located in the central ottice.
7. A promising additional finding is tha't
reqardleos of tho location of the second CF,
there appears to be a teacher representative
acting as a third CF and .ember of the
facilitation "teD". This person is
sometimes appointed by the principal and is
at other times the 'obvious choice'. (po
159)
Although h .!.dership is not considered to be fully
concentrated in the position of the principal, the importance
of the principal 15 best captured by Fullan (1986):
It is certainly possible for change to occur without
the principal •.. , but it would not be dif!icult to
assemble 100 research studies that show that when
the principal is an active supporter of a change
effort it is much more likely to succeed. (p. 76).
The Rol. ot th. Teacb,r
The Teacher I, 1I'0r14
An understanding of the world at teachers will help
generate ideas tor those in whatever role deal with thaD.
Fullan (1982) cautions everyone outside the role under review:
"Understand the subjective world - the phenomenology - ot the
role incUllbente as a necessary precondition tor enga9in9' in
any change ettort with them" (p. 120). Lieber1llan and Miller
(1984) describe the world of the teacher this way:
The rule or privacy governs peer interactions in It
school. It is alright to talk about the news, the
weather, sports, and sex. It is all right to
complain in general about the school and the
studQnts. However, it is not acceptablo to discuss
instruction and what happens in classrooms as
colleagues. For most teachers in most "Jchools,
teaching is indeed It lonely enterprise. With so
many people engaged in so common a mission in so
'1
compact oS space and time, it is perhaps the greatest
irony - and the greatest tragedy - that so much is
carried -on in self-imposed and prOfessionally
sanctioned isolation. (p. 11)
This lack of interaction among teachers about what they are
doing has been corroborated by other studies. (House" Lapan,
1978; Huberman, 1981; Leithwood & MacDonald, 1981:. Lortie,
1975; Rutter et al., 1979). Hence, teachers are more likely
to find themselves on the receiving end of change. (Fullan,
1982).
Since little thought is fJiven to the teachers' world,
"strategies commonly used .•• to promote changes ...
frequently do not work because they are derived from a world
or froJQ premises different from that of teachers" (Fullan,
1982, p. 115). Those who intr~uce school improvement
projects treat teachers the same way as they criticize
teachers for treating the students. In short, "those who want
change do exactly that for which they criticize teachers l '
(sarason, 1971, p. 193). Liebemlln and Miller (1986) found
that teachers cannot be overlooked: "whether we looked at
local problem solvinq, research transformed into practice,
action research, or networking, W£I were drawn to the teachers,
their world, and their work as the starting points for
improving schools" (p. 108).
How '1'C/lch.ra view ebaRg.
Four criteria used by teachers in asaessing any given
chanqe are described by Fullan (1982):
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1. Does the change potnntially address a need?
will students be interested? will they learn?
2. How clear is the change in terms of what the
teacher will have to do?
3. How will it affect the teacher personally in
terms of time, energy, new skill, sense of
excitement and competence, and interference
with existing priorities?
4. How intellectually rewarding will the
experience be in terms of interaction with
peers or others? (p. 113).
Clark, Lotto and Astuto (1984), Doyle and Ponder (1977-78)
and House (1974) found parallel concerns.
House (1974) summarizes teachers· views of most
innovations as follows: "personal costs are high, procedural
clarity low, and benefits unpredictable" (p. 73). Thus the
first step for change facilitators is to understand the
practices of teachers, their needs and their concerns about
changing because the best way to improve schools is through
improving teacher instructional performance. (Hall & Herd,
1987; Liebennan & Miller, 1981).
What Works Par Teachers
School improvement I.... will not take place without the
support and commitment of teachers ..• " (Purkey & Smith,
1982, p. 68). Crandall et al. (1986) support the same
conclusion. Some studies have found that the development of
cotronitment was achieved 'up front' by involving teachers in
problem solving and decision-making (Bentzen, 1974) and in
developing new materials and strategies (Berman and
6J
McLaughlin, 1975). Such involvement allowed teachers to have
a feeling of 1ownership , of the new techniques and
educational idealoqy (lfcLaughlin, 1978). as well as a sense
of collegiality (Finn, 1984), and efficacy (Clark et al..
1984). ThUS, teachers are allowed to shape the improvement
efforts. However, cooptation and mutual adaptation may
result. (Berman, 1981).
There is other research ....hich demonstrates an alternate
image for the development of teacber cOllll!litment. It can
develop after implementation, after teachers are actively
engaged in using a new practice. Crandall (1983) reports
that in their study of Dissemination Efforts supporting
School Improvement they
found that with clear, direct leadership from
building and central office administrators, training
by a credible person in the use of a practice that
was known to be effective, and continued support and
assistance, teachers tried the new practice,
mastered it, saw results with their students, and
developed a strong sense of ownership. And this
with little or no early involvement in problem
solving, selection, or decision making. (p. 7)
Crandall (1983) also found that there ara two more
factors operative in the development of cOmll1itment:
"exemplary practices and credible conveyors of those
practices" (po 8). The innovation llust be one that really
works. In addition, if the presenter of the ne.... practice is
another teacher I then together they are powerful forces for
successful improvement efforts. (House & Lapan, 1978; Aoki,
1977; Kormos & Enns, 1979). In addition to individual
cOl1Ullitment, Lieberman and Hiller (1981) found that "without
6.
organizational commitment to and engagEltr,ent in improvements,
efforts by teact.ers in isolated classrooms do r':lt hold much
promise for sustained success" (p. 583). Clark et al. (1984)
list the ingredients for this sustained success:
Teachers are willing to and do implement school
improvement programs when they are provided on-
going training, assistance, and the time fl"7 mastery
of a new practice. Teachers are also willLlg' to and
do use new materials that pass a practicality ethic,
Le .• are jUdged to be of high quality, possible to
implement, significantly different frOID current
practice, and balanced in terms of personal and
professional bene.fits and costs. To continue the
use of a new practice, teachers must perceive direct
and concrete benefits - both to students and to
themselves. (pp. 54, 55)
Little's (1982) in-depth research of work practices in
~i.x urban schools provides much detail ab<Jut "hat ..arks for
teachers. She found school improvement to be most surely and
thoroughly achieved when:
Teachers engage in frequent, continuous and
increasingly concrete and precise talk about
teaching practice (as distinct from teacher
characteristics and failings, the social lives of
teachers, the foibles and failures of stud.ents and
their families, and the unfortunate demands of
society on the school). By such talk, '.:cachers
build up a shared language adequate to the
complexity of teaching, capable of distinguishing
one practice and its virtue from another, and
capable of integrating large bodies of practice into
distinct and sensible perspectives on the businAss
of teaching.
Teachers are fre':JUently observed and provided
with usetul (if potentially frightening) critiques
of their teaching. Such obs~rvation and feedback
provide shared referents for the shared language of
teaching, at a level of procision and concreteness
which makes the talk about teaching useful.
Teachers plan, design, research, evaluate and
prepar~ teaching materials together. The most
astute observations remain academic ("just theoryll)
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without the machinery to act on them. By joint work
on materials, teachers share the considerable burdl<ln
o~ development required by long-term. improvement,
confirm thQir .merging' understanding ot their
approach and make rising standards for their 'Jork
attainable by them and by their students.
Teachers teach each other the practice ot'
teach!nq. In the most adaptable schools, most
staft', at one time or another, on somEi topic or
task, are pemitted and encouraged to play the role
of instructors for others. In this way. the ochool
makes maximum use of its own resources. (p. 331)
The Rol, ot Studepts
Styd.nh Not. Copddu,4
In most sehocl improvement efforts, little attention is
given to the role of students. Fullan (1982) found that
"there is little evidence" (po 8) regarding what students feel
about their role in such school activity "because no one ever
asks them" (p. 154). Goodlad (1984) fully agrees. H9 found
that "in almost Q. .• l efforts to improve schools, students are
the most neglected human resource" (p. 7). This lack of
student consideration has illao been noted by other studies.
(Hard, 1987; Miles, 1981; Neale et al., 1981; Ruddock, 19841
Ryan, 1976; Van Velzen et a1., 1985). "For elementary school
students this omission mllY be of little consequence, since
young children are relatively malleable. Secondary school
reform efforts that discount student perceptions of school
life, while certainly not doomed, are raioing the odds aqainst
their success" (Purkey & smith, 1985, p. 369).
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801. Inligbt Illy 8t:u4,DtJ Ar. Hot Iayolye4
NellIe et .al. (1981) otfers three reasons why students are
not permJ.tted to be involved:
1. There is II. concern that adults will 'give away
the store'.
2. students will make wrong
decisions.
improper
3. Students are often considered too young, too
inexperience, or irresponsible. (pp. 34, 35).
Fullan (1982) states that students are only considered
"potential beneficiaries" rather than as "participants"
(p. 8) in any school improvement effort. Van Velzen (1985)
agrees, but puts it this way:
... in most countries, the traditional pattern is
that planning and development for the school is done
by adults for children. It seems to be against the
unwritten law of the school to mobilize students in
criticism of the education they are receiving, or
invite their inventive capacities. (p. 147)
Stud'At rnvoly'M'Pt CaD Make A DUftrtDC'
Furtwengler (1985) reports a school improvement project
involving fourteen schools whe:..! students were asked to be
involved. Student leaders joined forces with teachers to form
a school leadership team. Student involvement was
concentrated in two areas: they participated in training that
was designed to help them understand leadership and
organization; and they identified school problems from their
perspective and proposed solutions. He found the success of
the program depended "heavily on the involvement of student
leaden" (p. 263).
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Bailey (1975) records that in a larqe Delaware suburban
hiqh school students were given the opportunity to be involved
in the selection ot new teachers. Even though the student
body thought this was a good idea. only twenty students
actually showed specific interest in the project, and
eventually only a dozen served. The other students were not
interested but respected the ofter. The gesture gave a boost
to student morale, which prepared the climate tor several
changes in the school. In the teacher selection process the
students exhibited poise, sincerity and remarkable perception.
Dorman, Lipsitz and Verner (198~) describe their
involvement in a "'iddle Grade Asse:;sment Program. Students
were consulted and this form of participation "produced school
pride" (p. 48) which enortllously contributed to the program's
"Measuring the perceptions of students about the
strengths and weaknesses of their schools is a necessary step
in improving the environments of schools tor both teachers and
students" (Bulcock. 1982. p. 139). Purkey and Smith (198.5)
are not as fully supportive. They conclude that "student
participation can be a powerful contributing factor in laost
situations, though perhaps not absolutely necessary for
[school improv(!ment] to worku (p. 370).· However, Ruddock
(1984) argueD that "where innovations fail to take rout in
schools and classrooms" (P. 55), it may be that student
participation is overlooked as a significant feature ot the
s.;:hool improvement process.
.8
'gqga,Uopl For St.u4.nt Jpvolyg.g1;
Farley (1981) recommends a process of student interviews
as is means of involving and listening to s~udents. Selection
can be made on a formal prearranged basis: or by a simple
random selection within classrooms with trained interviewers.
Purkey and Smith (1985) advocate a district poJ..icy to inclUde
students on school improvement committees or to require
schools to form ancillary structures for students. seeley
(1984) advocates an educational partnership approach that
would focus on improving' relationships between school services
and the students. However, Neale et a!. (1981) recommend the
following ways to involve students:
1. Student screening' cOllllDittees for hiring new
teachers.
2. Student representatives on the school board.
3. Student representatives at facUlty meetings.
4. student representatives on all curriculum
committees.
5. Student jUdiciary groups.
6. Student newspapers.
1. Student participation on school improvement
task forces.
8. Peer counselors.
9. Peer tutors.
10. Student aides in offices.
11. Student representatives on PTA councils.
12. StUdent representatives
advisory groups.
citizen
.,
13. Student fcrums after school for those who
would Iljce to express concerns about the
school - on a regular basis.
14. Student surveys of morale,
teacher/student relationships, evaluation
of program, evaluation of special
services, etc. (p. 35)
For administrators, teachers and others who contemplate
involvinq students in school improvement projects Farley
(198!) found that "students are an indisputabla source of
expertise (p. 185) .•• and can be brutally honest r1 (p. 186).
The Rolt o( Pareptl
Parent. Generally Hot Ipyolyed
As comforting as it may be to consider parents as vital
links in school change efforts, the research on school
improvement seem to suggest otherwise. rullan (1982) found
that II... by far the most prevalent case is that school
boards and communities do not initiate or have any major role
in deciding about innovative programs" (p. 194).
Berman (1981) also concluded that lithe evidence is
overwhelming that parents and community members are seldom
involved in innovative efforts" (p. 270). Lortie (1977), in
his research, suggests that " ... educators ... are ambivalent
about .•. public participation. Most .•. seem to want
parents ..• to be 'distant assIstants' who help outside the
school setting ... " (p. 11).
Parent involvement has also been hampered by
phenomenological and logist;""l barriers. Phenomenological
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barriers relate to the lack of understanding and knowledge
that school personnel and parents have of each other's world.
And logistical or technical barriers concern lack of time,
opportunity, or understanding of which activities or forms of
parontal involvement would be most effective. (Fullan, 1982;
Shoop, 1984).
Despite the difficUlties, " •.• to ignore (the community]
is to ignore an importan-t potential for a successful change
effort" (Neale at al., 1981, p. IS7). A similar conclusion
has been reached by ot:her researchers. (Fullan, 1982;
Goodlad, 1984b; Gross, Glacquinta, & Bernstein, 1971; Purkey
& Smith, 1983; 1985: seeley, 1984; Smith & Keith, 1971;
Willower, 1984).
Buqqq,Uop, Por P'nAtal Inyolvement
The literature is not rich in specific suggestions for
patontal involvement. SfJeley (1984) puts it this Wi!\Y:
In an ll-page summary of the recommendations and
proposals of three elf the major reports (prepared
by Phi Delta Kappa).. all that is said about the
importance of parents boils down to a single
sentence: "The Comnission calls upon educators,
parents, and public officials at all levols to
assist in bringing about the reforms proposed in
this report." (p. 38j')
Neale at al. (1981) SU\lgests that each school must work
out the details of parental participation that would be
applicable to its own situation, "but 'work' is the key .
. •• The total process of community involvement is a sensitive
administrative issue which takes a great deal of time and
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effort to ensure efficacy" (p. 187). This strategy will avoid
the cOUllunity .acting in, what Fullan (1982) describeB as, the
"crap detector" capacity of those on the receiving end of
change. (p. 195)
Some sU9gestions have been offered regarding the role of
parents in any school improvement effort. Neale et a1. (1981)
make tile following observations:
1. Parents should participate in the pol!tical
process at all levels and continually lobby
all elements in the educational system -
teachers' unions, - universities, colleges and
departments of education - to "work together,
not against one another, for school
improvement at the local level" (p. 33).
2. "Once the goals for [school improvement] have
been set using community involvement" (p.
18S) , the schO(ll must retain the
responsibility of implementing these goals in
the manner it considers most effective.
3. "Parent-Teacher Association, Home School
council, and citizen advisory groups are often
disappointing as vehicles for school
improv".ment". (p. 33)
4. Increased parent participation may have a
negative impact on the school improvement
efforts "unless some controls and guidelines
are established" (po 186)
Glatthorn and Spenser (1986) offer similar advice. Davies
(1987) notes that "in citizen participation as in education
in general, more is not necessarily better" (p. 603). He
offers six criteria as quidance in determining under what
conditions parent and community involvement is most
beneficial. However, the work of Bridge (1976) is referenced
quite frequently when discussing parental involvement in
school improvament activities. Htl offers the following
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quidelines tor school administrators who wish to involve
parents in school improvement efforts:
1. Parents are not a homogeneous group: they
cluster into clienteles which are
characterized by a lack of formal leadership
",nd often do not emerge until parents feel
threatened by an innovation.
2. Leadore at every level of the school hierarchy
ought to have cle8rly articulated, publicly
stated policies with regard to the kinds of
decisions parents will be asked to make.
3 . Parents seem to be most concerned about
curriculum innovations, where curriculum is
broadly defined to include the emphasis which
are placed on different skills (1. e., wbat is
taught) as ....el1 as the instructional methods
which are used O,.e. bow it is t:!lught).
Parel:t involvement in school innovations will
be most productive when parents know what is
demanded of them; hence. schools should set
clear objectives for parent participation.
5. Parents are not equally well informed about
schooling matters, and this means that some
are more competent than others to participate
in school decisions, especially in those
situations where the quality of the decision
depends upon parents' information.
6. Remember that the time frame is important. . ..
It takes consider<.ble timD to involve parents
..• in constL"Uctive innovations. (pp. 379-
384, emphasis in original).
Bridge (1976) advises that "parents can make or break
school innovations, and unfortunately they are most often
cast in the role of spoilers, since it is easier to organize
parents for resistance than assistance' (p. 384).
However, "the messages of research on tho appropriate
role at parents in innovation are not clear" (Fullan, 1985,
p. 409). "Deciding whether, when, and how to approach
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parents 1n educational reform. represents '" major dilemma"
(Fullan, 1982, p. 196). Gold and Hiles (1981) reter to t.his
as the problem in "environmental contact versus withdrawal"
(p. 30). School leac!~!"'B cannot afford to ignore Fullan's
(1985) advice:
The bevt advice for ... schools seems to be that,
at a minimum, they should be wary that parents and
the community are not opposed to an innovation. At
a maximum, they should involve parents in planning
and in instructionally supportive roles in relation
to an innovation. (p. 409)
Tho Role Of' ThB '):Ulpal Facilitator
The Importance Qf External Help
Louis (1991) cautions that it is not very "pl:actleal to
bolster a 'do-it-yourself I approach to school improvement" (p.
206) . Fullan (1982) advises that "not to seek any outside
help is to be more self-sufficient than the demands of
educational cllange [will] allow" (p. 190). Good and Brophy
(1986) found that "school staff may not be able to identify
certain problems and issues" and that. external help can allow
"schools to analyze their current strengths and weaknesses"
(p. 585). LoUcks-Horsley and Hergert (1985) put their
argumeut this way:
An outside consultant will treat the job of planning
and facilitating the effort ao Q job .
• •• An outsidar can also be especially important in
balanci.ng power groups and neutralizing factions.
An outsider ••. has no alliances, and will not have
to "live" with people over the long haul. outside
consultants have the best chance of being, and being
perceived as, neutral and fair to all partio13 and
perspectives. In addition they have no power to
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qain or 10S8 within the school •.• (p. 5, emphasis
in oriqinal).
~he importance of an external helping role in local
school h:provement activities has also been documented by
other research. (Berman" McLaughlin, 1977; Clark et .Ill..
1984; Cox, 1983 j Cox" "HavelO<,;;k, 1982: Eltls. Braithewaite,
Deer, ,. Kensell, 1984; Fullan, 1982; 1985; Glaser, Abelson,
" Garrison. 1983; Louis & Van Veben, 1985; Quinby, 1985).
The L.b,19 Ds.4 lor bUrqal a"htapa.
The literature abounds with different labels describing
this external help: change agent, linking agent, external
consultant, external assister, outsider, external initiator,
school liaison. 00 consultant. "This plethora of titles
suggests the wide variety of definitions which are applied to
the role ot the external agent" (Louis, 1981, p. 170).
However, the label that is beginning to appear more frequently
is external facilitator. (cox, 1983; Fullan. 1982: Miles'
Elchol., 1985). However, Louis et a1. (1985) have developed
the phrase, external support system [ESS). in their work with
the International School Improvement project (ISIPJ. They
define externbl to mean lloutsido the school building" (p.
185); support to mean "the process of aiding or helping school
improvement, and lIIay take the form of training, consultation.
provision of information or materials" (p. 186); and system
to "mean an interacting set of two or more people and
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processes with ~ common mission that serves more than
school" (p. 186).
The Acthitb:a or the 1tJt:.rnll Facilit.tor
The term, facilitator, suggests a role. Fullan (1982)
states that "the facilitator ... helps clients identify and
select (or develop) their own solutions - or, if a program has
already been adopted, works ir. a facilitative way to adapt
the program during implementation" (p. 19C). Neale et al.
(1981) found that the external facilitator played one, or a
combination, of "three basic roles: (1) researcher, (2)
trainer. or (3) facilitator" (p. 150). In the Dissemination
Efforts Supporting School Improvement [DESSI] study, the
external facilitator gave the following types of help:
1. Made school people aware of the existence llf
neN practices.
2. Helpec
'
, school people choose among a range of
new practices, matching local needs ....ith an
appr.opriate resource.
3. sometimes helped arrange funding for the new
practice.
4. worked \d.th local administrators, teachers,
an... 3chool boards to develop commi tment to the
new practice and arrange for it to be
installed.
5. Arranged and conducted training in how to do
the new practice.
6. Worked with a local contact person on the new
practice.
7. Provided materials for the new practice.
8. Worked through the details of the practice
with teachers, planning implementation
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schedule. and paying attention to the
specifics of actually using the practice in
the. classroom.
9. Evaluated the new practice and analyzed data.
10. Provided follow-up help as implelll.entation
progressed .
11. Helped develop plans for continuation and
institutionalization, for example,
securinq additional funds and developing
new users at the school. (Cox, 1983, pp.
11-12)
The role emphasizes shared decision making resulting in
the establishing Of a climate of change. (Cox, 1983; rullan,
Miles, & Taylor, 1980; Hopkins, 1985). An image used by
Lanqmeyer (1975) puts it rather descriptively:
Interventions into a school system are like putting
your hand into a bowl of jelIc, While your hand is
in the jello it moves the jello away but once your
hand is relloved the jello flows back aqain. It is
helpful to the survival of schools that they are so
resilient and surprisingly flexible, but it does riot
help in producing vorth....hile lasting changes. (p.
456) •
By the establishment of this climate for change, together ....ith
the development of well embedded skills of diagnosis, and an
entrenched problem-solving capacity, the external facilitator
gives the school the ability to '" (place) its own finger in
its own jello' and really never has to pUll it out.... The
chances ot interventions leading to lasting change are
definitely incre.ased" (Neale ~t al., 1981, p. 155).
Fullan (1982) acknowledges that tho role of an external
facilitator is varied and the skills required are wide-
ranging and complex. "Some do prilllarily emphasize program
expertise, while others are established essentially to provide
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general facilitation and capacity-building" (p. 192).
"However, their power as experts means that they can be very
useful as visionaries, inventors, pushers - and sometimes
resistors" (Miles & Ekholm, 1985, p. 147).
consideratiop in the Seleotion or an E:lCttrnal Pacilitntor
Even though the role of an external facilitator is
carried out "largely by universit.y professors ... in their
spare time" (Louis, 1981, p. 203). the external facilitator
should have/possess the t'ollowing skillr;/behaviours:
1. Provide some continuous contact with school
people. (Fullam, 1982).
2. Offer assistance that is personal and
practical. (Clark et al., 1984; Fullan,
1982) .
3. Possess not only same technical expertise but
also be knowledgeable about the process of
change. (Fullan, 1982: Louis, 1981; Zaltman
& Duncan, 1977).
4. If a team, members must possess not only
complimentary strengths, but also
complimentary working styles. (Crandall et
al., 1986).
5. Have the appropriate skills should choice
r",flect "front-end" (e.g. inspirational) or
"back-end" (e.g. operational and political)
strengths. (Crandall et al., 1986. Louis,
1981: Louis, Van Velzen, Loucks-Horsley, &
cr~ndall, 1985).
6. Have the personality characteristics to meet
the needs of the school. (Louis, 1981;
Zaltml:ln & Duncan, 1977).
7. Have the operating choices identified. Those
choices are working with a single school or
multiple schools: serving the most ready or
the most needy schools; gaining high or low
involvement from teachers and administrators;
"
chan-;r!nq people or changing practice;
emphasizing product or process! using external
or internal initiative; and maintaining
fidelity to new practices or supporting
adaptation ot' them. (Louis et al.. 1985;
Louis, 1981)
8. Have the skills and characteristics that match
closely with different organizat t.onal levels
and/or different task requirements during the
adaptation, implemer.tation and
institutionalization stages. (Huberman &
Crandall, 1982).
The Problom CIt the High School
Research Has Given LiU:le Attent.ion
Most school improvement research has been "grounded in
elementary school" (Purkey & smi~;h, 1985, p. 367). Liebernan
and Miller (1986) proclaim that "scant attention has been
paid to the high school except to say that it is more complex
than, and clearly different from, the elementary school" (p.
102). Huling-Austin (1984) states that "the high school is
indeed 'a horse of a different color'" (p. 9j.
Differences that Int'luence the 9choo1 Improvement £t'fort
The major difference has to do with leadership. The
secondary schools are politically more complicated because of
their organizational complexity. There are several
administrative layers; for example, the principal, vice-
principals, guidance counselors, department heads. (Fullan,
1985; Purkey & smith, 1985). Firestone and Herriott (1982)
found that under such an organizational arrangement high
school principals have less of an "opportunity to be
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instructional leaders" (po 52) and that leaders of "different
kinds of schools have different jobs to perform ll (p. 53).
They found that a diversity of goals, departmentalization,
~ubject teacher specialists, and staff-size were all factors
in undermining the prln!=!pal's influence. Berman, Gjelten &
Izu (1982) concluded that "principals are important to
improvement; but whereas principals may play tbe central role
in elementary schools, others (such as department heads) may
lead in secondary schools" (p. 22, emphasis in original).
Hall and Guzman (1984), in their study of the change process
in high schools. state:
We cannot simply look at the change facilitator role
of the i-:1nc1pal, department head ... without
understanding mOl':e about the persons in those roles
and the context within which they are working.
These contextual factors appear to be especially
critical to high schools where there are more
administrative levels and organizational subunits.
(p. 103)
Administration, faCUlty, district and community were indicated
by Stiegelbauer (1984) as the lcontex:cual factors' "having the
most influence" in the change process. "Facility, co-
curriculum, stUdents, department heads were not seen by
researchers as having as great an influence on change in the
schooll' (p. 90). In responding to the question, when the high
school principal is not the primary source, impetus or
implementary facilitator, who does these things?, Hall &
Guzman (1984) found that
1. Department heads in most instances are not
prime movers for chailge and do not typically
facilitate implementation. (p. 109). The
primary key ... to being effective change
8'
facilitators arpellrs to be related to how the
principal defines their role. (p. Ill).
2. The picture is mixed reqardinq assistant
principals. In SOlDe caSElS they took the lead
unilaterally to facilitate change. There also
were instances where II close working team was
formed ....ith his/her principal, sharing
responsibilities for change leadership. (p.
114) •
3. Examples of teachers as change facilitators
were few. It appears that teachers respond to
suggestions for change that are initiated by
department heads, principals and central
office personnel. There appear to be few
opportunities for teachers to initiate change
themselves. (p. 11S, 119)
Their overall conclusion is that " the importance at' the
principal is still there, but the under utilization of the
other actors is glaring"(p. 120). Hall and Hord (1987) also
seriously questions the often-heard theme that high school
principals do not have tim£' to serve as instructional
leaders:
In our research studies in high schools, we have
found an impressive array of high school principals
who do !lnd time to serve as instructional leaders
and to be effective change facilitators. . .. They
are not apt to have detailed and technical knowledge
of all the innovations entering their high schools,
but their rolf" of change facilitator appears to be
expressed in significant ways. (p. 255)
Another major difference is students. High school
stUdents "differ frotl elementary students in ways that go
beyond their being chronologically older, developmentally more
advanced, or having more diverse educational and occupational
objectives" (Purkey' smith, 1985, p. 367). In addition, the
peer relationship is stronger and the culture of their peer
group mayor lDay not be the same as that of the schooL In
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such an env::'ronment, students may not be as willing
elementary st~dents to accept change. Another difference is
noted by N~ufeld. Farrar, & Miles (1987). High school
students change teachers "every 50 minutes or so, and entire
schedules may change two or three times a year depending on
the length of a school term. These structural differences ...
seem relE'vant to any consideration of the development of both
school and classroom climate'l (p. 862). The involvement of
elementary students is usually not considered in any school
improvement effort. However, such efforts "that discount
[high school J student perception of school life, while
certainly not doomed, are raising the odds against their
success" (Purkey & Smith, 1985, p. 369).
Hord (1984) found "effective interlentions ... that
challenge several of the current myths" (p. 136) about high
school change:
1. High schools can't make significant change
because they are constrained by bureaucratic
district policies - or - a case for creative
insubordination. (p. 136).
2. High school is a complex, complicated, loosely
joined system which cannot be integrated into
a compreher.sive change effort - or - pUlling
and pushing it all together. (p. 138).
3. Departmental change can' t be implemented
because department heads have no real
leadership base or influence - or - the power
of persuasion or the power of a worthy
program, or the combination thereof. (p.
140) •
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~h l\))proaClb 1;0 High School Improy••tpt
Purk.ey a.nd Smith (1985) otfer the following suggestions
for change facilitation at the high school:
1. The design of the improvement project must be
ser.sitive to the differences betwee..
elementary and. high schools.
2. Because the high school has
administrative layers, a high school
improvement design should seek to identify,
develop and support leadership from a variety
of sources or from whomever it comes.
3. The design shoUld maximize school site
responsibility and should offer real
incentives to staff such as release time for
planning, staff de\'clopment, technical and
coaching assistance.
4. An incremental approach through the
departmental structure or via staff interest
groups should be the focus of the design.
S. There is a better chance of success if the
design involves the participation of students.
(pp. 378-369)
similar recommendations have been goiven by Fullan (1985)
and Farrar, Neufeld and Miles (1983). However, Lieberl:lan and
Hiller (1984) take as their framework the categories ot
social context, teachers, substance and interpersonal
relations and developing questions tor each category. Their
strategy is "more concerned ... about raising the right
questions than ... about formUlating the right answers"
(p. SO). Sizer (1985) recommends a strategy which is
opposite to most. He advocates that "partial efforts yield
little fruit in high school improvement efforts.
•.. Serious efforts ... are necessarily exercises of wide
scope - t--kbg all at importance into account ..... (p. 22).
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Despite the complexities of the high school, and the
inability of research to provide clear improvement: designs,
Neufe! 1 et a1. (1987) has somp. .:;o:tlforting findings:
... research from element,at"}' schools is [n("t)
without slo;nificance for, or goes un-noted by, those
concerned with secondary schools. On the contrary,
resear~h findings from elementary schools seem to
be 1) shaping the design of a number of incipient
secondary improvement efforts, 2) influencing the
content of such programs, and J) guiding the
process of implementation. (p. 843)
with that understanding, the high school need not be 'a
horse of a different colour', but just another 'horse'.
The strategy Dilemma
The pilterent Terminology
The same implementation strategies have different labels
in the literature. Whether it be Berman's (1981), manage.rial-
learning-bargaining approach, CUban's (1987) top-down bottom-
up approach, Crandal et al. '5 (1986) carrot stick approach,
Fullan1s (1985) voluntary or mandated approach, or Purkey and
Smith's (1985) incentive-based mandated approach, "there is
some argument about (Which approach] should be used (to ensure
successful implementation)" (Fullan, 1985, p. 415). The
resolution of this argument is not yet finalized "bec;,.::.~", few
researchers have investigated the connections between
strategies and outcomes" (Cuban, 1987, p. 1007). Ho....ever,
regardless of what evidence does exist, Cuban (1987) found
that "... the issue of choice or mandate may hinge less on
evidence than on local contextual conditions and on policy
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makers beliefs about which implementation approach works" (p.
1009) •
nat the TOD-QOWl! And Bottom_Dp Strategies ERtail
The best clarification of top-down and bottom-up
strategies is given by CUban (1987). By the top-down strategy
is meant
.•• a strateqy founded upon the belief that a chain
of command stretching tautly from the board of
education through the sllperlntenjent, directs
principals to lead teachers who, in turn, will raise
student academic performance. . .• Central office
administrators, viewing t..':emselves as having the
largest and most accurate picture of district needs,
often see top-down implementation as efficient and
switt. (p. 1005)
In contrast, a bottom-up approach would " ... concentrate
on each school's determining its own agenda, monitoring and
evaluating itself, and using district funds in the manner that
staff and parents choose. In short, each school would decide
for itself how best to reach district goals"
(p. 1006).
'lh8 Izp8rhpo8 FroID. Rchool %mprov8m.bt. ?ro1ects
Levine (1985) argues that "retorm cannot be imposed from
the top down. 'l'he people responsible for the school outcomes
must be responsible for enacting change" (p. 61). This
perspective is reinforced by many studies. (Boyer, 1983;
1985; Cohen, 1983; Goodlad, 1984b; Purkey & Smith, 1982;
Quinby,. 1985: Sizer, 1984).
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On the other hand, "there is clear evidence that change
efforts initiated either centrally or externally to the school
can work well and may indeed be essential in many situations
if anythinq is to happen" (Fullan, 1985, p. 403). As a result
of their DEBSI field study, Huberman and Miles (1987) fouor:
that pressure and support is a powerful combination:
"Administrative decisiveness bordering on the coercion, but
intelligently and support:v-alY exercised, may be the surest
path to significant school improvement" (p. 977). In response
to this finding, Crandall and Loucks (1983)
... stress that ....e are not advocating a knee-jerk
authoritarianism as the royal road to school
improvement. . •. (we £OUI.J that] when a central
office administrator or an influential principal is
invclved closely with the project ... and when that
involvement is enlightened, forceful, resourceful,
and long-lasting, highly significant changes are
carried out and instttutionalited. (pp. 10, 11;
emphasis in original)
There appears to be, then, some df,.;Jree of direction and
top-down implementation necessary in launching a school
improvement program. (Frymier, 1986: Huberman, 19831 Loucks-
Horsley & Hergert, 1985; McCormack-Larkin & Kritek, 19821
Miles & Ekholm, 1985). However, Cuban (1987) cautions that,
in a top-down approach, "too ofte!" ... those who believe their
only tool is a hammer begin to treat everything like a nail"
(p. 1022).
However, "by directing from the top a process to occur
at each school without prescribing the conterlt of the
decisions, a variation of the familiar bottom-up approach
emercj8s" (Cuban, 1987, p. 1007). Such a strategr mix
B6
"increases the probability that reform will be attempted where
it is needed and that staffs will cooperate" (Purkey &: Smith,
1985, p. 366). This combination is diagrammatically shown in
Figure 5 .
.-------._-----------
Top-Down --------------- • District Wide
1----------1I----{------j
School Based4----------- ------ Bottom-Up
~: Implementation Strategies
Ug!g: From "Transforming The Frog Into A Prince:
Effective Schools Rese...rch, Policy, and
Practice At The District" Levd" by L.
Cuban. In school Improvement-Theory and
Practice: A book of Readinas (p. 1007)
by R. V. Carlson & E. R. Ducharme (Eds.),
1987. Lanham, MD: University Press of
America. copyright 1987 by the university
Press of America.
Eubanks and Levine (1983) describe this combination in
their stUdy:
Our examination ot the ettective school appro8ches
deflcrlbed in this paper indicates that they tend to
include both a top-down and a bottom-up emphasis in
planning and implementation. In each ot the
projects, for example, central management h8S
delineated some or the elements that must be
addressed in individual school plans, h8S acted (or
tried to act) to make sure that adequate assistance
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is provided for participating schools, has closely
monitored project development in the schools, and
has been or is in the process of formulating plans
to intervene at less successful siteD. On the other
hand, each project also places heavy '.emphasis on
planning and adaptation at the individual school
level, on providing process assistance tCl support
bottom-up pl.mning and decision making, and on
helping participating schools address problems that
are pCl.:-ticulariv [ill] salient to them. (p. 42)
Lieberman and Miller (1984) also conc~ude that "top-
down, bottom-up: not either-or, but both ll (p. 92). Such a
mix is also suggested by the experience of other school
improvement projects. (Cl<!'.rk & McCarthy, 1983; Crandall Ii
Loucks, 1983; Lieberman" Miller, 1986; Sackney, 1986).
In an extensive literature s~arch for an implementation
paradigm, Berman ~1981) found that "the best research and
evaluation, whether qualitative or quantative, suggest that
how an innovation is implemented may be as important to
outcomes as its initial technology" (p. 262). He concludes
that implementation is determined by so many factors and
circumstances that it is idiosyncratic.
Criteria Por Bueeoogtul Bohool ImproyU'D1r
COnceptual Dittieu1Ue.
The term, success, in school improvement has a
"problematic nature" (Huberman Ii Miles, 1984, p. 252). "It
h.as been problematic to 1) agree on what is meant by th.e term
.•• 'success' and to find tools to assess ••. success, 2)
compare ... success across sites or across innovations .•• II
(Huling, Hall, 1I0rd and Rutherford, 1983, p. 120). However,
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the often quoted and best description of the difficulties with
this term 1s lJiv~n by Berman (1981):
•.. the notion of what constitutes a "successful"
innovation requires - and is undergoing - drastic
revision. It makes s",nse in a technologically
dominant process ... to consider the innovation to
be successful if the installed innovation replicates
the originally conceived innovation with a high
degree of fidelity. The same logic does not apply
for an implementation - dominant process. In this
situation, the attempt to obtain high fidelity may
oreate implementation problems, not overcome
them.... Instead of measuring success in terms of
fidelity per se, alternative definitions based on
the expectation that adaptation will - and ought to
- take place are appropriate. At the present time,
there is no commonly accepted measures of successful
innovation based on an adaptation perspective. The
adaptation perspective may imply that different
definitions of success are necessary under different
circumstances. (p. 264, emphasis in original)
Whether one uses institutionalization (Miles, 1983; Odden
& Anderson, 1986), integration (Neale et al., 1981) or
continuation (Fullan, 1982). the same concept is being
addressed. Huberman and Miles (1984) define success this way:
"Broadly speaking, we use 'success' to mean stable, built-
in, widespread use of a well-designed innovation that had a
positive impact on students and teachers" (p. 253).
Miles (1983) speaks of a successful innovation or change
as one that becomes institutionalized, gets "'built in' to the
life of the I;chool" (p. 14). Odden and Anderson (1986) refer
to an institutionalized chango as one that "becomes part of
the standard operating procedures of the school" (p. 585).
Fullan (1982) says that successful school improvement has
8.
occurred "vhere a setting has been delill£:tately transform-III!
from a previous state to a new one ",-hieh represents clear
illlprOV•••Dt on some oriteria. (p. 86, emphasis in original) .
As Hulinq et al. (1903) have found, this designation of
success "seems to be bo!l!J.ed more on who is making the judgement
than on any characteristics of the ••. effort, user practice
or change process effects" (p. 100). Their basic model for
implementation success [IS] is given as: "IS = t (UU, Ie,
SoCl where LoU is Levels of Use of the innovation, Ie is
Innovation Configurations and SoC is stages ~f Concern about
the Innovation" (p. 103). However, because there are several
ways to succaed in improving schools, it is mor", reasonably
to US8 the notion of scenarios. (Huberman, 1983; Loucks &
Zacchei, ~_983).
Ingredient, Por~
Despite the difficulties with the concept, there has been
consensus regarding the factors necessary for success. As
Fullan (1982) says:
Remarkably, it is only in the last twelve years
(since about 1970) that we have come to understand
how educational change works in practice. In the
19608 educators ware busy developing and introducing
reforms. In the 19709 they were bUSy failing at
puttinq them into practice. out of thif> rather
costly endeavor (psychologically and financial~y)
has come a strong base of evidence about how and why
educational refonn fails or succeeds. (p. 5)
However, it is a complex process "in teasing out the
factors that will let us make a confident prediction" about
institutionalization scenarios. (Miles, 1983, p. 17).
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Crandall and Loucks (1983) h. their executive sUlIU'Il.ary to
the DESSI field study refer to the achievement cr improvement
in the schools as
•.. similar to : journey to a distant place. There
are many ways to qet there -- highways, farm roads,
jeep paths, cross-country -- and at eVbry turn the
opportunity to change the route. .•. The first -
- our interstate highway -- requires clear
direction, strong commitment, a moderate level of
resourc;2s, and a definite role tor every level 1n
the education system. 'Nlls is the routa we cc..nsider
optimaL... (p. 16)
A more detailed map of this 'optimal route' is given by
Wood et al. (1985). They list the following as essential to
a successful school-based improvement progralll
1. Schools should have a systeJ:latic improvement
process that involves students, parents,
teachers, administrators, and community
leaders in selecting goals, planning programs
for imprcvement, and implementing staff
training and on-the-job assistance.
2. Schools should have trained local facilitators
to guide school staff members through the
improvement process, and the assistance of an
external consultant to train and assist local
personnel.
3. The principal, as a key leadership person in
school improvement, must learn how to
facilitate improvement in the school,
particularly in the areas of instruction,
shared decision making, and managing change.
4. If school improvement is to have any real
effect on student achievement, it must include
provisions for increasing the effectiveness of
classroom instruction.
5. The school board and superintendent must
understand and bo committed to school-by-
school improvement.. They need to demonstrate
their commitment by allocating resources for
personnel, time, materials. and training, and
by developing policies, procedures, and pUblic
statements that support improvement e!rorts.
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6. The central of.fice administrators must
understand and support school-based
imp;t>ovement. This includes learning the roles
necessary to support decision making at the
school level, rather than at the district
level. (p. 66)
Purkey and Smith (1985) outline four policy statements
that serve as corner stones for successful change: Leithwood
and Fullan (1984) suggest six factors that increase the
chances of successful change, Corbett, Dawson and Fireston£
(1984) found eight local conditions related to success;
Renihan and Rehihan (1984) give four barriers to any
improvement effort; Mullaney (1983) identified eight
obstacles to success and eleven conditions tllat tend to be
associated with successful change efforts; Finn (1984-) gives
Ilnine commandments" for improving schools. Such a listing is
by 'no means complete. Fullan (1986) found that the ~esearch
literature has "much overlap and consistency ... across
recommendations" (p. 79). The most comprehensive set of
factors that must be addressed for any school improvement
project to be successful, be it pedagogically
organizationally oriented, is given by Van Velzell et al.
(1985) These factors are given in Figure 6, page 153. "It
does no gOOd to take each of {these factors] and attempt to
deal with thelll one at a time. 'l'hey must be continually borne
in mind and attended to when need be. It's like the balancing
act of a juggler, but not so predictable and systematic"
(Fullar. 1982, p. 77, emphasis in original).
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The most detailed scenario outlining the interdependence
and interaction of the ingredients leading to successful
school improvement comes from the study of Dissemination
Efforts supporting School Improvement (Crandall and
Associates, 1982). An intensive study of twelve elementary
schools involved in various improvement projects allowed the
investigators to extract a list of seventeen variables that
seemed to be high predictors of success. Miles (1963)
describes:
when we completed this model, we applied it to each
of our 12 sites, based on all the data available,
and made a specific prediction about the degree of
institutionalization that would be present one year
later. After waiting a year we fed the predictions,
together with our explanations, back to each site,
and asked what had happened. . .. There were no
reversals or downright failures of prediction. . ..
This finding reassures us that the model represents
a good understanding of institution- alization
dynamics.... (p. 19, emphasis in original)
This model is shown in Figure 7, page 94.
,.
li.mu:L1.: A Data-Grounded Model of Institutionalization.
l!Q.t§,: From "Unraveling The Mystery of Institutionalization"
by M. B. M11es, 1983, Educational Lei!ldl[ship. .u (3).
p. 18. Copyright 1983 by the Association For Supervision
and CUrriculWll Development.
HUes (1983) explains the ....orkings of this model:
ThG story begins in the uppel' left corner with
adaiuiatrativo commitment (1). That's a necessary
but . •• insufficient condition for high
institutionalization. ••• High administrative
commitment tends to lead to both 4dministrlltivG
pressure (2) on users to implement the innovation,
along with a4lainistrativ, oupport (3), which often
sho....s up in the fOIll! of ~ IsistancCl (6) to users.
Eoth the pressure and tile assistanee tend to lead
to increased usor offort (5). ~ie repeatedly found.
that th"! harder people worked. at an innovation, the
more eOmJ:Iitta4 (9) they gre.... ; that cotlllllitment was
also fueled by increasing technical mastory of the
innovation (lO). commitment and mastery both lead.
toward increasing stabilization of usa (8); the
innovation has "settled down" in the system. That
stabilization is ali~o aided if adminif>trators decide
to mllndato (4) the innovation, which also naturally
increas~s the porcontago or use (7) to something
approaching 100 percent of eligible users; that in
itself decisively encourage:; inotitut!ollo.lization
(12). But here is one more critical f/tctor. Where
administrators were cOIWDitto4 (1), they also took
direct action to bring about organizational change
(11) - changes beyond those the stabilized
innovation had already brought.
All these .•. positive supports are not enough.
It's neeessary to ward off threats to the durability
of the innovation. . •. These threats arose from
two sources. First, there wete ebvironmentel
tur!lulGDCe (13), usually in the form of funding cuts
or losses, but sometil'lles in the form of shifting or
shrinking student populations. Second, we saw
career 44vQDQCl:Ient motivation (I4), the genuine
de!i'ire of professionals to 1Il0ve on to new
challenges. Botb served as threats to
institutionalization, because they destabilized both
program stllft' (5) and loadorship (16). . .. So job
mobility, ....hether driven by advancement aotivation
or by funding cuts, is a threat to
institutionalization. The innovation must be
butfered, protected against these threats, or it
will be highly vulllarablg (17). Once again, as our
model shows, organizational change (ll) is cI"Ucial.
It structural and procedural changes have occurred,
vulnerability is reduced. (pp. 18-19, emphasis in
original)
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The factors involved in successful school illIprovement
efforts are ",ell dOCUlllented by the research literatl.<re.
However, as Huberman and Hiles (1987) state:
Getting all (these factors] in place, however, is
difficult. • •• A good deal of school improvement
has to do with careerism, interpersonal conflicts,
politics, posturing, bungling. arbitrary power
plays, temporary and opportunistic coalitions, ·and
the llke.... The conditions for attaining school
improvement are stringent -- and sometimes
undesirable for one or more of the parties involved.
Perhaps that is why there is less school improvement
going on than we would like. If it ....ere easy we
could simply follow the craft and old [~l our
concepts around it. As it is the craft of school
improvement is unevenly successfuL... (pp. 967,
9D9)
TOWArds A Strateav For School Improvement
"The search for effective strategies for bringi~g about
school improvements is a tantalizing affair" (Fullan, 1985,
p. 391). While valuable ideas may emanate elsewhere, "the
strategy to be used to bring ... about {improvement} in a
particular school ... needs to (be developed) locally. . .. (it
needs] to be tailor-made for the particular community in
question·' (Kent, 1987, p. 1092). A definite formula for such
local school and community activity remains elusive. However,
"we are getting a progressively better fix on school
improvement processes ... , though it is a far more
differentiated and multilayered fix than we expected and might
have preferred. We may not have a technology, but we do have
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a series of very promising cottage industries" (Huberman &
Mil~s, 1987, p. 966).
cbaraqteri"UClt of a Successful strategy
Hameyer and Loucks-Horsley (1985) advocate that the
development of a sound school improvement strategy is centered
around the fOIl.owing five basic questions:
1. What is the aim of the improvement?
2. Who will be lnvelved?
J. How will it be implemented?
4. When \li11 implementation occur?
5. With what resources will implementation be
supported? (p. 118)
other researchers generously provide "wise pieces of
advice" (Fullan, 1986, p. 79) in formulating a strategy.
Joyce, Hersh anr\ McKibben (1983) give five principles to
follow "in crec.~ing a homeostasis of change" (p. 86).
McDonnell (1985) provides five basic elements for a
"comprehensive" strategy. (p. 425). Loucks-Horsley and
Hergert (1985) state six premises and insist "all activities
th.at involve planning and supporting school improvement must
be based on a combination of th.ese premises" (p. ix).
Klausmeier (1986) advises that six "basic principles [be]
kept in mind" (p. 84) when developing a strategy. Purkey and
Smith (1985) have formulated four general policy
recommendations that "can be viewed as guidelines for a
coordinated and comprehensive [strategy] designed to
"
instigate effective Bchools projects" (p. 364). However, the
work of Hiles and Ekholm (1985) provida the most
comprehensive list of specific conditions that should be
considered in the development of a research validated,
successful strategy:
1. Hore-effective strategies tend to emphasize
educationally central targets (the curriculum.
student experience in the classroom, teaching
behaviour, student achievement), while also
attending to associated organizational
conditions that support a classroom focus.
2. Strategies that aim for mora '.;ill get more.
3. Any significant change will require some form
of assistanco, both technical and social-
emotional.
4. Most successful strategies involve some degree
of pressure: active efforts to qet people to
do things.
5. SucceE.S is more likely when teachers are
aotive1y invo1ve4 in the process of diagnosing
problems, making pl..ns, and carrying them out.
6. Additional funds can help project success if
used with care.
7. Remember that the main costs of school
improvement show up in people's ti... (po
161, emphasis in original)
'type8 of strategies
As Crandall and Loucks (1983) have found, "there
always many ways" (p. 16) to improve schools. Purkey and
Smith (1983) advocate a direction that has a "cultural
perspective" (p. 440), a "pOlitical approach" (p. 448).
Heckman et al. (1983), and Purkey and Smith (1982) (avor the
same direction. A similar approach is given by Kelley (1981)
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....ho uses the concept of school climate. wideen and Andrews
(1987) observes that "the emphasis in school improvement
appears to be shifting to the people most centrally involved
in that process, teachers" (p. vii). Sparks (1983) proclaims
that "staff development offers one of the most promising
roads to ..• improvement .... " (p. 65). Leithvood and Fullan
(1984) offer six strategies whIch are by "no means
independent. . .. Each offers a promising way of approaching"
planned educational change. (p. 8). With an international
flavour, Kameyer and Loucks-Horsley (1985) have classified
the various strategies into the following six general types:
1. Capacity-building. These strategies emphasize
an organizational perspective in which self-
renewal constitutes the pattern of strategic
choices.
2. Utilizing knowledge. strategi.:: choices that
focus on knowledge utilization are based on
two assumptions. First, ideas, concepts,
approaches, and practices exist that are
effective in achieving the desired outcomes of
schooling. Second, knowledge about these,
when understood and used by schools and school
people, can be a rich resource for school
improvement efforts.
3. Developing competencies. These approaches
have their focus on human resources, giving
emphasis to staff development and to the
creation of individual professional capacity.
4. Facilitating naturalistic efforts. Such
strategies give support to local i1nprovement
efforts that come from a school itself.
5. Mandating initiatives. These strategic types
use the force of authority to launch and
sustain school improvement.
6. Networking. This emphasizes the development
of links within and between educational
institutions. The linkages may be formal or
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informal, fully partly visible to
participants, and may be pre-planned or
emergent. (pp. 112-118)
apacilis. compop.pt,
There is much overlap and consistency in the research
literature regarding the specitic components of any strategy.
Loucks-Horsley and Hergert (1985) give the following
steps:
1. Establishing the school improvement project.
2. Assessment and goal setting.
3. Identifying an ideal solution.
4. preparing for implementation.
5. Implementing.
6. Review.
7. Maintenance and Institutionalization.
(p. xii).
Fullan (1985) provides a detailed set of components for both
an innovation-focused strategy and a schoolwide strategy.
These components are listed and compared in Figure 8,
page 101.
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Coapount, ror An CoapolI'lIt, rOt A
Innontinll-locllUd Stntegy Scboolw1d. StrategJ
1. Developaphn. 1. Develop a plan.
2. Clarify and develop tbe role 2. Invest in local facil1taton.
of central staff-
l. Select innovations andschooh. 3. Allocate resources.
4. Clarify"nd denlop thlrole 4. Select schools and decide scope
of principIIs ud the criteria of project'.
for.chool-buldproceues.
5. Concentrate on dne10pillg tile.
princip&!', leadersllip role.
6. Focus on instructiofl and the
link toorgan1zation con-
dition,.
5. Stress Ongoinll sta!f develop-
lIIent and technical assist"r. ~e.
6. Ensure inforlllition gathering
alld use.
7. Plan for continuation and
spread.
8. Revhwcaplcityfor future
cllanlle.
1. Streu ongoing staff dnelop-
a1entlnd tecllnical assistance.
8. Ensun1nfor:llationgatherinll
and us••
,. Phn for continuation and
spread.
10. Review capacity fo' future
chanlle.
Figure 8: Comparison of Components of TW9 Strateqies
Adapted from ~Change Processes and Strategies
at the Local Level" by M. Fullan, 1985, The
Elementary School Journal, 84 (3), pp. 405-416.
copyrlqbt 1985 by The un:Lversity of chicaqo.
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Fiqure 8, page 101, is an example of the overlap and
consistency there is across recommended components for various
strategies. Everard and Morris (1985), Joyce et a1. (1983) I
Purkey and Smith (1985), and Corbett et a1. (1984) provide a
comprehensive range of techniques and suggestions for
developing strategies paralleling Fullan's (1985) research.
This literature search for the comporlents of a strategy
that would give it a high probability ot succegs remains
incomplete without the idealism of John Goodlad. In a
conversation .... ith Quinby (1985), he advocates this approach:
... the individual school [can determine) itD plans
based on its own analysis of that school's problems.
The principal, teachers, students, and parents need
to think their problems through and determine their
priorities, using as much data as possible. Then
the principal, representing that school, should sit
down with the superintendent and the
superintendent·s staff, saying "Here' 5 what we would
like to do. Here are our plans over a three-to-
five year period. Here are our priorities for the
coning year." Tho!n the resources of the district
should be brought to bear on helping that individual
school do what it has defined and received approval
to do. (p. 17, emphasis in original)
Although this is simplistic in approach, it does add to
the rich field of advice, allowing school improvement
strategists to focus on what they feel viII locally produce
results.
There is plenty of sound advice for developing strategies
for school :tmprovement efforts. As haa been noted, a number
of specific guidelines have been formulated by many
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researcbers. Fullan (1986) states that although these
quidelines differ in detail, they have some commonality:
tirst, many of the underlying principles are the
same - Imp:-ov8ment is a process of developing new
skills, behaviour and belIefs, requiring active
leadership at the school level, and ongoing
technical and social support under organizational
conditions that promote interaction and the pursuit
of common goals collaboratively agreed upon at some
point in the process (Fu.llan, 1985) I second, all the
authors stress that change cannot be planned in a
step-by-step manner, because it is not linear and
the process is fraught with difficulties and
subtleties. (p. 81)
There is no "comprehensive and convincing theory" for
school improvement yet available. (Purkey" Smith, 1985, p.
382). Success is highly contextual. While the conditions for
success "are not 'wholly programmable I they are
'promotable', and' trainable'" (Miles" Ekholm, 1985, p. 162).
School improvem~nt does open the door to the "black box lO
image of effective schools. (Bossert, Dwyer, Rowan" Lee,
1982, p. 36). And all school impro\lement research eC;:loes the
sentiments of Hiles and Ekholm (1985): "We believe that,
ultimately, t:chool improvement efforts stand or fallon the
quality of what actually takes place as teachers, senool
leaders, students, parents and others work. together to make
their own situation a better one lO (p. 162).
However, the cautionary advice given by McC::',~' and Allred
(1985) should be heeded:
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For those who are readinq the lateat information on
[school improvement), don't jump on the bandwagon
and assume a panacea without knowing exactly wher.
it is headed. . .• It, however, there 1s a demand
and/or desire for change, the application of {school
improvement principles] should definitely result in
a more meaningful relationship between purposes and
processes. (pp. 4-5)
Finally, the literature captures well the philosophy of
Deal (1987): "School improvement ought to emphasize building
from within. Those ot us tl:ho claim to be wizards ought to
make sure that our primary role is to help people see the
power that they themselves have to make things better" (p.
1210) •
lOS
AM J.BJU::DGIaD VIlUl:O. or
'1'KI HISTORY OF IlIUC O. LAKBIR'l' SCHOOL
CHU'RCBtLL 'fALLS, UBUDOR
n'!O'OOIfDLAIlD
~
Rarnessinq the Wlighty Churchill Falls for a huge hydro
developaaent in the interior of Labrador in the 1960' 5 created
the need tor a nev community, Churchill Falls, and within that
community, a new school.
The community ot Churchill Falls defles comparison to any
other community in the province. Many of its services and
facilities are encl>:)sed in a complex designed to protect
residents from the harsh elements ot its climate.
Paradoxically, the 'company town' syndrome also provides II
sort of abstract, protect'."u. cocoon that shelters its
resid('!,nts, and particl.llar1y, their children, trom the 'reill
world' outside.
The history ot the genesis ot Eric G. Lambert School may
read CIS dry stuff. However, its attempts to co!)e with the
educational noeds ot the :families at Churchill Falls, While
working within the complex huaan interplay that a hierarchial
management, lDult.icultura:" workforce, "peckinq order", and
social interaction can affect, demanded firm cOlllmitment, quiet
diplomacy and. strong leadership on the part of the educational
leaders. A healthy resource base, both human and toO "Iancial,
greatly assisted in w.,)rking toward the nourished ideal of
oltering what was considered 'the best' in educational
,.,
services. For some, the commonly held bolief of what was 'the
best I was only a perception, one rooted in an environment
endowed with the 'best' material resources which dlel not
necessarily translate into the 'best results' by whatever the
standard of measurement employed.
The chronological developments from its trailer. roots in
1967 to the modern complex of the 1980's attempt to retrace
the path that educationl!ll leaders trod to ensure that th~
quality of education would rellain a positive force in the life
of the community.
It is interesting to see that while public, secular
education is viewed by many of today's educators as the way
to go, the people of Churchill Falls, as affl:lent. educated
and cosmopolitan as any. pUshed to have Religious Education
introduced as an integral part of their school's curriculum.
The people of Churchill Falls do not react much to
provincial affairs, mainly because of the 'security blanket'
of working for 'the company'. However, they did react ....hen
an attempt was made to have the operation of the school placed
ltnder the jurisdiction of one of the Labrador's school boards.
They stood firm in their opposition to such a !lIOVD. It was
an issue that brought the people togethor, regardless of their
'position' within the corporate structure.
The school's atteMpts to deal with issues such as
bilingual education, family life, special education, NTA
affiliation, and guidance services has little cOlllparison with
other provinoial educational institutions. The decision
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making on these issues ware much less impersonal, a factor
that may not necessarily be as good 8S it seems, and one that
makes the operation of the school much more demanding than
others.
The Churchill Falls Home and School Association had a
rocky beginning'. A determined effort for a collective voice
in the education of their children finally gave parents the
organization they wanted in November. 1977. However. in a
private-status school environment, the newly formed
organization found itself seriously questioning its role. Its
struggle for maturity has not been unlike that of an
adolescent 's.
The events that gave rise to the formation of the
Churchill Falls School COllUllittee reveal political 'jockeying'
at its best. All participants appeared to know what was at
risk, each for one's own interest, and planned their moves
with great finesse. The early 80's definitely proved to be
the school's 'teenage years'.
As the many workers helped to build the huge power
development by each giving their best talents, so too did the
people of Churchill Falls help to develop a system for the
delivery of educational services that puts a different
connotation of the term 'private school'. It is the story 0'"
a community 'giving birth' to a school; a school interc::cting
with the community in such a manner so as to develop a climate
of intYrdependence.
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Tb' Ton 0t ChurClhl11 r,u,
To the Labrador Montagnais Indians it was known as
'P!chitawno', meaning 'it steams'. To the first Whiteman,
it was referred to as the 'Grand Falls'. Such were the names
given to the mighty waterfall in the interior of Labrador.
Perhaps to avoid confusion with Grand Falls,
Newfoundland, the falls were renamed Hamilton Falls. Because
Winston Churcb.ill had sholom such a great interest in the
hydroelectric development project at the site, the government
of Newfoundland changed the name to Churchill Falls aher his
death in 1965.
The billion-dollar project saw power delivery on a
regular basis made to HydrO-Quebec on December 6, 1971, five
months and three weeks betorfl the date required by contract.
The power development was officially opened on June 16, 1972,
by the Prime Minister of Canada, Pierre Trudeau. In his
speech he stated that the accomplishment ot all those involved
"begs comparison with the pyramids but with a usefUlness which
promises the benefits of a Nile" (Smith, 1975, p. vii).
In 1988, the Churchill Falls (Labrador) corporation
generated
.•• 34 billion kilowatt hours. • •. This was
93.9\ at an average production year . • • •
Onder the terms of the power contr15ct with Hydro-
Quebec, virtually all of the electricity generated
by CF(L)Co is sold to Hydro-Quebec; the balance is
allocated to customers in Labrador • . . . Sales
to Hydro-Quebec were 30.7 billion kilowatt hours,
. • • while sales to Labrador customers were 2.6
billion kilowatt hours. • •. flet income for 1988
amounted to $31.6 million. (NeWfoundland and
Labrador Hydro 1988 Annual Report, PP. 11, 17)
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workinq at about 75% capacity, enough
electricity can be produced to meet all the
electrical nceds--domestic, commercial, industrial,
and agricultural--of 3,500,000 Canadians. (Cote,
1972, p. 220)
The corporation operates one of the largest underground
hydroelectric plants in the world, with a capacity of
5,428.000 kilowattl:lo
The town of Churchill Falls is located approximately 24
kilometers east of the site of the falls. It was originally
one of several campsites for the many thousands of
unaccompanied workers that came to work on the hydro-electric
developJ:l.ent project. Because it was closest to the power
plant, it was developed into a permanent town. This permanent
town site is only ". . . a few hundred yards from Portage
Creek where trappers and the occasional explorer used to haul
their canoes and supplies up the Labrador plateau from the
Lower Churchill River" (Cote, 1972, p. 35).
In August of 1967 the first families moved to Churchill
Falls. These families were those of construction staff who
moved earlier to begin work on the development. ouring the
noxt few years more familiee arrived as more permanent houses
and community facilities were made available. By 1973 the
tOlmoite population wat. over 1200. The population gradually
declined as the power development moved from the construction
phase to the operations phase. The 1981 census gives the
population as 936, while the 1986 census gives it as 864, a
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7.7 percent decline over the five year period (Statistics
Canada, p. 193).
With a paved 5500-foot airstrip and passenger terminal
6.5 kilometers west, Churchill Falls has a 731 Boeing jet-
liner commercial service provided by Canadian Airlines
International twice weekly. Host freight travels by surface
route from Montreal and Sept-lIes on the north shoro ot the
St. Lawrence River, 460 kilometers north on the Quebec North
Shore and Labrador Railway, to Esker and from there 180
kilometers east on an all-weather road to Churchill Falls.
From June to October, residents can travel the JOO-kilometre
gravel road to Goose Bay to malte conne.... tions with the roll-
on roll-off car ferry for travel to the island via Lewisporte.
Or they can travel the 180 kilometers to Esker and ha';e their
vehicle shipped via rail to Labrador City or sept-Ilas any
time during the year.
The houses and apartments at Churchill Falls are grouped
in a horseshoe arrangement around the Donald Gordon Centre.
The houses are built on only one side of the street to
facilitate snow clearing. Electricity is used throughout for
heating.
The Donald Gordon Centre, locally referred to as the Town
Centre, acts as an equivalent shopping mall by providing under
one roof a grocery store, department store, gift shop, liquor
store, post office, bank (Nova Scotia), IS-room hotel,
gymnasium, swil!UllJl'Jg pool, weight room, three-ice curling rink,
three-lane :ive-pin bowling alley, l76-seat theatre, community
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library, town service offices, and the prima.ry and elementary
sections of E.G. Lallbert School.
The co_unity has an inter-denoainational church and its
use, coordinated by a local Chu.. .::h Board, is shared by St.
HarJe's conqreqation (joint Anglican/united Church Ministry),
St. Peter's Catholic CotllJl1unity, and the Pentecostal.Assembly
of Churchill Falls. Both St. Hark'£l congregation and the
Pentecostal Assembly have resident clergy. As well, a priest
from Labrador City visits St. Peter's Catholic community every
six weeks. Churchill Falls is policed by two members of the
Royal Ne.... foundland Constabulary. It has a twelve-bed
fully-equipped hospital staffed by a doctor, several nurses
and nursinq assistants. The hospital serveiS as an out-
patient clinic with residents having to travel at company
expense to Labrador City, Goose Bay or st. John's for .special
healt." sQrvicea, includinq childbirth. A dentist frOID the
Grenfell Health Services at Goose Bay visits every six weeks
and a veterinarian frolll Moncton, New Brunswick, visits twice
a year.
The town is served by two radio stations, CBC Radio
Station, CFGB at Happy Valley-Goose Bay, and a privately
operated station, CFLW, at Corner Brook. Television programs
include those provided by cac North and those provided by the
Churchill Falls TelQvision Association. This association
providaa cable service for a number of American television
channels beamed in by several large satellite dishes for an
annual fee.
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The community has a stadiulll equipped vitn artificial 100-
making equip.ant and a modern Samban! machine. There is a
strong Hinor Hockey League, Figure Skating- Club, and Fun
Hockey League. A ski slope, equipped with a T-bar, provides
alpine skiing facilities. As well, a double-tracked, 6 k1ll
cross-country trail is also available. These facilities are
operated by the local ski club, the Northern LlghtB Ski Club.
A c\lrling club operates the curlinq facilities, and the
Recreation Department operates all other recreation
facilities.
Th' School'!i! Early loars
School officially began at Churchill Falls in September,
1967, with an enrollment of sixteen anglophone students and
a staff of four full-time teachers, inclUding the principal
and one part-time teacher. The following is a description of
the first day of school by one of its students:
Churchill Falls School opened one week behind
schedule. On school opening there were only 16
pupils and four teachers. The teachers were Mrs.
Doyle, Mrs. Lush, Mr. Lush, and our principal, Hr.
Wright •••• only two Ouforts, one Tegda, four
Steeles, two Jennings, three Prices, two
LaFontaines, one Wright, and one Strain were here
when school opened.
l'.~ound the doorway there was a lot of ac.tivity
as ev-:.:yone was rushing about just to see wno had
come ~'nd what their names were, if they hadn't met
before. A number of parents came along to see the
school and meet the teachers.
When school began, books and writing materials
were given out. One thing that was in short supply
was the essential exercise books. Ho\.ever, there
was enough to go around. Every student was givon
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pens, pencils, and a ruler and the required
textbooks. It was the first time for many people
to be in a school like this. There are very few
trailer schools in Canada. In most schools the
enrollJr.ent is ri3rely as 10.... as sixteen. We have a
further distinction of being one of the few private
schools in Newfoundland. (Churchill Falls School,
1967) •
The low enrollment would quickly grow for the Churchill
FoIls School. At year end the number would not only be more
than triple, but almost a quarter would be francophone..
The physical school consisted of a six trailer complex
arranged to provide four regular classrooms, a small
principal's office, and washrooms. This arrangement provided
the spacial needs until January, 1968, at which time the
student enrollment had more than doubled. Additional trailers
were then added to accomaodate this increase. Space was also
provided by the addition of these extra trailer units for a
community library and a larger principal'S )ffice. However
this space, because of an ever-increasing student population,
soon proved inadequate. For the School Year 1968-69, more
accommodations were provided in what was locally referred to
as the Green Contractors Building. The physical plant then
consisted ot' two physically separate complexes. This
arranqcment was not without problems. Poor ventilation, small
classrooms, poor insulation (Which made it difficult to keep
WArtl during the winter and to keep from getting too warm in
spring) and unsatisfactory £1"01: conditions were s'·.IIe of the
limitations ot' these tetlporary school facilities.
However, plans for a new school building had. already
be9W1 in 1967. Churchill Falls (Labrador) Corporation
[CF(L)Co] secured the consulting services of Or. P. J. Warren,
a Professor in the Faculty of Education at Memorial university
of Newfoundland, to advise the corporation in all aspects of
its efforts in developinq an educational system at Churchill
Falls. Together with the principal, Dr. Warren was involved
in the development of the plans for the new school. From the
very beginning, there were differances of opinion as to the
type of facility to provide. Reqardinq the layout for the
permanent school, the Manaqer of Services for CF(L)Co
indicated that
• . . the present concept is that we will only
provide facilities for kinderqarten throuqh (to)
grade VIII. However, everyone recognizes that there
will be pressure to provide {a) high school in due
course, and the problem that has to be resolved is
mainly one of timing. Ideally, if we can put this
off until operations start sometime after 1972, this
would be preferable. Nevertheless, something may
have to be done sooner than that. (0. H. Grenville,
personal communication, October 6, 1967)
The permanent school was physically joined to a larger
Town Centre Complex which included, among other things, a
Recreation Department complete with a gymnasium, swimminq
pool, weight room, a 176-seat theatre, three-line, five-pin
bowling alley, and a three-ice curling rink. These facilities
were to be !3hared with the school. The constructIon was
completed in time for the school opening in september, 1970.
It contained a modern language laboratory, carpeted !'loars,
folding walls r.etween a number of classroollS a large resource
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centre which became the school/ cODllllunity library, and space
for specialist areas such as quidance and remediation. It was
originally built for an enrollment of about 200.
Sgbaol Lie.pa,
In the province of Newfoundland, a private school cannot
operate without permission from the Department ot: Education.
Such permission was requested by.;. T. Manning, vicl:l;-p","asident
of CF(L)Co on January 27,1967, and on February 3,1967, the
Minister wrote that "authority is hereuy given Churchill Falls
(Labrador) corporation Limited to operate a private school in
the vicinity of Churchill Falls, Labrador, for the School Year
1967-68" (R. R. V. Earle, personal communication, February 3,
1967) •
For the next three years, the corporation annually
requ,ested renewal of this licence. However, in 1970, the
corporation was informed that
• . • under the legislation, there is no need to
reapply each year for permission to operate a
private school. However, the Minister has the
authority under section 70 to revoke or suspend
permission granted to operate a private school if
in his opinion the standards of the school are
unsatisfactory or the school is not complying with
tile Act. It seems to me that your school was
established under the provisions of the Education
Act (1960) and further permission is not required
under the existing one, although its actual
operation now comes under the new one.
(C. Roebothan. personal communication, March 4,
1970) •
".
The tint tew years the school was reterred to as the
Churchill Falls School. In January of 1970 it was decided. to
name the school Zric. G. Lambert School.
Eric G. Lambert was a chartered accountant with CF(L) co.
He was born in Scotland in 1923 and came to Canada in 1957.
fie helped significantly to arrange and manage the financing
of several major canadian natural resource projects, including
the Elliot Lake ur~nium deposits. His crowning achievemf:lnt
was tht: key role he played in the financing of the great
Churchill Falls hydroelectric development Which will remain
as a memorial to him and to his associates who died with him
when the Company's DH-1:05 j at aircraft crashed near Wabush,
Labrador. on the evening of November 11, 1969.
l\4mipistrativg Arr&ngolllept
Since the school is part of the corporate structure of
CF(L)Co, the principal, in addition to being principal of a
school, is also a type of superintendent within that
structure. This -eans that the principal has added
respCinsibilities and duties that a school principal in other
parts of the province would not be exp~cted to carry.
A principal was appointed during the Spring of 1967 and
a vice-principal was named that fall. This Principal, Vice-
principal arrangement remained until the end of the School
Year 1973. At that time, the school proqram. was extended to
include high school taught in a separate building.
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:.lternat!ve administrative arrangements were considered.
During the School Year 1983-84 the administration consisted
of a supervising principal, principal, a vice-principal, and
a 'senior' teacher position, all assigned administrative
bonuses. However, this arrangement lasted for only one: year.
At the time the school was first planned, consideration
was given to whom, and through which corporate route, the
school administration would report. suggestions were made
that "8 board . . . be est<'lblished consisting of the
principal, site manager, and at least one ott}er partyll
CR. J. Lavislette, personal communication, August 7, 1967).
During the first year of operation, considerable discussion
occurred on the subject of community representation in the
operation of the school. The school principal stated his
position on the topic when he wrote:
•.. Should there be a school board or a committee
with some ot the powers ot a school board? An
answer. can only be given when we ask ourselves what
function such a body can pertorm. What powerli: could
it be given? All financial matters are handled by
the corporation. Adequate parent-teacher contact
is provided through Parents Nights, interviews·, etc.
Responsibilities of the teachers and principal are
stated in the handbook.
Many educators are questioning the desirability of
having school boards, even when they are elected and
the parents are paying the cost of education. In
fact, the Canadian Teacher's Federation is presently
conducting a study to look into the possibility of
abol ishing school boards.
In my opinion, only problems would be created by
est2l.bllshlng a school cOllUllittee at this time. It
is felt that the present arrangement has worked
• .. quite well so far and should be kept that
way. (Wright, 1968).
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CF(L)Co accepted this position and the principal
continued to report directly to the site manager until the
School Year 1982-83. At that time, the corporation underwent
a major rearrangement of local responsibilities at the
managerial level. The operation of the school system was
assigned to the Town Manager and the principal reported to
this managerial position. Such a position is part of the
local site Management Committee. This corporate reporting
system remains in effect a~ ....e time of this writinq. The
following figures indicate the changes in organization.
~. organizational chart prior to September, 1982.
~. organizational chart in effect from September, 1982, to the present.
~
~
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§.1:;yg,pt Body Cbaracterj.stie,
During the first few years, the group of students
attending Churchill Falls School was very cosmopolitan. At
thf; end of the second year of operation the enrollmont: sho....ed
that ". . . 89 percent of the students come frol:l. wi thin
Canada, representing eight Canadian provinces and the Yukon
Territory. Of these, 51 percent came from Quebec, 22 percent
from Ontario, and 15 percent from Newfoundland" (Wright,
1969). There were also students from the United states,
England, South Africa, New Zealand, and France.
The first employees permitted to bring their families
to Churchill Falls were professional, managerial type workers.
For the most part, their children had previously attended good
schools and both parents stressed the need for good education.
consequently, the students were well advanced academically and
socially. lIThe reading level throughout the school is
approximately one year above the national norm" (Wright 1971).
However, as more family accommodation were made
available, the status of the employees who were permitted to
relocate their families became varied. In many cases, fathers
had been away from the family for a number of yet rs. More and
more of the children enrolled were "weak academically and
poorly disciplinedl ' (Wright, 1969). As "families of a lower
socio¥economic level move to Churchill Falls, we can expl1ct
a higher percentage of weaker students" (Wright, 1972a).
The early years also saw a high rate of student turnover.
Many students either carne after school opened and/or left
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before school closed: for the year. Tbe school was arranged
to meet as many of the needs of such a student body as
possible. The corporation remained committed to providing
whatever was deemed necessary by the school administration to
meet those needs.
The francophone population of the school cont~nued to
increase until september, 1971, when it began to decline.
The school discontinued reporting francophone students
separately as of June, 1974. At this time instruction given
fully in French was discontinued because of numbers of
students. More is mentioned about this matter in the section,
Second Language Instruction, page 208.
The student body at Eric G. Lambert School today would
be typical of any school. A few francophone families still
remain. The student enrollment has continued to decline,
although the rate of decline was somewhat slowed by the
extension of the school program to include Grades X and XI in
September of 1974 and by the additional year of high school
introduced in September of 1983.
As in any school, the decline in birth rate has affected
the enrollment of the Eric G. Lambert School as ....ell as it has
at other schools. The greatest effect was experienced in
September, ~9S2, when the Kindergarten enrollment dropped
thirty-five percent from the previous year.
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parent-Teacher cOI!lmunicatioR
From the very beginning I the school has recognized the
importance of close c.;)-operation and good communication
between the home a:-ld school. Principals have always made
extra efforts to maintain and foster this objective. However,
various principals had different styles. The traditional
parent-teacher meetings to discuss individual student
progress, or some o'.:her individual concern were always part
of school life. However, parent-teacher meetings to discuss
school matters of general concern were not a part of the early
years of the school.
Because of the importance home and school interaction has
always played in the school life, it is important to look at
the history of the development and life of the Churchill Falls
Home and School Association.
The First Attempt
The idea of a formal organization between the home and
the school was, from the very beginning of the school
operation, like attempts at growing grass within the
community. The seed had to be planted many times before
germinating 1
The subject of parent involvement in an advisor role in
the operation of the school was frequently discussed among
teachers and parents during the school's first year of
operation. However, such discussions did not result in any
action being taken at that time.
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In Haren, 1972, a Parent Preble. Setlinar ....as held by the
canadian Mental Health Association at Churchill Falls. Close
to one hundred parents took part in the sea.inar. One of the
topics raised was the possibility ot forming a parent-teacher
orqanizaticn. In a memo to parents on April 13, 1972, the
principal invited them to a meeting on April 19, 1972. One
of the ite::lls on the agenda ¥iOS the possibility of forming a
parent-teacher association. Ho....ever, at this meeting it was
decided to set up a cO'llllllittee to examine the formation of such
an organization. Regarding the formation of some type of
parent-teacher organization, the principal stated that
the school will do all it can to foster the
development of a successful organitation. It is
understood that this association will in no way be
.. policy makinCJ body and it should Dot 1:l. thought
ot as a school 1:loard or its equivalont. (Wright,
197221, 8nphasis added).
A draft constitution dated october 2, 1972, named the
organized group the Churchill Falls Parent-Teacher
Organization. It is interesting to notll! that any amendments
to this constitution woul~ have to be approved by the CF(L)CO
representative responsible for the operation of tho.! school.
On l~ednesdIl.Y, November 8, 1972, a meeting was arranged
to discuss this draft constitution. However, only thirty-
five parents attended. There was no consensus of agreement
at this meeting regarding the formation of an association.
This prompted the principal to send a questionnaire to parents
on Tuesday, November 14, asking them how they felt about a
formal parent-teacher association.
'"
A total of sixty replies were returned. Twenty-seven (45
percent) were in favour of the Home and School Association and
thirty-three (55 percent) were not. This prompted the
principal to report that
. . . it is difficult to decide what should be done
at this stage. My fear is that if we go ahead and
organize such :" association witl1 such small
numbers, tha attendance will be extremely small,
and it might adversely affect the turnout of parents
at other meetings and interviews called to discuss
their ...:hildren. (Wright, 1972b)
No further attempt was made regarding such
organization. Later that year, the principal wrote to parents:
.•. although I would have been pleased to have had
a Home and School Association, I have to agree with
the great majority of parents that there was really
no need for such an organization. communication
with parents was adequate as they had been conducted
in the past. (wright, 1973, emphasis added).
Five years would pass before another attempt was made to
establish such an organization.
In June, 1977, the principal recommended to parents that
a parent-teacher organization be created. By the end of
september, 1977 t no definite action had taken place. "It is
essential that the organization come from the parent
population of our community and not the school. Hopefully,
in the near future, some parents will undertake this project".
(Humby, 1977). The parents accepted this challenge. On
Tuesday, November I, 1977, a pUblic meeting was called to
formally organize a better liaison between the Eric G. Lambert
School and the parents. This meeting was planned by an ad hoc
committee consisting of Mary Bruss, Ooris Clarke, Derek
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Hillier, and Terry Waters. The organization was named the
Churchill Falls Home and School Association. Once a
constitution was developed, the association quickly became
active in the life of the school.
Kajer Issues
The association was involveC: in a number of school
matters that involved more than one meeting or a series of
meetings. Such issues included the discussions regarding the
feasibility of inclUding illl industrial arts programme in the
school's curricuIWll. The announced inte;,tion of CF(L)Co in
November, 1980, to transfer the operation of the school to one
of the local school boards was an issue that dominated the
HOl:le And School Association agendas for one complete year.
A discussion of extra-curricular activities led to the
association meeting with all the sports groups in the area to
develop a cOllU!lunity calendar of events to avoid conflicts with
school activities. The intent !/aS, as well, to co-ordinate
the activities of the various groups for better use of
facilities, and to co-operate with each other in making travel
!Jlans. Religious Education was an item that also appeared on
the agenda many times. In addressing this issue, the
executive met with various church leaders and local church
groups, the school administration, and CF(LjCO management.
various concerns regarding this matter still find themselves
on the association' 5 agenda today. A request for an extra
salary unit for the school staff for a guidance counsellor
'"~
initiated plans tor a major forum on counselling services for
the whole community in which the association played a major
role. Guidance services still surface as an item on the
agenda from time to time.
conclusiop,
since its formation, the Churchill Falls Home and
School Association has been a very supportive partner with the
school in helping deliver the best possible educational
programs to the children of Churchill Falls. The topics that
are listed herein in which the association has been active
will easily attest to this fact. The association has been
quite active and effective in its mission.
It is also noteworthy that many times througho:1t its
history, the association seriously questioned its role ,and was
seemingly "at a loss" regarding its mandate. During 1981-
1984, the role of the association was an item on various
agenda. At an executive meeting on May 13, 1982, it was
decided to invite a member of the provincial executive of the
Newfoundland and Labrador Federation of Home and School and
Parent-Teachers organizations to a meeting in the fall of 1982
to speak on the topic: "The Role of the Home and School".
Such a request to the federation was made and accepted, but
the actual visit never material.ized.
After 80 much activity in its early years, it would only
be natural for the association to question its role. This time
of questioning was also a time of little activity. After
"7
having CF(L)Co reverse its decision to change the private
status of the school, the association was so relieved that it
was not unpredictable it would go through a period of 'rest'.
However, in recent years the association has reasserted
itself and once again demonstrated its vitality. Its history
does not domand evaluation of its role. The activi+:ies it has
chosen to involve itself in have more than demonst.rated that
it fully realizes what its role is. Both the school and the
community can feel very proud of tho,se who served as executive
members of this association. They have charted it in a very
effective direction.
The Churchill Falls Home and School Association has had
twelve very productive years; years it can be proud of. There
is no doubt that its future remains full of promise.
Nop-araded Curriculum
The school was established with the intent that it would
be a non-graded school. It was the intention "within a year
or two . . . to completely eliminate any mention of a grade
in the primary division of the school II (Wright, 1968).
Teachers accepted positions at the school with this
understandinq.
During the first year of operation, several series of
textbooks were used so that most students could continue with
thQ same texts previously usod before arriving at Churchill
u.
Falls. This could easily be managed because the numbers were
small.
In september, 1969, continuous progress was introduced
in Language Arts for the primary grades. The curriculum ....as
divided into levels, and students were assigned to levels
where their teachers thought they belonged. ThQ concept of
grades was dropped and students could move through more than
one level in a given year. A ne'" policy of reporting,
recording, and evaluation was adopted. Students received
their progress reports when they completed a level.
This system of continuous progress was so well accepted
by both teachers and parents during its first year of
implementation that it was extended to Grade 7 in September
of 1970. However, grade labels were still retained because
of the difficulty involved in dividing the curriculum for
these grades into levels.
The school staff developed curriculum guides for such
areas of the curriculum as primary and elementary mathematics
and elementary social studies. preparing curriculum guides
required a tremendous amount of work for teachers.
Nevertheless, they were willing to put the work into this
task.
This non-graded continuous progress concept gradually
fell into disfavour with a change in the schoolts
administrative personnel, and had disappeared by Septe1llber,
1975.
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Nulla 'belUoA
Music did not become part of the school program until
september, 1969. From the beginning there were difficulties.
Teachers worried where students would get the time to do
music. In addition the school did not !"Ieve adequatB
facilities for such a program. So, when the teacher lett the
staft in December, 1969, the teaching position was not filled
and the program was discontinued. Several years would slip
by before this aspect of the school's program would be
addressed. The principal's position was that "a music teacher
should not be hired until adequate facilities are provided"
(Wright, 1971). However, the concern among parents increased
over the lack of such a program and consequently the music
program was re-established for the school year 1972-73. Space
vas provided in an adjoining trailer annex. This temporary
facility remained until June, 19, 1977, when a music room was
provided in the school building_
All students up to Grade 6 recClived music instruction.
It was optional for students in Grades 7-9. However,
beginning with the school year 1981-82, the option was removed
for the intermedirte students. So music became compUlsory for
students up to Grade 9. However, the school has had little
success with fostering student interest after the inte~ediate
grade levels_
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eurriouIWl (or lrancophon. nucttpt!
The frdncophone student population was never very large,
although during the early years the percentage of French
speaking students was in the twenty-percent range.
The school was totally committed to providing
instruction for such students in their mother tongue.
French curricUlum from Quebec was provided along with. French-
speaking teachers. In addition, these students were also
provided with the opportunity to take instruction in
English.
During the School Year 1970-71, there were three fu11-
time teachers delivering the French curriculum in Grades 1 to
8. However, the nUll'.ber of students began to decl ine the
following year, and such instruction was offered up to and
including Grade 6. By 1973 the numbers had further declined
and such curriculum was offered exclusively in Grades 1 to 4.
During the School Year 1973-74 there was only one francophone
teacher offering the curriculum to Grades 3 and 4 only.
Because of a further decline in nUmbers, this aspect of
the school's curriculum was discontinued at the end of the
1913-14 School Year. This decision was of great concern to
the parents of the students involved. They wanted the
curriculum reinstated.
Howevlllr, no need existed during the school year 1974-15
to have this curriculum reinstated. Most of the pt.:enta who
had serious concerns had left site by the beginning of that
school year.
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8.CORd LIRguag. IpS-truatj,op
From the ~i.e the school was first opened, much emphasis
was placed on the toaching of French (and Enqlish) a8 a second
language. During the first yaar. daily periods of instruction
in both languages was offered to all grade levels beginning
with Grade 2. The following year, Grades 1 and: 2 were
"permitted to spend up to one-quarter tillle receiving
instruction in the alternate language. using the same
textbooks as the students in that language" (Wright, 1968).
curing tne t'irst tew years, the emphasis on the teaching
of French as a second language was directed totally towards
developing oral French skills. However, beginning with the
School Year 1972-73, emphasis was also given to the writing
ot that language.
The school has had a full-time French Specialist p.osition
since September ot' 1968. The followin9 year the school added
another teacher to teach French as a second language. Except
for the school years 1972-73, 1980-81. and 1981-82. the school
has maintained two full-time bilinqual French Teaching Units.
The pr09'ralll is offered every day on a compulsory basis for
Grades Kindergarten to Nine. However. the Senior High French
Proqram is optional.
QUid.DO' 'reqry
A full-time Guidance Counsellor joined the school staff
in september, 196·8. A quidance counsellor position remained
part of the staff until June, 1976, when the principal dropped
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the unit from the school staff. From September, 1977, to the
present time, the school has been without the services of a
guidance counsellor. However, that is: not to say that the
school has been without guidance services. OVer the years
the school has accessed special services from both inside and
outside the community to meet particular needs that have been
identified by teachers and/or parents which the school staff
are unable to provide. An attempt is being made to meet the
counsellinq needs of the school as outlined in Figure 11, page
133.
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Members of the School Staff, resource people
from both inside and outside the community
collectively act as a team to meet student
counselling needs.
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Religious 1:i';.tcJ.li.Q..n
Religious Education was not a part of the school
curric:Jlum when it opened, nor "'as the spiritual dimension of
students' development mentioned in any of the statements of
the school' 5 philosophy.
During the latter part of the 1969-70 School Year, forty
minutes per week were provided in the timetable tor religious
education. The two resident clergy were involved in the
teaching of this SUbject.
The next few years saw the involvement of volunteers
assisting the clergy in the delivery of a Religious Education
Program. Students were divided as 'co Protestant and Catholic
and the school provided time during the school day and
assisted with the acquisition of materials. However, teachers
were not required to teach in this area.
The school's policy on the teachinq of Reliqious
Education was outlined at a qeneral meeting of the Churchill
Falls Home and School Association in February, 1979. The
principal stated that since it is
. • . a private school operatinq under the
Department of Education •.. the policy is dictated
by the Education Act. As this is not specific on
Religious Education in private schoolE ,our school
uses the quideline& laid down by the Catholic
Education Committee (C.E.C.) and the Integrated
Education Committee (I .E.C.). .•• it is not
Mandatory that the staff members teach
• . . and time for religious instruction during
school hours is provided on request by the
individual church group (Churchill Falls Homa and
School l,ssoclation, 197B}.
13.
Parents made many representations to the school principal
and the corporation to have this policy changed. However,
their efforts were never well co-ordinated. Hence, not much
satisfaction was achieved. Co:nununity pressure continued and
consequently the school administration re-evaluated their
previous position and agreed to change it. In september,
1978, Integrated and Roman Catholic Religious Education
Programs became an integral part of the curriculum. Classes
were conducted by teachers rather than by volunteers.
During the last few years, the school, in cooperation
with the Home and School Association, has been striving for
parental approval to offer one Religious Education Program to
each class without separating them along denominational lines.
Although this has not been easy, much success has been
achieved. Grades Kindergarten, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 9 have a
Religious Education Program that is delivered without
separating students denominationally.
Bpldal IducaUop
The inclusion of a spocial Education Program into the
school's curriculum has been one of the troublesome areas for
a number of the school's p:cincipals. However, each dealt
with the system according to their own philosophy and the
conventions of the time.
Accordingly, a position ."as put forward regarding the
admission of children who were mentally handicapped. In
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addressing the needs of such students, the school
administration advised the corporation
••• [the school) does not have the staff and
facilities to accommodate retarded children or those
having serious mental or physical problems. As a
result, such children would not benefit from
attending school and they would interfere with the
work of the other students in the particular class.
It is recommended that this type of child be
refused admission to the school. It is further
recommended that the financial assistance presently
given parents with children in Grades 9 to 11 be
extended to include this type of child. CA. W.
wright, personal communication, March 26, 1971)
The corporation did not adopt this position as their
official policy. It did, however, shape the direction of such
programs for a number of years. Parents did arrive with
m,,:ntally handicapped children, but did not stay because of the
lack of servIces available. Such parlonts wanted much more for
their particular child than to be just 'taken care of'.
It was not until september 1983 that a Special Education
Unit was added to the school staff. with the assistance of
the Canadian Association for the Mentally Retarded (now the
Association For Community Living), Newfoundland Branch, and
the Department of Social Services, the school was able to
acquire a nUIllber of teacher aides. By september, 1985, the
Special Education unit consisted of two full-tillle teacher
aids. However, both the circumstances relating to teacher aid
program and the needs of the school would change. In
September, 1987 two of the teacher aids would not be
reinstated, and in June, 1989 the Bchool adJ:Dinistration
discontinued one special Education Teaching Unit. The Special
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Education Unit received a name change during the school year
1988-8!L It now is referred to as the Special Services Unit,
and it is staffed by two full-time teachers and a full-time
teacher aid.
Library Progry
The library at Eric G. Lambert School combines a
school/community library. There has been a full time
teacher/librarian unit at the school since September, 1968.
However, in Hay 1983, the full time school librarian unit was
questioned. CF(L)CO. was involved in a restraint program, and
at the same time special Education staff was being requested.
In defense of this unit, the principal felt
• • . akin to convincing someone not to remove
a healthy, functional and vital organ from the bodyl
The Library program is an integral part of the
curricUlum, and the accompanying school librarian
is as essential to that curriculum as any other
member of the school staff. It is not considered
an 'extra' or 'window dressing I. On the contrary,
it is the 'powerhouse' (excuse the pun) of any
learning activity. (A. Clarke, personal
communication, May 24, 1983)
The corporation granted approval to maintain the unit
as part of the school staff.
During the St::hool Year 1985-86, the school began to
develop a co-operative Teaching Approach to its library
program. The purpose was to move away from the concept of a
school library to a Library Resource Centre. This involved
major changes in t(llacher attitudes, individual teaching
strategies, and the traditional role of tho 'schOol
librarian' .
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The traditional scheduled library periods
disappeared and the teacher-librarian no.... worked cooperatively
with individual teachers and their classes with a particular
aspect of the curriculum. and/or specific projects. This
co-operative Teaching Approach has experienced a rough
beginning.
The library has approximately 14 thousand holdings,
including a wide assortment of magazinBs and newspapers. At
one time, the library carried a wide range of daily
newspapers, but since mail is delivered only twice a week,
only weekend editions are now carried. The books and
magazines purchased l1y the school and tnose provided by the
public libraries board are intershelved to form an integrated
collection. With the introduction of the microfiche system
by the Newfoundland Public Library Services, it becam~
necessary to have all library holdings on this system.
' ..ily Lif. Program
For a number of years, a sex education program was
offered to only the girls of the Grade 6 class. This was
conducted atter regular school hours with the support of the
parents. l't is intriguing why girls were singled out for
such a prc:jram!
During the School Year 1981-82, the school administration
decided to introduce a Family Life Program. into the curriculum
for the following year. MaterialR approved by the Catholic
Education Committee and the Integrated Education COlD1llittoe
"9
were acquired and the content studied. In addition, the
school sought: the advice of Jim McGettigan, Family Lif(O
Education Consultant with the St. John's Roman Catholic School
Board and Dr. Tom Pope, the executive officer with the
Integrated Education Committee. Both Mr. McGettigan and Dr.
Pope conducted a full-day inservice with the school staff on
an appropriate family life program for the school Both local
clergy, Captain George Westgate from St. Mark's Congregation
and Pastor Sidney BiXby of the Pentecostal Assembly, joined
the teachers for the full day of workshop activities. A Home
and School Association meeting was held later that night, and
family life education was the main item of agenda. Mr.
McGettigan and Dr. Pope were the guest speakers.
As a result of these activities, it was agreed that ttle
school would do one family lif,"! program rather than divide the
school along denominational lines, and also move slowly with
the content of the curriculum keeping parents well-informed
as the implementation of the program takes place.
During the remainder of the school year, various meetings
were held with teachers and it was agreed that for Grades
Kindergarten to 4, all family life topics would be taught by
the classroom teacher. For Grades 5 and beyond, thp program
would be studied on a grade by grade basis, and topics would
be discussed in more detail in the Religious Education
program. Highlighted topics would be taught by the Religious
Education teacher, otherwise they would be taught by the
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classroom teacher. coop£lration was essential in the delivery
of the program in this manner.
The family lite program was discussed in detail at a
meeting of the Churchill Falls School COlDlnittee on January 23,
1984. The efforts of the school were fully supported.
Formation at the Local Brapch of the !iTA
Newfoundland teachers joining the staff of the Eric. G.
Lambert School were encouraged from the beginning years to
remain members of the Newfoundland Teachers Association, and
teachers recruited from outside the province were encouraged
to join. Teachers were given the option of joining the NTA
health insurance plan (options A or B) with CF(L)CO paying
fifty percent of the premiums of joining the CF(L)Co insurance
program. When this option was removed, the teachers were
required to participate in the CF(L)Co insurance program, and
few joined or maintained affiL3tion with the NTA.
In May, 1978, the NTA President, Tom LaFosse, visited
Churchill Falls to discuss with teachers the possibility of
becoming members of the association. It was not until
February, 1979, that teachers agreed that "for professional
reasons, they had no choice but to join the NTA" (Smit, 1979).
Tom LaFosse was informed of the teacher intentions. In
October, 1979, the vice-principal held discussions with the
new NTA president, Brii.m Shortall, at the NTA Building in st.
John's. Plans were made for Mr. Shortall to visit Churchill
Falls. On November 7, 1979, Mr. shortall, together with
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Herbert Walters, the NTA Field Service Officer, arrived at
Churchill Falls. At a meeting on November 8, a local branch
ot the NTA was formed. The branch was named the Churchill
Falls Branch and its first president was Paul Kelley. At an
Executive Meeting of the Newfoundland Teachers' Association
on December I, 1979, the President informed "Table Officers
that an NTA Branch had been established in Churchill Falls".
(Newfoundland 'reacher's Association, 1979). At this same
meeting, the following motion was made by Duncan Ford and
seconded by Tom LaFosse:
That NTA dues and emergency fund levy be collected
from the teachers in Churchill Falls.
The motion was carried.
In forming this local branch, the teachers agreed that
they would join as a group, and that the association with the
NTA was "for professional reasons only at present; therefore
the teachers . . • Jre not part of the NTA Collective
Bargaining Unit. 1I (Humby, 1979). Individual members could
sign themselves out of the association, but their fees would
still be deducted.
In January, 1980, the teachers began to pay their NTA
fees. CF(L)Co agreed to iuplement a payroll deduction plan
and" have the fees passed over to the NTA with a current list
of contributors. As wEoII, CF(L)Co agreed that members could
travel for NTA business provided the time away from their
teaChing duties was deemed re&30nable by the principal and
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that such classroom absence did not result in extra costs to
the corporation.
However, teachers began to have concerns about the status
of their contracts with CF(L)Co. There was a growing feeling
that perhaps it was time for full participation with the NT•..
This of course, would mean participation with the N'I'A
bargaining unit. By November, 1982, the executive of the local
branch, supported by the majority of the membership, decided
to begin discussions to determine what would be involved in
having the branch change its present association with the
parent body to inclUde a bargaining unit. The director of
Industrial Relations with CF(L)Co agI:eed to talk to the school
staff about this change with the understanding that i": would
be " . • . an intellectual exercise, and that no concrete
moves (had] been made towards this goal". (Clarke, 1982).
In his assessment of this situation, the principal reported
to CF(L)Co management that
. . . I feel that a change in the status of our
present NTA membership would not be in our best
interests and . . . that this view is shared by
many of our staff members. However, some of our
teachers feel very uncertain, insecure and have very
strong negative feelings toward CF(L)Co as an
employer, and naively believe t:.at their perceived
fears could be rectified by forming a local
bargaining unit. I believe that good jUdgement and
reason will prevail among our staff. (Clark.. ,
1982) •
This discussion regarding the fo.:mation of a bargaining
unit within the NTA continued with varying degrees of
intensity for the next year and a half. On May 29 of 1984,
the local executive wanted the teachers to decide whether or
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not they wanted such discussions to continue. Fifty-eight
percent of the teachers indicated that they wanted their local
executive to consider full bargaining status. However, the
outgoing president of the branch felt that this new mandate
by the branch members really meant looking at the possibility
of "getting a better arrangement then now exists and did not
mean forming a bargaining unit, but something short of it."
(Clarke, 1984).
After many meetings and discussions with both the CF(L)CO
management and the staff of the NTA st. John's Office, the
teachers held a formal vote on February 5, 1985 to decide
whether to request collective bargaining status with the
parent body. The result was eleven in favour andtwelve
against. The topic of full collective bargaining status has
not been formally raised since the outcome of this vote.
The School Trap.fer pebat.
Host company operated schools within the province of
Newfoundland have received the same fate. They have, at some
point in their history, been incorporated into the pUblic
system of education with the province. Although this has not
yet happened to the Eric. G. Lambert school, there have been
various discussions over the years towards that end. Such
discussions would eventually result in a full-fledged,
explosive community debate.
Early Attempts to Cbapga Edvat;_ stat.u,
In April, 1974, the province of Newfoundland acquired
controlling interest in the Labrador Properties of the British
Newfoundland Corporation Limited [BRINCO]. This move made the
Churchill Falls (Labrador) Corporation one of the Newfoundland
Hydro Group of companies rather than one of BRINCO's.
On July 4, 1974, the Denominational Educational Committees
jointly made the following inquiry to the Minister of
Education:
1I.s a result of this transfer, discussions will
undoubtedly take place relative to the future status
of the school system and such discussions will of
necessity involve both the Denominational Education
Committees and the School Boards of the area.
We are naturally anxious to see the
satisfactory transfer of the school system from
private to school board status and we would be
pleased to discuss this matter ....ith you at a
mutually convenient time. (C. C. Hatcher, J. K.
Tracey, G. Shaw, personal cOllllDunication, July 4,
1974)
This interest to change the private status of Eric G.
La~ert School was not shared by the province'S educational
authorities. In his reply to the executive secretaries of the
Denominational Education CODJ:littees, the Minister of Education
noted that
• • . although the Government has obtained the
controlling interest of the Churchill Falls Labrador
Corporation, this company will continue to operate
as a Crown corporation. 1, therefore, do not
foresee any immediate change in the operation of
Company policy regarding the orqanization and
operation of the school system. (G. ottenheimer,
personal cOllUDunication, July 16, 1974)
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However, this position regarding the continued
privatization of the Churchill Falls School system was
somewhat of a surprise to the Denominational Education
Committees.
The Catholic Education Committee again made an inquiry
about the school at Churchill Falls. In a reply to Dr. J. K.
Tracey. Executive secretary of the eEC, the Department of
Education stated that it
. . . does not foresee any immediate change in the
Company policy regarding the organization and
operation at Churchill Falls. It is my
understanding that the minister has already
indicated this to all the Denominational Education
Committees last Jul}'. churchill Falls Power
corporation [SIC] is still considered a private
company, although there has been an exchange of
shares making the provincial government the major
shareholder in the company, but not the only one.
I see no reason, at the present time to assume that
the status of the school system at Churchill Falls
would bE;. affected by such transactions. (C.;].
McCormick, personal communication, November 7, 1974)
The Denominational Education Committees finally accepted
this official position of the Depart1l".cnt of Education
regarding the Churchill Falls School system.
Four years would pass before the subject was raised again
at the Department of Education. When it did occur, it came
from tl different direction. !n a letter dated November 7,
1978, to the Honorable H. W. House, Minister of Education, Vic
Young, Chairman and Chief Executive officer of CF(L)Co stated
that the
•.• Churchill ralls (Labrador) corporation •.•
provides many services which in a less remote
community, would be the r(lsponsibility of various
government departments • • • but now that the
".
community population has stabilized, there are and
will be increasing opportur:ities to relinquish
company domination by opening ,19 the town . . • We
W'01l1d now like to address • • • the pros and cons
of integratinq the school into the regular school
programmes of your Department.
A copy of this correspondence was addressed to the
Honorable Brian peckford, Minister of Mines and Energy.
In his reply on November 14, 1978, the Minister of
Education, H. W. House, indicated that he intended "to discuss
the future status of the school at Ch·:rchill Falls with the
Denominational Authorities as soon as possible. As you know
the Denominations must be involved if the school is to become
integrated in the regular pUblic school systems of the
Province" .
Discussions were held with the Denominational Policy
Commission. However, no clear directions ever materialized
from the DEC's. Such talks gradually filtered down to CF(L)CO
site Management, and discussions regarding the future status
of the school occurred during the Fall of 1979 with the DEC's
and CF(L) C site Management. At this time, such discussions
remained at an exploratory level.
Debate Nov.. to the COmmunity
In January 1980, the principal of the school was
requested by the local CF(L)CO Management to write a position
paper on an inte!lded change in the private status of the
school. This report (Humby, 1980, p. 4) indi.cated the
1<7
following alternatives for the Department of Education to
follow in assuming responsibility for the school:
1. The fonaticn of a corporate j oint school
board at Churchill Falls.
2. Control to be delegated to the Labrador East
Integrated School Board.
3. Control to be delegated to the Labrador West
Integrated School Board.
4. Control to be delegated to the Roman Catholic
Labrador School Board.
The report discounted the first two alternatives. Of
the other t~o, control by the Labrador "-_at Integrated School
Board seellled to be the more advantageous, although ill number
of problems were highlighted. This report also stated that
. . . parents, teachers, ar."\ all organizations
concerned with the educational facilities must be
consulted so that their input will provide a basis
for decisions that will best serve the educational
needs of this community. ... the level and
quality of services already provided (should be
maintained). (HUmby, 19BO, pp. 7,8)
The principal informed site management that the process
of having the private qtatus of the school system change is
a complex one. It will require detailed study and time to
resolve as tIlany problems as possii.ole so that the transition
will occur smoothly and without conflict within the community.
However, such advice was not well taken. On Wednesday,
November 19, 1980, the Manager of Operations, Garland
JenningG, announced to both the Executive of tho local Home
and School Association and the school staff of the company' s
intention to explore the feasibility of putting the operations
of the school under the operations of an existing school
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board. This finally confirmed the many rumors that circulated
....ithin the community.
The local Home and School Association took the initiative
in dealing with such an announcement. It arranged a pUblic
meeting for Friday, November 28, 1980, to give an opportunity
tor the community to receive more details and give some
initial reaction. Appropriately, two hundred and fifty people
attended this lIleeting, which was chaired by the President of
the local Home and School Association, Ron Bowles.
The site Manager of operations, Garland Jennings, again
stated that
. . . the Company has been considering the school
and the part the Company plays in its operation and
maybe they (company) shouldn't playa part.
. . . It is the Government I s business to operate
schools. The Company thinks this is how the Eric.
G. Lambert Scbool sbould be operated. (CFH'SA,
1980).
The atmosphere at this meeting was charged with
emotion. The chairman described the tone of the meeting as
follows:
. . . there seelDs to be nl:\tbing positive for
the company I s proposal. All comments and questions
are negative.
One thing positive, however, the community ot
Churchill Falls docs not want the Department of
Education to take over the Eric G. Lambert School.
(CFH&SA, 1980)
It was agreed that letters and briefs regarding the
proposed change in school status be channeled through the
Churchill Falls Ilome and School Association, who in turn would
fo:rvard theM to the company management. It was also agreed
".
that the Home and School Association would write a brief
outlining the reasons for its opposition to this proposed
change.
The community was given the impression that the company
had already made its decision and that it would implement the
proposed ch:lnges regardless of the community's feelings.
sensing this to be the case, the President of CF(L)Co, in a
letter dated December, 1980, to both the school staff and Lhe
Home and School Association clarified the company position.
Hr. McGrath stated that
. . . Several meetings have been held over the last
year and a half ....ith the Denominational Education
Committees to discuss the sUbject. These were only
exploratory meetings to assess the merits of such
an action and at no til!le has any decision been made
to proceed or were any commitments made. It is a
very involved subject and the Board of Education
requested the Company to outline in writing its
proposal for their considerl.ltion.
This has not been done as yet for several
reasons. The company did not want to start a process
in motion until it was able to assess without any
doubt what the end result would be. When such a
proposal is placed in writin\,l it has to be without
commitment and solely for assessment. It is not the
company's intent to decrease the quality of
education presently available in our community. We
are proud of the achievements of our school and want
to see thelll continue.
with this background, we are very concerned as
to what we perceive to be the reaction of the school
staff and the cOlllllunity. We wish your constructive
input to ensure that the whole sUbject is fully
researched before a final decision is made. It is
only after this research has been completed that a
decision will be finalized. This will be on a basis
of full understanding of 'tile role of the Boards at.
Education and an assurance that the high level af
our rresent system will bll maintained. (8. McGrath~
personal communication, Decelllber 9, 1980)
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In late January, 1981, Mr. McGrath met with the school
staff and separately with the executive of the local Home and
School Association. Again, he personally explained that the
company's intention of a change of status for the school was
purely exploratory.
In early February, two major briefs were presented to the
Churchill Falls (Labrador) corporation regarding the existing
school board takeover of the school. These briefs, presented
by the Churchill Falls Home and School Association and the
Churchill Falls branch of the NTA , explained in detail why
this proposal by CF(L)Co would not be in the best interest of
both the school and community.
For the next few Illonths, the community waited patiently
for further developments. In April, the school board issue
reached the floor of the House of Ass@mbly. On April 4, 1981,
the Weekend Edition of the Evening Telegram carried an article
with the headline Churchill Palls School Wonlt be Trusferred
to School Board. This article carried statements that
Education Minister, the Honourable Lynn Verge, had made in the
House of Assembly earlier in the week. Among other things she
stated that she had no intention of changing the status of the
school at Churchill Falls.
The cODmunity was ecstatic with this information. They
felt that arguments against the company's proposal were
reasonable a.nd accepted by the mll.nagElIllent. A sense of real
victory pervaded the community. However, the Minister made
these comments without first consulting CF(L)CO management.
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Such action was received as a political interference and
personally upset some members of CF(L)Co management.
AS far as the community was concerned, the school board
issue was now a dead issue, and it had been resolved in their
favour. Elation was the order of the day!
The lqr1patioD of tbe Churchiu Falla School cOlllPittee
Although CF(L)Co had not formally responded to the
various briefs presented by e"mmunity groups regarding the
proposed change of status for the Eric. G. Lambert School
during the spring of 1982, senior management were deciding on
a response.
The management had decided, in the wake of so much
community opposition, against discussions regarding giving the
operation of the school over to an existing school board in
the area. However, before this could be announced by the
corporation, the Minister of Education had already made the
announcement referred to earlier.
On March 29, 1982, the President of CF(L)Co informed the
Minister of Education that a committee would be formed, and
it would consist of two members of senior management, one who
would act as Chairman, and three members form the community
at larqe. On Thursday, June 10, 1982 R. Andrew Grant (Vice-
President of Finance, the Hydro Group of Companies and the
appointed chairman of the committee) announced the formation
of a School Committee to the school staff and the Churchill
Falls Home and School Association. He stated that
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. . • Our intention in forming this caeittee is to
provide a means by which we llIay solicit direct
involvement in the community through the various
organizations represented on the conunittce and
direct involvement of the Department of Education
in providing technical assistance to the school
principal who is the administration of the school
program. The corporation will retain bUdgeting and
financial control. of the schoal operation and will
ensure that adequate funds are available to continue
the school program on ill. level at least equal to that
which exists at the present. (R. A. Grant, personal
communication, June 10 I 1982).
The formation of such a committee was well received by
the school staff and the parents.
The members of the School Committee have given freely,
generously, and co-operatively of their tillle. interest, and
support to the principal in the operation of the school during
the past five years. In such an environment, decisions
concerning the school can only be of the highest calibre.
From its modest beginning with 16 students in a group of
trailers, to a permanent two-building complex with one of the
most developed high school programs in Newfoundland and
Labrador, the school in Churchill Falls has unquestionably
become one of the best in the province. Much can still be
done towards improvement of the school, but the fact remains
that the Eric G. Lambert School has come a long way in its
twenty years of oporation. Many obstacles stood in the way
of the school. The problems of physical space and
accessability, curriculum introduction and development, and
the dltficulties encountered 1n developing a school system
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that is the best possible under the somewhat unusual
circUlllstances a company town creates havo been, for the most
part, solved by the solid financial support of CF(L)Co.
Other problems require more than a 'bankbook solution'.
The development of an integral link bet'o/een school and
community in the form of the HOlDl! and School Association was
a long time in the offing, but is now securely in place. The
school transfer debate was an emotional issue, as was
Religious Education. These issues affect parents, teachers,
and students very personally, and it is these types of
difficulties that are hardest to improve upon. Often, years
of effort seem to only scratch the surface. Perhaps it is
because Churchill Falls (Labrador) corporation has encouraqed
continuous improvement in employee efficiency and production
that everyone conc'3rned feels that the Eric G. Lambert Schoo-l
can continue to improve as a quality educational institution.
It is not without its problecs, yet it is not without a
sense of pride as a good place for young minds to qrow and
learn. This learning is not limited to education in the
conventional context at the school. Rather, it attempts
through integration with the community as a whole to prepare
young people to meet the changes and challenges provided in
their school, their c:olllJDunity, and their world.
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COPTER 4
DBSIGN OF 'nIB STODY
Introduotiop
The main intent of this study was to develop a schoolwide
improvement program for Eric G. Lambert School. Toward this
end, the literature indicates that it is important to involve
the school stakeholders in the developm.ent of such a plan.
Although Van Vel zen et al. (1985) have identified the
participants in local school improvement as outl inQd in Figure
1, page 31, the researcher limited the involvement to parents,
teachers and students for practical reasons. The literature
also identified those groups as being among the principal
participants in any successful school improvement effort.
The first step in this invelvament was to ask these
respondent groups to participate in a school survey. This
survey took the form of closed and open form questionnaires
Which allowed the r£lsearcher to be engaged in .. what is known
as 'time-bound a.ssociation,n data analysis (Borg' Gall, 1983,
p. 408). That is, the researcher studied the relationships
between, and among, questionnaire items that refer to the same
point in time. The information that the students, teachers,
and parents have provided helped develop for each group a
school composite which had been fOI'llled by their school
experiences as of June, 1988.
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g,plrAI Dtaiqp of the StydV
The qeneral design of the study is outlined in
Fiqure 12, paq8 244. As this tiqure shows the first part of
the study involved a literature review. This indepth review
deterlllined the !inal design. A history of the school was
undertaken and completed froD the archival data available ~nd
from the experiences of the researcher. Since the study
involved that of II local school in rather unique environment,
the researcher decided it vauld be more appropriate to design
his own survey instruments. This waG followed by an
orientation to the study for the respondent groups. This set
the stage for the administration of the survey instruments.
The last section of the study involves the data analysis and
synthesis, resulting in a plan of action for the continuation
o~ the school illproveDent process for Eric G. Lambert School.
The .laton of' Iric:: G. LgIlort Scbool
The archival data for the school permitted a detailed
history to be docWllented. In addition, the fact tnat the
researcher wa.s part of the school staff for eleven of the
school's twenty-two year history helped to make this aspect
of the stUdy much more detailed than was considered necessary.
Therefore, only an abridged version is given in Chapter ).
1 1
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Tb, Syry'y In,truJl!,nt
A questionnaire was developed for each of the respondent
9roups in this school improvement program. This route was
chosen after a preview of the commercial instruments failed
to produce questionnaires that were cC?nsidered completely
satisfactory to the researcher. All of the c01llll1ercial
products contained items that covered situations completely
irrelevant to local conditions. As well, there were a number
of u~ique local 51tuations that needed to be addressed in such
a survey instrument.
The Typ, of InstrUJllent
The survey instrument used was a combination of a closed
form and open ferm questionnaire. The bulk of the instrument
utilizes a Likert format, wherein a number of statements are
given and the participants are requested to circle the one
response which most clearly represents their reaction to a
particular statement. Except for a small number of items, the
response format for the closed form sections of the
questionnaire consisted of two styles. It was either Strongly
Agree SA, Agree A, Disagree D, Strongly Disagree So or Very
Satisfied VS, Satisfied 5, Dissatisfied D, Very Dissatisfied
VD.
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D88cripUcn of :the hstrupept
A separate questionnaire was designed for the students,
teachers and parents. The development of the items contained
in each questionnaire were governed by the correlates of
school effectiveness as indicated in the literature. A number
of questions were related to a single characteristic of school
effectiveness giving a cluster format. Figure 13, page 250,
shows the arrangement of the effectiveness correlates,
indicating the three interrelated dimensions of classroom,
school and community with the successful student as the focus
or center for all i1nprovement efforts. Figure 13 indicates
that the classroom, school and community constitute the school
system of Churchill Falls, wi-l:.h this local system operating
within, but not directly controlled by, the larger provincial
system.
The questionnaire design made provision for responses to
be as close to total anonymity as the circumstances would
permit. This involved the inclusion of the following
statement on each of the parent, and teacher questionnaires:
Please feel free to comment further on any of the
items in this survey, or any area of school life
that has not been mentioned but you think should be
addressed if we are to improve our school.
The following instructions accompanied this invitation:
This question is given to you on a separate
sheet. When you have made the comment you wish to
make in response to this question, please put it in
the self-addressed envelope provided. Seal it and
put it in the larger envelope with the completed
questionnaire.
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To ensure your anonymity and to guard against
sensitivity to any statements you may make (or want
to make), your response to this question wi~l be
analyzed by a researcher at the Institute for
Educational Research and Development [lERD] at
Memorial university of Newfoundland. At no time
will" I have access to your hand written responses.
With the same instructions, the students were asked to
respond to the following statement:
If I were a teacher I would make sure that all. the
students have a chance to • . .
The student questionnaire consists of 83 clo'i1ed form
items, and 6 open form items. The teacher questionnaire
consists of 131 closed form items, and 8 open form items. The
parent questionnaire consists of 106 closed forn items, and
6 open form items. Most of the closed form items carried the
likert format. A copy of each of the questionnaires is
included in the appendices.
Many items in the student questionnaire are similar to
items in the teacher and parent questionnaires. In some
instances the items are worded essentially the same and assess
identical opinions. In other instances items are worded
differently but assess related opinions. The purpose of these
common items is to determine the degree of divergence of
opinion among and between the three groups. The following
tables identify the itellls in the parent. teacher and student
questionnaires that are associated with the categories. The
item numbers with the same letter index indicate common items.
lEO
Figure 13. The Context of School Improvement For Eric G.
Lambert School, Churchill Falls, Newfoundland,
showing the Correlates Used to Determine Areas
of Improvement. Adapted trom A Provincial
Approcah To School Improvement by B. Keirnes-
Young', October, 1986, Regina, Saskatchewan:
Saskatchewan Education.
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Table 3
Item Numbers in the Parent Teacher and Student Questionnaires
that Ire associated with the five correlates of School
Effectiveness within the cla.ssroom dimension,
Item HU/l.ber On The Questionnaire
Parent Teacher Student
Kigh Expectltion for
Student Success
He, H, 80d 46-,48,51& 8b, 16', 28
99' 82d ,UJ, 30", Sl,15<
129<
Clear Instrllctional Goals 58-,100' 14<,32",91' g<, 44", 79'
105
Student-Centered LearninlJ 24-, ]Jf, 17' 73. 8S", 96e , 1', l5<, 70',
Environment 78d ,81" I08d,US', 77,18'
118,129'
ContinllOUllKunani,ltic lJ",lBo, 43, 21. 29a, ]5<, 55. 58,59,
AsseS50ent ". 40',59,112, 12122
Key Instructional Behniours 61',62a , 12, lO,31, 12<, na ,
65d ,72',
"
l6, 42,58, n', He,
loe,l]e, ". ]g" 54,S5d,51, 50,51,
"
Hill: Itea nllmbers with the SIlt' letter index identify'. identical itus.
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Table 4
Item Numbers in the Parent Teacher and Student Questionnaires
that are associated with the eight Correlates of School
illll1.iveness within the School Dimension.
Item NUlilber On 'lhe Questionnaire
Parent Teacher Student
Effective Leadership 31,87' h:1;~·Jh, 41'
r~~.1~~7.1a8
StlaredVision ~L 11t,~9;b. 13 ' ,16", 5", 22~H~':!~:ioo. 38",S2d ,H~:3h:~21 , U~'6;l: 80.
HOD, 1301 , n~' =~~, S3,102", 10~I, 1311. H~J1101 ,1111 , 13S l , 89 1 ' ,
112J
High £:Kpachtions ~;" 2giJ, 46", 15',66', ii:, :lf~~:~~:69J 121581 ,691, 100', 10~~,
74~, 9S", 103D,110h , 62", 65, 74",rij~r ,9~~6e 134l, U8c , '"39',57-
St~i~~:~tgnllonitorin!l'And 12", IS", 2S-, ". n, ", 49d.
'"31", 35", 121, IJ6~Sld, 106c
lim: Item numbers with the $11111 lvttor ind.ex identity idanticd it,lS.
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Tablll 5
Item Numbers ~n the Pfl.renl Teacher lind Student Questionnaires
that are IISsociHed ",ith the None COrrelates of School
Effectiveness within the Community Dimension.
ItelD On The QUl!Jtionuiu
Parent Teacher Student
Leadership 11' ".
ChurthillFl.llsSthool 52", 11~, 45'. 101~.
cOlll:littee '6',9ae 123~, 12Sc
&lrlphasisonEdutation '", 59', 94~, 25", 10~. 16", a1"
97", lOS" 11', l26~ •
1]7'
COJllmunity Counselling Ind 28",36' SO", 68~ ,.
Support Senien Unit
Comllunit&tions 21", 224 ,49 61', 'D~
54",61',
'5",101",
1'14
Pressure and Support 34",55', $J", 63', 11',la",
56",854 , '0' 64",1094 ,..
Churchill Fd11 Recreation ... ,. ".Departmlnt
IncentiUJ 5,48" 67", 10.
txplctatiors 50·, 57~ , 47", ci9' 14",19,2'·,
73,93" ".
!!2ll: Itl. nultbers with the sn.letter index identify identical it....
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Table 6
Open Form Item Numbers in the Parent Teacher and. Student
Questionnaires.
Itelll /lulllber On The Questionnaire
Open-ended questions
Pilrent
101.102",
109", 110·.
111", 112d
Tuc:her
110·,131',
133,134",
135. 138~,
139d
Student
80,81",82",
83. 84",8gG
!!2!.!: Item nllillbers Ilith the same letter index identify identic:d items.
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The Dey.lopmept of t.he Burv,y Jps1:rl1Rlent
The development ot the survey instrument was an important
and difficult part of this study. The literature, the history
of Eric G. Lambert School, and the experience o~ the
researcher's own tenure at the school provided the knowledge
base for the questionnaire items. This part c-f the study vas
completed with numerous revisions which in some instances
involved deletions, additions and modifications to single
items, while oeher occasions involved complete
questionnaire format.
The questionnaires were piloted with a small number of
parents, teachers and students to detemlne if any item(sj
required )IIodification and/or deletion due to their ambiguity
or inappropriateness. This provided another excellent source
for further refinement of the questionnaires.
PopUI.tiOIl .nd Sppl.
Since the number of teachers to be surveyed was
relatively small, it was decided to ask all twenty-seven to
respond to the questionnaire. However, there existed a
cUlemma in determining a sample of students and parents.
After much deliberation, discussion and advice, it was decided
to survey the population for the following reasons: firstly,
this would be the first occasion for these groups to be
involved in such a vay; secondly, the researcher sensed that
all members at these two g:roups wanted to be invited to
participate: and thirdly, despite explanations of sampling
,..
procedures, the researcher did not want involvement perceived
in any way to be biased, particularly among parents. In a
cOmJllunity where interactions are much more than social, the
perception of bias samplir'0' has to be taken very seriously.
Collection ot pata
After the oriontation had taken place as outlined in
Figure 12, page 244. the questionnaires were distributed
during the second week of June, 1988. The administration of
the student questionnaires was completed during regular class
time with the assistance of a trained parent volunteer. No
teachers or administrators were pr"!sent while the students
completed their questionnaires. The only exception to this
proce': ":'8 was that involving graduating students. Because
they h<>.,' begun their pUblic exams. some of these students
returned during non-examination periods and completed the
questionnaire an individual basis. The parent
questionnaire was delivered to each house by the researcher
and picked up after a tew days.
One hundred forty-two (142) parent questionnairos were
d.istrlbuted and one hundred thirty-two (132) were returned,
giving a response rate of 9,.91:. There were ono hundred
sixty-one (161) potential student respondents. Ho....ever. one
hundred forty-nine (149) participated, making III student
response rate of 92.5\. All twenty-seven (27) teachers
returned the questionnaire completed, giving a loot return
rate.
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In a small community the principal usually knows most
parents well. This familari ty might prevent 50me respondents
from 'telling it as they actually see it'. In addition,
during the orientation session with parents and teachers, the
researcher senst!!.d that these groups would welcome a provision
in the questionnaires that would lessen their inhibitions to
express 'certain opinions' about 'certain aspects' of their
school. For these reasons, the final statement on each of the
questionnaires carried special instructions, as described on
page 247, to ensure greater anonymity for the respondent. The
response rate for this item was 30.31 for parents, 37% for
teachers and 95.3\ for students.
halY'Ih of pat.
The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS: X)
was used to generate a summary of the descriptive statistics
for each individual item for each group surveyed. The data
are presented in the form of descriptive statistics, utilizing
primarily tabular formats Which often require little
add!tiol~al comment in the text of the document.
Each questionnaire was a combination of a closed-form and
open-form format. A major part of each survey instrument
utilized a likert format, wherein a number of statements were
given and the participants liere requested to circle the one
response which most clearly represented their reaction to a
particular statement. Except for a small number of items, the
response format for the closed-ton sections of each
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questionnaire consisted of two styles. The SPSS:X Package
generated the percent response in each category as follows:
StroDgly Agre. Agr.. Di••qr.. StroDgly Di••g:ua
Vary satt-the! .athtied Db••tidied Vary Di...U.Uad
The researcher combined the data for the categories Strongly
Aqree, and Agre., into a single statistic, labeled poreeDt_q_
a! aqroement. The data for the categories of Disagree, ",nd
Strongly Dillla9r•• were also combined into a single statistic,
labeled porcente;a ot die_gr._ent. Similarly. combinations
were arranged for the other response style, giving a
parcentage of satlehctlen, and percentag. of di•••ti8factioD.
An item with a statistic of 75\ or higher for each respondent
group was deemed to have received the agreement of the group,
or the group was satisfied with the particular condition the
item described. otherwise, the categories. Db_gr•• or
Db••ti.fie4, was used. The 75\ statistic was arbitrarily
chosen by the researcher.
Results of the open-form items for each of the groups
were analyzed. An attempt was made to identify which comments
occurred most frequently. or which C01lUll.ents seem to be
confined to a particular group. The quoted responses are
present3d as originally written.
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CHAPTER !Ii
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Iptroductiop
This chapter contains an analysis of the data collected
from three survey groups: parents, teachers and students.
The data-gathering instrument used was a combination of a
closed-form and open-form questionnaire for each survey group.
These questionnaires were constructed by the researcher,
especia.l.J.Y for teachers and students at Eric G. Lambert School
and parents who had children attending that school in
Churchill Falls, Labrador d'J.ring the school year 1987-8EL In
constructing the instrutllents, cognizance was taken of the
uniqueness of the context of the school in Churchill Falls,
Labrador, as referred to in Chapter 3. Therefore, while the
instruments reflect a comprehensive overview of the basic
tenets inherent in the school improvement literature, it must
be borne in mind that a number of the questions were
formulated with a specific awareness of the Churchill Falls
community and may not be gener<llizable beyond that context.
A summary of the study popUlation is shown in Table 7.
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Table 7
The study population
Respondent Number
Group Surveyed
Parents 142
Teachers 27
students 161
TOTAL 330
Number of Percentage
Returns of Returns
132 92.9
27 100.0
14. 92.5
30' 93.3
Responses to the questionnaires were excellent, as 92.9\
of the parents, 100\ of the teachers and 92.5\ of the students
returned completed questionnaires, for an overall response
rate of 93.3\:. The parents were asked to state who completed
the questionnaire. As Table 8 shows, approximately 60\ were
completed by both parents, whereas one-quarter were completed
by the mother.
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'l'aJ:lle 8
Do coapl,t'd tbe 'anAt QUIIUoppaire,
Completed By
The Mother
The Father
Both Parents
The Guardian
Percentat.re
25.8\"
13.7\:
58.9t
Ion
The compositions of the teacher and student populations
are given in Tables 9 and 10.
Table ,
Thl compoiitiop of tb. T'lcbar populatiop
Primary 14.8t
Elementary 11.1%
Intermediate 11.n
High School 29.7t
Specialists 33.J.t
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TGle 10
The copposition ot the St.ud,pt. populat.ion
Intermediate
High School
52.8\
47.2\:
The data collected from these three survey groups are
presented in the form of descriptive statistics, utilizing
primarily tabular formats which often require little
additional comment in the text of the document.
The major sections of the survey instruments reflect
content areas which formed the basis for the study. They are
as follows:
Expectations
Expectation for Student Success
School Expectations
Community Expectations
Clear Instructional Goals
Student-Centered Learning Environlllent
continuous Humanistic Assessment
Key In~~ructional Behaviours
Effective Leadership
Shared Vision
systematic Monitoring and Evaluation
Emphasis on Student Learning and Progress
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Well-Coordinated Curriculum
staff Development
Positive School Climate
Churchill Falls School Committee
COlDlllunity counselling and support Services
communications
Pressure and Support
Churchill Falls Recreation Department
Incentives
Results of data gathered on each of the abov,", content
areas are presented in the remainder of this chapter. A copy
of each questionnaire is included in the appendices.
bp.chUop,
1'D.chUaR lor Itud.nt Suee,••
A number of questions a1:tempted to determine the
expectations of survey groups for student success at Eric G.
I..ambert School. Table 11 shows expectations of parents,
teachers and students are high.
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'rabl. 11
EXR,otlt'iop. tor Bt;ud,nt Suects' as sbon tly hrenh 'uohers
and 8t;Ud'pt9.
Parents
Teachers
Students
Parents
85.0\
Teachars
83.8%
Students
97.7%
8S.n
91.8\
Approximately 98t of parents reported they let their
children know that they expect them to be successful in
school, and 8S\: of the students re-affit1llcd this assertion.
Similarly, 85.2% of teachers at Eric G. Lambert School had
hiyh expectations of students and this expectation was
confirmed by 83.S\: of the students. At the same time, 91.8%
of students stated that the expectations they had for
themselves will help them succeed in school. While 7o.M; of
the students felt that their school courses were challenging,
45.9% contended that teachers expected them to do too much
work in school. :Jespite this, 93.2t of the students felt it
important to be successful in school. Approximatel~' 12t of
teachers expressed satisfaction with the quality of students'
work. Having children receive high grades in school was also
deemed important by 86.8' ot the parent respondents.
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With respect to attendance, 59".9% of the :ltudent
respondentG indicated that they should be recognized at the
School closing AsseJllbly if they achieved 1001 attendance.
However. only 29.6\ agreed that if parents can get to work on
stormy da~·s. they should be able to get to school.
Bcbool l!'Ptctat!ons
The three survey groups were as!;ad to agree or disagree
with the statement that "studentll are learning the knowledge
and akills that our IIcbocl ahculci t.ach". Figure 14 shows
that while the highest agreemtmt was among parents and
teachers, over 70'" of the students also concurred.
Parents
Teachers
Students •
~. Agreement that students
are learning what the
school should teach.
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Parents and teachers were asked to express their degree
of satisfaction with the effort the school is making to
prepare students to continue their education beyond high
school. Figure 15 shows a somewhat higher degree of
satisfaction in this regard by teachers than parents.
I Parents
80 - Teachers _
I
70 I
60 I
50 -
~. Satisfaction with
preparation for post-
secondary _::'udies.
Some graduates who attend university, technical or
cOZlllllunity college do not achieve very highly during their
first year. Parents and teachers wera asked their views as
tc. the .ztent that: low .ohiev...nt is due to inadequate
preparation by the 8eboo1.
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Figure 16 shows that slightly more than 2M: of the
teachers would place the blame on the school, While about 55'
of parents attribute low achievement to the school.
Parents
Teachers _
~. Agreement that first year
post secondary poor
performance due to
inadequatei:ichool
preparation.
Parents who agreed that the school shares some responsibility
for low achievement were also asked to sU9gest how the Behcol
could improve its efforts to help more students succeed
academically during their first year at post-secondary levels.
Approximately 4U of the parents offered suggestions foe
improvement, and a .ample follows to give the reader an
indication of what parents were Slaying.
Offer advance math courses that students need for
first year university.
Have university students {come back and] eXP:r-ess
their views and experiences to the high senoo1
students (about the realities of university].
Bring prof':.;ssionals from university to explain to
students exactly what might be in store tor them in
tl:e first year and (offer] some solutions [for]
coping with them.
A set-up forum for the undergraduate as well as
graduates to help them voice their anxieties about
going away to university •
... Because of our unique situation, children are
too protected and they are not prepared for the
separation from their families. Some emphasis
shoUld be stressed in this area during the course
of their education by the parents and the school.
Improve communication between these colleges and the
local school and find out the requirements or level
of achie·..ements necessar' in various courses taught
in the local school ~hat would make the transition
easier .
. .. our children are not independent and are spoiled
in school and at home. I do not think children
realize how important their education is. They need
more exposure as to what is entailed in furthering
their et.:.'lcation - profE'.ssors should come in and talk
to thEiII. Also, people in the trades here in
Churchill Falls could give a better understanding
of what life is all about. I don It think the trips
to St. John I s did much good, because they provided
a party time for the students rather than product:l.,ve
learning.
In Level III, s~udents should be giVi'~n more
independent assignments - as in university.
Teachers should not nag, remind and cajole them as
to completion of assignments. Assignments not
passed in shoUld be given a zero. Students must
learn that the responsibility lies with them.
Thl'oU~hout the last year there should be continuous
dialogue about the changes to expect, the lack of
pentonal attention to students aft(lr high school,
the need to be responsible and self reliant.
Students should be told of the many changes t.o
expect, the feelings of strangeness and loneliness
and learn ways to cope with these. OUl" otudents
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17.
must learn not to quit or give up so easily. Mom
and Dad n>ust learn too D.2t to let them come running
back home the first time things get tough .
. .. our students are spoon fed for too long; by this
I mean that the teachers are willing to do too much
for our children to help get them through their
grade and when they enter university they don't know
how to work on their- own.
The work load of Level II appears to be heavier than
Level III. This seems to make our students slack
off with studies. An effort should be made to
assure that all our students have good study
techniques.
I think students should be better informed about
what courses are required for different degrees and
trades so they can better choose a course of study
more suited to their abilities.
The best way to improve this would be to give the
senior students more responsibilities and more
information on the institution they will be
attending_
Teachers were also ask9d to share their ideas about how
the school could improve its efforts to ensure a more
successful transition to post-secondary learning
environment. Approximately 74% of the teachers offered
suggestions, and a sample is provided to give the reader an
indication of their perceptions.
From what I can gather the :.uain area of difficulty
lies in math and sciences. Are our students being
realistic in their choices? If so, then our math
and science programs and teaching methods need an
in-depth evaluation to identify problems and
concerns. If our stUdents are not being realistic
in cho.ices, then we must develop more and better
career counselling.
I think that we are responsible in that we almost
spoon feed our studonts - this is probably a result
of the relationships we form with them - we really
push t:lem to get through. Sometimes it seems as if
we want them to do well even more than they do
themselves. We could start making them more
responsible for their work. If one or two teacher!>
at the high school were given some time in the
schedule to work on an individual basis with Level
II I s - obtaining information and application forms,
etc. helping them apply to the institutions which
interest them etc, I believe that students would
leave Churchill Falls having made~ choices than
some of them have •
... there is no experience like the experience of
being on tlleir own, responsible for their own
behaviour, stUdy, etc. We can't sim·J.late that
experience for them. Maybe we have to look closer
at how we can teach our students to discipline
themselves.
The problem is that there is no gradual shift from
one institution to the other. • .. Perhaps the
transition from child - adult status could occur in
the last year of high school where the student would
be given more responsibility for his acti""ns and
treated generally in a similar fashion as he will
experience outside. Of course, this could result
in a higher failure rate in high school. However.
if the students (and parentsl) were prepared for
this change, it might be successful to some degree.
Hore classroom and extra-curricular time given to
Level III students re informing them of the academic
and social realities of post-secondary life.
Parents and guest speakers as well as a school team
effort could help here.
Have successful and unsuccessful (responsible)
students give presentations concerning the academic,
social and financial situations at the various
colleges.
The major problem students (not just ours) have 1.1i,:.
....ith math. Honors math should be offered.
• •• instill in the students more of a sense of
independence. Encourage education rather than a job
at CF(L)CO. Parent education is needed regarding
this problem.
. .• Churchill Falls somewhat retards the social
abilities and skills of it's youth and thus the end
result appeaT.'s to be, not academic, but a
socialization (factor) process which results in
their poor pertonaance.
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All three survey groups were asked to list at least four
characteristics of successful students at our school.
Approximately 66\ of the parent respondents, 89% of both the
teacher and student respondents oHered characteristics and
these are given in rank order in Table 12. It was Obvious
that students' perceptions of what constitutes success were
at variance with the perceptions of parents and teachers.
Whereas, both parents and students ranked r ••p.ct as being the
most important: characteristic, students regarded tho
possession of go04 etudy habits as most important. The.
researcher listed five characteristics of a successful student
as identified by the survey groups and it is noteworthy to
a~so observe that both parents and students list good
behaviour to be one of those five characteristics, and dll
three groups included go04 study habits. Parents and teachers
did not list go04 grades per se, but described the sueeeoJ.lul
student to possess those characteristics that would ensure
good qrad... Good behaviour. caring and friendly ....ere listed
by the same number of students.
'I'aJJle 12
RAnk Order oC ChAracteristics of Successful Students as Pergeived by All Re8QI1Ddent
~
Parente Teachers Students
Respect: for onee.lf and
others
Respect: for onesel f and Good study habits
others
cooperate: Ability to work Deeire to succeed
with others
Good st>.,ldy hAbits Gooll study habits
Good. behaviour (conduct) Conce:r.n for others
(caring)
Ability to cOJCJDunicat. Honesty
Good grAde.
(_arks)
Hard worker
Do ones best
Good behAviour/
carinq/fr1encny
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Copunih Izp.chUoA'
Both teachers and parents expressed satisfaction with
teacher involvement in the Churchill Falls Home and school
Association [CFH&SA] as sho~ in Figure 17. Whereas both
teachers and parents were concerned with the lack of teacher
involvement in the local H01ll8 and School Ass->ciation, parents
were by far the least satisfied group.
Parents
Teachers ..
I
l19l.lDL.11.. satisfaction with teacher
involvement in CFH&SA.
All teachers, and 92.1\ of parents, felt that teachers
should be positive role models for students. Howe~'er, only
59.3\ of students stated that teachers positively influence
their behaviours by what they say and do. Conversely, 52.71:
ot parent re3pondents Btated that they were satisfied with the
standard of behaviours exhibited by teachers outside or school
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hours. When asked if teacher life style should be a concern
of parents, both teachers and parents were in general
Agre"ment, as Figure 18 indicates. However, specific aspects
of perceived desirable/undesirable lifestyle were not examined
in this study.
Parents
Teachers _
~. Agreement that teacher
life style should ~e a
concern of parents.
pare.nts and teachers indicated their opinions regarding
homework. Table 13 shows that 96.2\ of the parent respondents
felt that it is important that their children complete their
hOl!lework, and 94' of the students were aware of this parental
expftctations. While 79.5' of the student respondents agreed
that homework completion in important, only 52.3' reported
that "tew or none at all" tea.chers regularly check homework.
lBS
Appro:~illlately 90\ of parents state1 that there was a place at
hOlne where homework can be completed without intsrruption.
However, confirmation of this situation came from only 65.1%
of the students.
'ratlle 13
I",portapce Of Ha••ark as indicated by Par.ph Ipd stud.ntl
Parents
students
Parents
.4>
Students
96.2\
79.5\:
Char IDlt.rueUonal ooal.
The three survey groups exPressed satisfaction regarding
efforts the school is making to teach stUdents to be
responsible, with the lowest percentage .c.'~ported by the
studtmt themselves. This is shown in Fi91Jre 19.
Parents
Teachers
students •
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~. Satisfaction with the
efforts to teach students
to be responsible citizens.
The importance the school was seen to give to the
emotional and social development of students, as compared to
academic achievement, 1s shown in Figure 20.
Parents
Teachers
Students •
,.7
~. Agreement that the school
considers emotional and
social development as
important as academic
achievement.
The data showed that 74.1\ of teachers and 77.6' of the
students agreed that instructional tilDe provided was
sufficient to cover all the required course material by the
end of the school year. Approximately 93\ of the teachers
indicated satisfaction with the amount of time given to
activities such as assemblies, concerts, winter carnival
preparation, and other co-curricular activities.
lBB
~t-C.pt;U'"Learpipg Enyirop!!l811t
Parents and students were asked to indicate the
extent of their agreement about personal attention given
by teachers when help with school work is required.
Figure 21 reflects their response, and it is evident that
their perceptions vary widely.
Parents
Students %WiffiM
~. Agreement with the personal
attention given by teachers
when help with school work
is required.
Students require personal attention from teachers
in the selection or their high school courses. Figure
22 shows that approximately one-third of the student
respondents and one-quarter of the parents felt they
were not provided the attention needed in the selection
of these courses.
,.9
Parents
Teachers
students
~. Agreement with the
personal attention given
to students by teachers
in the selection of high
school courses.
However, both parents and teachers indicated their
satisfaction with the opportunity provided by the school to
maxi:niz8 student achievement as shown in Figure 23, but
teachers were less positive than parents in this regard.
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90
80
70
60
1 Parents ..Teachers
I -
I
-
I II
.EJ.sw.:Lll. Satisfaction with the
opportunity to maximize
achievement.
Approxi.lllately 92\ of parents and 85.2\ of teachers
indicated satisfaction with the provision of programs for
children with learning disabilities.
Approximately one-third of the teachers expressed
dissatisfaction with the number of class interruptions over
which they felt they had little control. These interruptions
usually take the form of impromptu class visits by certain
people visiting the community and unscheduled assemblies.
'"
copti quou. Ruw,apilHc 1 pt
As a matter of routine, teachers periodically inform
parents of students' progress, in addition to the regular
report cards, and both parents and teachers indicated that
this is a strong expectation, as shown in Figure 24.
Parents
Teachers ...
~. Agreement that parents
should t- ~ periodically
inronaea of their
children's proqre88 - in
addition to the regular
report times.
The school has an established practice or sending home
childrvn's tests for parents to sign and 96.1\ of the parents
indicated this arrangement 3hould be continued. Regarding
parent-teacher intervie....s, 92.3' of teachers indicated that
they schedule such interviews for tilDes ·that are convenient
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for I22tb. parents to attend, and approximately 94\: of the
parents agreed that this indeed is the case.
All students do not meet with immediate succ~ss with
various aspects of the school program. Figure 25 shows how
teachers are perceived by parents in providing meaningful
information about areas that students need to work on, if
achievement levels are unaccepteble to the school.
70 -
Parents
Teachers IlliWIlI
~. Agreement that teachers
provide information about
students I weak areas.
Students were asked how many teachers explained the
criteria used for their evaluation. Their reaction, shown in
Figure 26, indicates that less than one-third of the teactters
took the tilDe to explain to students how their final course
mark would be calCUlated, and Who periodically reminded them
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of the criteria for success in their course. According to
students, approximately 40\ of the teachers explained at the
beginning of the school year what students are expected to do
in order to achieve well in their particular course. However,
96\ of teachers reported that stUdents did know the criteria
they use to evaluate their progress. In response to the
frequency of having too many tests, almost two-thirds of
students indicated that this occurs on a relJUlar basis.
1. How the final mark is calculated
Explain what one must do to
achieve well
2. - at the beginning of the year
3. - periodically during the year
~. The percentage of teachers
who explain to students the
criteria they use for
evaluation.
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Xly In'trucUopal B.baviours
with respect to assigned homework, Table 14 indicates
that both parents and students perceived this aspect of
teacher activity differently. Approximately 60% of the
students reported that they have too much homework, whereas
only about one-third of the parents agreed that this was .the
Tabl.14
Parenb I and stud,n'ts I bret.'At 91'1 Frequency of Homework
Teachers Assign
too much homework
too little homework
Parents
31.4%
19.3\
students
59.9\
8.9\
All three groups were also asked to indicate their degree
of satisfact!Oll w'i.th the practice of having homework assigned
every school night. Figure 21 shows that parents were the
most satisfied group with the practice, while students showed
the greatest dissatisfaction.
70 -
I
60 I
50 -
I
40 I
30 -
Parents
Teachers
Students III
,.5
.f.19..!.I.n.... Satisfaction with the
practice of having
homework every school
night.
students respond1i:d to a number of statements about
various instructional behav'..ours exhibited by teachers.
Figure 28 describes these instructional behavioura, and shows
that student responses were not positive in the majority of
classroom teacher behaviours questioned. It is noteworthy
that less than 20\ of the students reported that teachers
check homework on a regular basis. Slightly more than 60\ of
the otudenta were satisfied ....ith the personal encouragement
given by teachers.
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1. Most teachers reqularly check homework:.
2. Teachers always satisfactorily explain requirements of
assigned work.
J • Most teachers know ~ to teach~ they teach.
Most teachers return assignments and tests witb.in five
school days.
5. Most teachers have their lessons planned when they teach.
6. Host teachers use class discussion.
7. Teachers help me with the work I missed after a
legitimate absence.
8. Satisfaction with personal encouragement teachers give
me.
9. Most times teachers schedule too many tests.
60-
I
SO-
I
40-
I
30-
I
20-
~. Student response to teacher instructional behaviour.
'9'
Teachers responded to a number of generally agreed tenets
about desirable/undesirable instructional behaviours. Figure
29 describes these behaviours and indicates their response.
~. Teacher response to
var ious instructional
behaviours.
1. I subject all my students to the same course material
regardless of their academic ability.
2. I f:l.qree that effective teachinq depends on the use of
instructional time.
3. I am satis:Hed with the tae to help students with school
work.
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4. I am satisfied with the Individull1 help other teachers
are w111ing to give studento vit.h their school work
outside of classtlme.
Although parents have little or no opportunity to observe
teachers in the classroom, they did have opinions regarding
this activity. Approximately 76\ expressed satisfaction with
the way teachers teach, and 55.6\ expressed satisfaction with
the Illethods used by teachers to develop and maintain
orderly and controlled classroom learning environment.
£(f.ptiyt L.ad.ubi;
Parents and students were requested to indicate their
satisfaction with the work of the school principal - with how
he "runs" the school, and Figure 30 shoW's a generally higb
level of satisfaction in tnis regard. All parents indicated
that the principal is available for consultation within a
convenient tiM frame.
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ParElnts
Students ~
I..19:Y.a....lQ. Satisfaction with the
work of the principal.
'I'each~rs were asked to indicate their perceptions
regarding various aspects of staff meetings and Figure 31
indicates that over 70% of the staff agreed that the number,
length, and opportunity for input are satisfactory.
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1. Too many staff meetings.
2. Too few staff meetings.
3. satisfied with the length.
4. Satisfied with agenda input.
~. Teachers' opinions re
various aspects of staff
meetings.
Teachers were also asked to rate their principal
number of behaviours. Figure 32 shows the behaviours surveyed
and their corresponding teacher response rating. Over 85\ of
teachers reported satisfaction with the help provided with
solving school related problems, with opportunity for input
in the acquisition of curriculum resources, and with the
relative ease with which they can communicate with the
principal. However, most teachers felt that the principal
should be more involved in seeking ways to improve student
learning, and to express more acknowledgement when teachers
do aspects of their work particularly well.
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1. Ohell.... vitllllli wayl to improvi atuelent Inrnin<;l.
2. II Illare whln I havi done SOIlI asp~et ot Illy work pu"tlcu18rly wIll.
J. Lets III know vhen I 11"'''1 dona IIJ,/ work 10111.1.
4. All"",. my input to be considered in .chool cloci_ion•.
,. £ncou".90" cooperative plannin\! II1110n9' c,.chnl.
6. Ie uti,tied with tha lIIportanca 91vln to Ill' ch"rooll work.
1,' Is utl,.Uad with the prot.l.lonal ..ehtlonehlp with til. principal.
8. Is utl.UlIld deh e!torte to IIlln!m!:. obataclu that illpede my
t ...chin9 pI.-rona.nc...
9. Helps mil •••k • solutton with ,chool related probl.....
Can talk "ith pdncipllll "ith relaU"1 •••••
Provide" opportunity to racO_Ind, and. ...k" juclCle,,""t ebout,
..e.Ollre.s ne.ded to t.each my courae••
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Shared yidoA
All three survey groups indicated opinions about
nutrition and Fiqu&e 33 sho....s some dissatisfaction ~ith the
school's efforts. However, neither parents, teachers nor
students strongly a9'reed to discontinue sellin9' such canteen
items as bars, chips and soft drinks. Their aqr",ement on this
aspect of nutritional education is shown in Fiqure 34.
70 r
60 r
50 -
Parents
Teachers
Students III
~. Satisfaction with the
school's efforts to
promote good
nutritional habits
among students.
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Parents
Teachers
Students
~. Agreement to discontinue
selling such canteen
items as bars, chips and
soft drinks.
The school is interdenominational, but operated within
the provincial denominational system. The school history,
outlined in Chapter 3 of this study, docUlllented the difficulty
experienced with the implementation and delivery of Religious
Education Programs. Approximately 831 of parents agreed that
the school should continue to offer Religious Education
Programs interdenominational basis to more classes.
However, about one-third of the parents indicated th.!lt
'04
children should be grouped along denominational lines for
Family Life Programs. All three groups expressed opinions
regarding prayer as part of each day's opening exercises, and
Figure 35 shows their respective positions. It is noteworthy
that while approximately 7Jt of parents showed a desire to
have opening- morning prayers, only 31' of teachers and 22' of
students agreed with such a practice.
Parents
Teachers
Students •
~. Agreement for prayer to
be part of each day's
opening exercises.
Both parents ",nd students were asked to consider the
concept of having input into choosing their children I s
teacher. Assuming that teachers all had the same experience
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and training, these t'Wo survey groups were asked to rank a
given list of personal qualities that they would like this
teacher to possess. All the students, and 771l of the parents,
responded to this question and the overall results are given
in Table 15. It is interesting to observe both the
differences and similarities of both groups.
~able lS
StUdents (SI and Parents fP) Rank P'rIopal Quplities of
Teachers
Friendliness: good personality and sense of humour
Ability to communicate: to understand and to relate 2
Patience
Good Character
Caring about students
Ability to discipline firmly and fairly
Dedication to the teaching profession
Innovative, industrious and enthusiastic
Willingness to be involved in community activities
students felt that friendliness is the nost important quality
for a teacher, whereas parents placed it near the bottom of
the list. However, both students and parents identitied the
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ability to communicate and patience as highly valUE .'ersonal
qualities that they would like teachers to possess.
Willingness of the teacher to be involved in community
activities received the lowest ranking of the nine qualities
identified.
Parents and teachers were asked to what extent they
agreed that co-curricular activities should be compUlsory for
teachers, and Figure 36 shows that more parents agreed with
this method of co-curricular ass.lgnment than teachers, while
neither group endorsed the arrangement.
ParentsTeachers _
~. Agreement that co-
curricular responsibil i ties
for teachers should be
compUlsory •
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Forty-eight percent of parents expressed their opinions
as to the type of problems which existed at the school. Their
perceptions of problems, identified in ranJ;t order, were as
follows:
1. Personnel
2. Student discipline I behaviour
3. Alcohol alllong students
4 . Peer Pressure
The vast majority of negative comments were targeted at
teachers. Some of the perceived problems with teachers were:
lack of morality, favoritism, paying too much attention to
above average students, interference in students' lives after
school, lack of encouragement, no arrangements for stUdents
to acquire the material missed due to illness. A sample of
the parents' comments which follow is included to give It
stronger sense of perceptions in this regard:
Teachers not involved enouqh in PTA Ileetinqs.
The same exams are being qiven year atter year. A
number of students get hiqh marks because they have
copies of old eXaJIls.
SOllie students held back because of slower learning
pace of other students.
~ teachers si2 seem to show favoritism.
Lack of teacher morality. I realize that teachers
are entitled to a private life. When you live in
a c01lUQunity the size of ours it is difficult for
anyone to have a privat~ life. Because the students
know how some of the teachers live it is difficult
for them to respect thelll and look up to them as role
models, which the kids do, especially high school
kids.
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•.• sOllie of the problems exist because of the nature
of the couunity. ••. We are a little too
sheltered.. teachers need more professional
development, more contact with teachel:"s on the
"outside". The company treats the school like
another production area. Teachers should be
respected more in the cOI:llllun!ty.
There seems to be a large percentage of
irresponsible students in our school.
Too little respect, among students, tor the property
of others. Too little respect, among students, for
people in authority.
• . . alcohol use among our students is a real
problem. ot course this happens after school hours,
but should still be addressed during school hours.
The number of students is so small at each level
that the difficulty arises of students being able
to choose friends with similar interests. They
either belong to the group or they are "out". Very
difficult pressure for most children to withstand.
Students frequently travel for school-related activities.
Parents, teachers and students were generally satisfied with
the teacher supervision provided during such travel, as shown
in Figure 37.
2.9
Parents
Teachers
Students
9. i
8. -
~. Agreement with the
supervision provided
students "'hen travel is
involved for school-related
activities.
Approximately 85\ of the parent respondents generally
agreed that the overall educational services provided in
Churchill FaUs meet the needs of their children. About 66\
of parents reported that the school staff gives them
encouragement to take an active role in the education of their
children, "'hile 71\ indicated that teachers appear to consider
their concerns when decisions are made about aspects of their
children's school life. The majorit~. of parents,
approximately 86%, also agreed that the Churchill Falls Home
and School Association provided the~ with an opportunity to
be a cooperating partner with the school in the education ot
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their children. About 78\ of teachers expressed satisfaction
w";'th the way parents respected their professional jUdgement
when dealing with students.
Both parents and teachers expressed the extent of their
satisfaction with the efforts the school is making to help
students understand their moral and ethical responsibilities.
Fiqure 38 shows that 75t of the parents, and 69\ of the
teachers, were satisfied with efforts in this area.
ParentsTeachers _
10 I
60 -
~. Satisfaction with efforts
to have students understand
their moral and ethical
responsibilities.
Approximately 64\ of the parents expressed what they
liked best about the school. The fo110..,:.119 five
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characterist.ics were stated most frequently and are rank-
ordered in terms of frequency of occurrence:
1. Student-teacher ratio
2. Dedication of teachers
3, Physical facilities
4. Programs
5. Material resources
The following is a sample of their comments:
The student - teacher ratio and the willingness of
most of the teachers to help any student who asks
for help.
The programs and funds available for the'll here as
opposed to programs and facilities available to
other small towns throughout Newfoundland and
Labrador.
The best thing I like about this school is that most
of the teachers are interested in their pupils and
would like for them to get ahead.
Institutional flaws and problems do develop and I
feel this school has done well to $oh'e them.
Because the school is small it tends to be more like
a family. Students get to know their teachers; well.
It is a comfortable building and not overcrowded.
The school in some ways tends to be an important
area of life for all the community. In such a new
community there is little long standing tr"'dit1on
and the school fills in for some of this th",t is
lacking.
All teach9rs also expressed what they best 1!ked about
tbe school, and the characteristics they identifie!J to be the
most favorable teacher autonomy, scbool size,
availability of resources, supportive administration llInd
school climate. The following is an example of teachers'
comments:
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As a teacher I like the fact that we seem to have
more autonomy in our classrooms than many schools
seem to have. There seellls to be more room and
tolerance to try ne.... ideas. We don't have the
financial problems other schools have.
Generally new ideas are supported by Administration.
Approximately 95% of the students reported what they
liked best about the school, and identified the following, in
order of priority:
1. Good student-teacher ratio
2. Closeness among students
3. Dedication of teachers.
All three groups were unanimous in their selection of the
student-teacher ratio as a highly valued characteristic of the
school. Both parents and students also identified teacheI'
dedication to be among their best liked qualities, while
parents and teachers placed a l1igh value on the availability
of school resources.
Approximately 70% of teachers also indicated ....hat they
liked least about the school. The following areas, given in
rank-order, were identified as their major dislikes:
1. Workload inequity
2. Negative student attitude
3. Professional isolation
4. Neglect of gifted students
5. Two separate buildings
Approximately 93\: of the students also reported what they
liked least about the school. Of their responses, 45'
2lJ
indicated that student-teacher interaction caused them the
most concern - teachers being too nosey and having 'pets'.
The other least appealing aspects were varied and included:
courses of little or no challenge, locker rooms are too small r
doors opened late, no privacy, .:.ittle choice of sports, too
many tests and not enough. input in class routines and rules.
Approximately 52\ of the teachers suggested
organizational changes they would like to see implemented, but
there was no single organizational change highlighted. The
suggestions offered were varied and included the following:
clear definition of adr~inistrator$' roles, more genuine effort
at teacher evaluation, more decisions in policy development,
hlore effective use of teachers' time, shorten Closing School
Assembly, more advance notice to teachers should classes be
cancelled, formation of department heads, and changes to aUo"!'
'I ••• the principal to try to become more involved if possible
with the overall day to day operations of the school instead
of being too confined \lith the business management aspect of
the school".
Behaviours related to student lifestyle are listed in
Figure 39, toqether with the student ratings of those
behaviours.
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1. Always come to school feeling
tired.
2. Always get sufficient sleep
during school nights.
3. Always come to school without
breakfast.
4. Television always on in the
area where homework is being
done.
~. Student response regarding
indicated aspe-::ts of their
behaviour.
Over 30\ of the students reported that they always come
to school feeling tired, and close to 40\ always arrive at
school without breakfast. Slightly over 20\ indicated that
t·elevision was always on in the area where homework was being
done.
students were asked to list any subjects, knowledge, or
skill areas that they thought the school should be teaching
but presently are omitted. Appro:dmately 58\ of the students
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responded and the following rank-ordered list indicates their
responses as to areas needing attention.
1 • Home Economics
2. Advanced Mathematics
3. Art
4 • woodworking
Other areas were mentioned with less frequency, for
example, safe driving, drug seminars, computer skills in the
intermediate grades, and the need for a course on the
development and operation of tt. t "'war plant, as indicated by
the following student comment:
I think our school should teach us about the Hydro
here in Churchill Falls. I've been living here for
10 years and I have no idea what goes on.
students were also asked to indicate the kind(s) of extra
help they need in school and approximately 73% responded. Of
those respondents, 47% attempted to identify the nature of the
help needed, while 26% indicated they did not need any
additional assistance. However, the two main types of help
by the 41% who did respond, in rank order, were:
1. Extra help with course work.
2. Help with personal problems.
Students also indicated concerns about the need for:
1. More attention for average students.
2. Clearer lesson presentations.
3 . More examples when new concepts are introduced.
4. More reasonable pace for course progress.
5. Greater emphasis on effective study techniques.
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6. More willingness of teachers to meet them after
school.
',', Less assumed student familiarity with certain
sUbjects.
The personal problems involved difficUlty with drugs,
alcohol, falllily lind sex. Students strongly expressed the
feeling that a trusted person should be around with whom they
could discuss such items.
By.tlm.tie Monitoripg and Evaluation
All three groups were asked about the idea of having
students in Grades 7 - 12 attend the traditional parent-
teacher conference.
Figure 10 reflects their opinions, and shows that,
whereas 8011; of the teachers favoured such a practice, only
about 69% of parents and 59% of the students concurred.
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•
~. Agreement that students
be.yond Grade 6 should
accompany parents to
parent-teacher conferences.
Our school year is divided into three semesters for the
primary/elementary section of the school. Approximately 91%
of the parents agreed that this arrangement provided
sufficient formal reports about their children's progress at
school. However, only 55. 8\; of the parents agreed with the
practice in the intermediate and senior high section o~ having
two-semester reports.
Figure 41 indicates a high degree of satisfaction with
the school's promotional guidelines from the perspective of
parents and students.
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Parents
Students ~
~. Satisfaction with
promotional guidelines.
Students are often given grades of A, B, C, D and Fail
to denote the quality of their work. In the event that the
school wera to be grRded in the same manner, parents, teachers:
and students: were asked to indicate the grade they would give.
Figure 42 shows that although the majority of respondents
would award the school a grade of I'B", a grade of I'C" was
awarded by approximately 21.\ of parents and 28\ of students.
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bRh"l. oR st.Ud.pt Luming apl! progr••s
Parents routinely make inquiries about various aspects
of their children's school lite~ and 88.9' ot this survey
qroup agreed that teachers respond promptly to such inquiries.
However, when asked whether the school. provides opportunity
for parents to learn techniques which help thom i.prove their
children's academic achiev8lllent. both. parents and teachers
thought otherwise. These opinions are reflected in Figure 43.
50
4'
,.
Parents
Teachers I!lIIIIlllIl
I ~
I r--Ir
~. Agreement that the schot.ll
provides parents with
techniques to improve
their children' s academic
achievement.
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The closing assembly for each school year acknowledges
student achievement with the presentation of a variety of
awards. All three survey groups were asked to indicate their
satisfaction with those awards. As shown in Figure 44, 65\
of the parents, and 59\ of students were satisfied. However,
only 15\ of the teachers expressed satisfaction.
Parents
Teachers
Students
.E.19m:L.i.i. Satisfaction with the
achievement awards
given at the school's
closing Assembly.
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hU_Q9ordipa1;.4 curriculum
The school has two full-time bilinqual teaching units and
the students are provided daily instruction in the Core French
Program. The three survey groups were asked to express
agreement with incorporating the extended core concept of
French Language Instruction in the CUrriculum. As shown in
Figure 45, approximately 60\ of parents, teachers and students
expressed approval for such an arrangement.
Parents
Teachers
students ..
~. Agreement to incorporate
the extended core concept
in French Language
Instruction.
1:n order to incorporate the extended. core concept of
French Language I:nstruction into the curricu1um, it was
suggested that one ot the Library, Music or Physical Education
teaching units be made bilinqual. Parents, teachers and
students ~xpressed. their opinions regarding this suggestion
and, as Figure 46 reveals, the teachers were the least
supportive with less than 40% indicating agreement.
Parents
Teacher&:
students =
50
10
~. Agreement to have one of
the Library, Music, or
Physical Education
positions bilingual.
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The survey groups .J. ... so indicated agreenent with 1'1 'sic
Education remaining compulsory for students in Grades l<. 9.
As shown in ,r'igure 47, over 70% of the parents i!tn~
approximately 90t of the teache:.-s agreed with retaining the
status quo, whereas half the atudents indicated agreement.
Parents
Teachers
•Students90 -
I
II70 -II50 -
~. Agreement that Music
Education remain
compulsory for Grades K-9.
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Programs for the above average and gifted are nat
included in the curriculum. Both parents and teacht. "5
strongly indicated, however, that such programs should b.
providnd, as reflected in Figure 48.
Parents
Teachers ..
~. Agreement that enrichment
programs be provided in
the school program.
Students of Eric G. Lambert School are accommodatf'ld in
two buildings: Grades K-7 in the primary/elementary, and
Grades 8-12 in the High School. However,our school program
is often described alJ a 4-3-3-3 program. That is, primary
includ.es 1(-3; Elementary includes Grades 4-6; Intermediate
includes Grades 7-9; and Senior High includes Years 1-3. Each
of these groups has specific programs that are best delivered
when these groups are acco1llJD.od.ated in the same building. With
this rationale, the survey qroups wera asked it they llqreed
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with Grade 7 students being at the high school section of Eric
G. Lalllbert School. The response of each group is .given in
Figure 49, and it can be seen that 81.5\ of teachers indicated
approval for the arrangement compared with only 48\ for
parents and 42.6\ for students.
Parents
Teachers
students •
~. Agreellent with the Grade
7 students being
accommodated at the
High School.
The School' a Resource Centre serves as both a community
and school library. The full-time school librarian takes a
cooperative approach to the delivery of library services, and
yet only 38.4\ of the teachers expressed satisfaction with
this approach. Approximately 89' of parents were satisfied
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with the use their children made of library services, and
72.5' of the students echoed this response.
Although the school curriculum is determined by the
provincial Department of Education, flexibility exists for the
development and implementation of local courses to enhance the
relevancy of school programs for students. Parents, teachers,
and students were asked their opinions about the need to have
a local course involving all aspects of the Churchill Falls
Development and ope!:4tion. The results, given in Figure 50,
show that teachers were the least enthusiastic: among the three
groups, with only 48% indicating approval.
Parents
Teachers
Students
~. Agreement with a local
course about CF Hydro
Development and operation.
2"
Health Education is an int(lgral part of the curriculum.
However, as students progress through the grades, the programs
compete for student ti1lle. With the introduction of the Senior
High School Program, an approved nutrition course was made
available to students. To provide the "last" opportunity to
acquire nutritional information before gra.duation, the three
survey groups were asked to indicate their agreement with
having all students take this course. Figure 51 represents
the position of each group. Two-thirds of the parent
respondents gave approval, while approximately one-third of
teachers and <;>tudents approved.
Parents
Teachers
Students
70 r
40 i
30 -
~. Agreement that all
students should include
the Nutrition Course in
their Senior Program.
".
Parents and students were prcwlded with a list of
sUbjects and asked if they were in a position to decide, which
sUbject(,;) would they require all students to take? The
sUbjects are provided in Table 1.6 in rank order. as determined
by the responses of the two survey groups. Therfol was a high
degree of similarity with the ranking of the sUbjects by both
the parents and students. Both respondent groups identified
the same sUbjects in the first three rank positions - Family
Life, Career Education and Alcohol/Drug Abuse Education.
Parents and students ....ere a11;10 in general agreement about the
subjects that they considered least important - Music,
Religious Education, Nutrition and Health.
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Table 16
CRurIe' r'[fptl agd 8t;u4tpt;, Would R.qui re Iy," Bt:ud'Dt: to
students Parents
Family Life / Sex Education /
Family Living
Career Education
seminar on Alcohol/Drug Abuse
Safe Driving Course
physical Education
First Aid Course
French
Health Educat.ion
Nutrition
Religious Education
Music
10
11 10
Teachers indicated their degree of satisfaction with the
emphasis given to each specific area of the complete school
program. The researcher identified those curriculum areas
that were below an abitrarily 75\ respondent satisfaction
lev.I and they are given in Figure 52. Teachers reported that
little attention has been given for the provision of 'gifted'
education and art programs.
1. EnrichJae:,t. ProgralU for the above average and
gifted
2. Art
3. Individual Ditterences among students
4. Alcohol and Drug Education
5. Drama
6. Career Education
I
70 -
I
60 -
I
I
40 -
I
I
I
10 -
~. Areas ot the curriculum teachers expressed
a satistaction level of les8 than 75'.
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Parents and students indicated strong approval (over 90%)
for the Family Life Programs. The s ....i1llllling program for Grades.
K-6 received the approval of 97.7% of pll.r.ents. However, only
63.6\ of teacher respondents expressed satisfaction with the
planning involved with the Science Fair.
Both parents and teachers were asknd to indicate changes
they would like to have occur in the school program. The
teacher response rate tor this question was 85 percent. They
were quite varied in their curriculum. change suggestions. A
few items were suggested with greater frequency and they were:
inclusion of Advanced Mathematics in the Senior High School
Program, and Art Program for intermediate grades, and a
program for the gifted. Other areas mentioned included the
following:
1. Some slots in the high school schedule are too
heavily weighted in favor of the more
academically inclined student.
2. No awards for the best in any competition at
the primary level.
3. Physical Education tor senior High School - not
for credit but for fitness.
4. Non compulsory general music program for the
intermediate grades.
5. More tesource-based instruction.
6. A general science course in the Senior High
School Program.
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The parent response rate for this question was 37\.
Although the advice given was quite varied, there were some
cOmlllonalities, and these included the following:
1. More time for mathematics as well lIIS the
inclusion of Advanced Mathematics.
2. An art program, especially for the Intermediate
Grades.
3. More emphasis on Career Education.
4. The inclusion of Home Economics.
5. The inclusion of a course on bUdgeting - what
it takes to run a family.
6. Religious Education - loIhile some called for its
deletion, others wanted it to remain and
improved.
During each school year, conferences and inservice
activities are sponsored by various educational agencies and
are held at various locations in the province. The school
administrators select which of these conferences and inservice
activities teachers should attend. Approximately 78\: of the
teachers agreed that this method of selection should continue.
However, only 48.2\ of teachers expressed satisfaction with
the opportunity provided for inservice for their particular
grade or subject area(s).
grade to minimize
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The administration occasionally has given primary and
elementary teachers different grade assignments, and
approximately 96t of the teachers agreed with this practice.
Recommendations for paid educational leave are made by
the School Committee. All teachers indicated that they would
like the School Committee to deal with this matter, but no
later than the end of January each year.
The primary purpose of teacher evaluation should be the
improvement of instruction. This statement was approved by
96.2% of the teachers, whereas 79.2\ felt this was the
objective of teacher evaluation at Eric G. Lambert School.
However, only 61.5' indicated satisfaction with the present
Teacher Evaluation Program at the school.
Teachers were asked to list the things that need to
happen at school to make their work. more effective. Responses
were given by 63\ of the teachers, and more inservice
opportunities received the greatest attention of most
respondents. Teachers gave a variety of other suggestions,
and they included the following:
1. More frequent classroom visits by the
administrators to acknowledge student and
teacher effort.
2. Telephone contact with teacher(s) in the same
subject area(s)
professional isolation.
3. Improve the resource-based/cooperative teaching
library program.
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4. Greater: opportunity to discuss ·student
problems, e. q. academic • motivational, and
discipline problems.
5. Equal teacher workload.
6. Equal program emphasis not just special
education.
7. More flexibility in granting sabbaticals.
POlitive Scbool eli.ate
Student behaviour was an area addressed by all three
survey groups. Their responses, given in Figure 53, show that
parents, teachers and students shared similar opinions, with
only approximately sot of each group indicating satisfaction
with the behaviour of students in schooL
Parents
Teachers
Students II
40 -
~. satisfaction with .tudent
behaviour in school.
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The degree of satisfaction of the survey groups with student
rules is given in Figure 54, and it shows that students and
teachers were less satisfied than parents.
Parents
Teachers
Students
I
•
~ Satisfaction with school
rules.
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All groups were asked to express their extent of
satisfaction with teacher consistency in hand.ling stud:ent
discipline. Their responses, given in Figure 55, show that
while approximately 50% of the parents and teachers were
satisfied, only 32.5\ of the students expressed satisfaction
with this school attribute.
Parents
Teachers
Students •
Satisfaction with teacher
consistency in handling
student discipline.
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Teachers and students were asked to indicate whether they
agreed that teachers involve students in deciding classroom
rules, and Figure 56 shows the response. Although 65.4\ of
tba teachers agreed that students were involved in these
classroom decisions, however, students felt otherwise, with
only 19.4% confirming the teachers' opinion •
70 -
I
60 -
I
I
I
I
20 -
Teachers
Students •
~. Agreement that students
are involved with
teachers in deciding
school rules.
".
Parents, teachers and students were asked whether drug
abuse is a problem among students, and Figure 57 reflects that
all three groups had varying opinions. Thirty-seven percent
of the parents and 4M: of teachers indicated that there was
a problem and this was confirmed by 29' of student
respondents.
UmIn..ll. Agreement that drug
abuse is a problem among
students.
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The three survey goups were asked to express an 'Opinion
as to whether they agreed that, alcobol i •• problem. Ulong
studente, and Figure 58 portrays the response of each group.
It is noteworthy that while 19.6% of parents and 94.6% of
teachers agreed. 59.9\ of the students also confirmed the
assertion. In addition. approximately lO.2\ of parents
indicated that alcohol consumption is a problem ""ith their
children.
Parents Students_1JTeachers _
~. Agreement that alcohol is
a problem among stud.ents.
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The level of school spirit was also addressed by the
survey groups, and Figure 59 shows that approximately one-
half of the parents and students indicated satisfaction with
this school attribute, whereas teachars were much less
satisfied. HowQver, greater satisfaction was expressed with
the working relationship students have developed with their
teachers. Figure 60 r.etlects this degree of satisfaction.
Parents
Teachers
Students
~. Satisfaction with the
level of school spirit.
Parents
Teachers
Students •
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I
70 i
60 -
~. Satisfaction with
student-teacher
relationship.
Parents, teachers. and students were asked their opinions
to whether t.aohers considar student bapplDe88 to be
iaportut. Responses to this statement nre reflected in
Figure 61, which shows that while all teachers agreed, only
58.2' of parents and 49.3\ of students concurred.
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~..§.l. Agreement that teachers
consider students'
happiness important.
Parents expressed their opinions on a number of aspects
of school life. Figure 62 identifies those areas and
indicates parents I response. Approximately 55\ of parents
expressed satisfaction with how their children respect
teachers, while 96.2\ ot parents felt welcomed when visiting
the school.
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1. I am satisfied with how my children respect their
teacher.
2. I am satisfied with the emphasis the school places on
the achievement of my children.
3. When I visit the school, the teachers make me feel
that I am an important partner in the education of my
children.
4. My children like working with their teachers.
5. Teachers promptly respond to my inquiries about
aspects of my children's school life.
6. I support the Home' School Association.
7. I am made welcome when I visit the school.
-
.--
--'
.--
-
~. Parents' response on various aspects of school
life.
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Students expressed their opinion regarding a number of
characteristics ot school life. Figure 63 lists those school
climate attributes and shows the students' response to each
of them. Their responses demonstrated a concern about such
things as: the work of the student council, teacher interest
in student success, availability of teachers to discuss a
personal problem, teachers' awareness of thQ difficulties
students experience with work, and the amount of time involved
in waiting for the school doors to open.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
..
10.
70 -
I
60 -
I
50 -
I
40 -
I
30 -
I
20 -
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I am satisfied with the time I have to wait for the
school doors to open.
Most teachers are genuinely interested in my success.
If I have a personal problem, there is a teacher with
whom I can discuss it.
I sometillles conSUMe too much alcohol.
I 'rarely or not at all' enjoy working with my
teachers.
I am satisfied with the operation of the student
counci ' .•
From what my teachers say and do in class, I know
they are proud to be teachers.
My teachers know the problems I have with my work.
I 'rarely or not at all' have the opportunity to have
a personal discussion with my teacher.
My teachers are 'rarely or not at all' late for
class.
~. Student response on various aspects of school life.
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Teachers also responded to a number of' statements that
collectively described the climate of the school. FICJUres 64
and 65 list those statements and show teachers I responses.
It is noteworthy that teachers lolere concerned with workload
inequity, lack of time to help students, lack of coordination
with homework, negativity of staff room conversations about
students, availability of assi6tance for students with
personal problems, and uncerta!.nity in dealing with unfair
treatment by the principal. Also, tJhile 88.9\ of the teachers
expressed satisfaction with the nUJllber of instrucitonal
periods assigned per cycle, only 56% shared the same feeling
about the number of instructional periods assigned to other
teachers. Host teachers contended that the school provides
an environment for students to be enthusiastic about learning.
24.
often I have the feeling as expressed by the statement,
"No one seeJDs to care whether or not I do my best as a
teacher~.
Responsibilities for co-curricular activities are
equitably distributed among teachers.
Our school has a plan to coordinate assigned homework.
The teaching workload is shared equi.tably.
I am satisfied with the help available for students who
try to solve their personal problems.
I am satisfied with the number of instructional periods
per cycle other teachers have.
If I really try hard, I can get through to even the
most difficult or unmotiva....ed students.
Our school should develop an in-school final
examination policy.
I know the legal aspects involved in student
superv i5100
~. Teacher response to various aspects or school lite.
'0 -
.0
70
60 -
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1. I can seek further consultation if r think I am
unfairly treated by my principal.
2. I am satisfied with the tiDe I have to help &tudents.
3. I have the responsibility to ensure that students learn
what I teach.
4. 1 enj oy ....orking at this school.
5. Negative discussions concerning students pervade staff
room conversations.
6. I am satisfied with the number of instructional periods
I have per cycle.
7. I am satisfied with the individual help other teachers
arE! willing to give students with their work outside of
class time.
8. The school provides an enthusiastic
learning environment.
~. Teacher response to variouB aspects of school lifa.
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churghill r.u, Bchool copUt_.
The fonltion And role ot the Churchill Falls School
committee [CFSC] is described in Chapter J of this study.
Parents and teachers were asked their opinions about having
the Churchill Falls Home and School Association [CFH&SA]
invite this COlllllitte8 to ona of its general meetings at least
once a year to goive the COlDllittee a greater community profile.
Both parents and teachers approved of this suggestion, as
depicted in Figure 66.
90 ! ParentsTeachers IIIlIlIIIIfI~ I---
I
~. Aqreement with the
inv!tation or the CFH&SA
to CFSC to annually
attend one of its public
mQatlngs.
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Parents and teachers indicated satisfaction with the wor)( of
this cOlll%llittee. Figure 67 shows that teachers were less
satisfied than parents, with 46.6' of parents indicating
satisfaction, while 36\ of teachers expressed the same
sentiment.
ParentsTeachers _
~. satisfaction with the
work of the Scbool
COUlJllittee.
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The same two survey groups were also asked about their
knowledge of the role ot the Senaol committee. As Figure 68
indicates, the two qroups showed II wide variance in their
responses. While 631: of teachers stated they know the
committee IS role, however, only 42.6\ ot" parents echoed this
sentiment.
ParentsTeachers _
~. Percentage )mowl.edqllble
about the School
Committee's role.
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Both parents and teachers were asked. if they knew all the
community representatives on the School Committee. Their
responses. depicted in Figure 69. indicate that only two-
thirds of the teachers and one-third of the parents have this
knowledge.
Parents
Teachers ...
~. Percentage indicated
kno....ledgeable about
cOllUll.unity representatives
on the School committee.
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Dehl'!' oR B13UClt,iOD
Parents and teachers were asked to express their
perceptions about having a Winter Break in the School
Calendar, in addition to Christmas and Easter Holidays.
Figure 70 shows that approximatelY 80\ of both groups
indicated agreement.
ParentsTeachers _
~. Agreement with a Winter
Break in the School
Calendar.
The sU"l."Vey groups were also asked to indicate steps the school
might take to ensure a Winter Break, if they agreed there
should be one. Table 17 shows the options and the responses
of' ~ach group. While all three groups favoured beg-inning the
school year earlier, this route was the bost appealing to
students.
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Ta1:l1e 11
Rou"ss tihe School Might Tate to ERlure a Wipt.er Br.,k in Its
Parents Teachers Students
Seek permission to open
earlier in september 32.2% 33.5% 52.8'
Shorten the School Break
at Christmas 11.n 17.5' 7.1\
Shorten the School Break
at Easter 31.3% 31.5% 21.9%
Shorten both the Christmas
and Easter Breaks 25.2\ 17.5% 18.2%
The other option receiving general agreement was one of having
less holidays during the Easter period.
There is a high level of fundraising activities community
from a variety of c01llmunity groups. Parents and teachers were
asked whether the fundraising for the Senior High Graduation
interferes with the fundraising of other cOlnlllunity groups.
Although 7J.l% of teachers in(~cated that there should not be
any interference, 61.5", of them stated that such interference
does occur, whereas only 28.2\ of parents concurred.
One of the questionnaire items addressed was that the so-
called 'security blanket environment' of Churchill Falls has
a negative effect on the social development of students and
this needs to be addressed by the school program. The
response of parents and teachers to this item is retelcted in
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Figura 71, and it shows that approximately three-quarters of
each group agreed that the school should address the negative
social effects of such a protflctive environment. T~;c; study
did not attempt to identify those negative effects.
Parents
Teachers _
80 i
70 -
~. Agreement with the
negative social effect
of the so-called
I security blanket
environment' of
Churchill Falls.
COpupity C9up"lHpg And support, s,aie "
In the absence of a fu!l-time counselling unit, the
school has solicited the support of various community agencies
and out-of-town organizations to provide student counselling
services. The three survey groups indicated whether this
arrangement met the students' needs. Their response is given
in Figure 72. Although all groups were not very supportive
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of such arrangement, teachers indicated greatest disagreement,
with only 22.2% giving approval.
Parents
Teachers
students •
~. Agreement with the
counselling services
meeting student needs.
The school provides special services for students such
as speech pathology, psychological assessments, and learning
disabilities diagnosis. Parents and teachers indicated
wh!!ther they agreed that such services met student needs.
Figure 73 depicts their response and shows that again the
teachers differ from parents in their assessment of these
services. While 78.4\ of parents agreed that Buch an
arrangement met student needs, only 5b9\ of the teachers
approved.
.Ei9Y..r.:Lll.
Parents
Teachers ...
I
Agreement with the special
services meeting student
needs.
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Communicatiopa
Approximately 89% of parents agreed that a letter from
the principal is the best way to keep them informed about
school activities, but were less decisive in their views as
to how letters should be sent. Their responses are given in
Table 18, and it can be seen that parents' first choice is
Canada Post. Only one-third of the parents favored sending
home letters via their children, although this if; the method
used by the school.
Table 18
Th' Best .ay to R"ch Par.pta with Inf'or1!lation About gcbool
Parents
Letter from the principal
Sent home via one of your children
Sent to you via Canada Post
Sent to you at work. via inter-office mail
33.7\
52.4\
13.9%
Parents and teachers were asked whether they agreed with
informing parents it their children have detentions. The
opinions of these two groups differed widely on this matter
with approval from 88.5\ of parents, whereas only 55.5\ of the
teachers approved, as shown in Figure 74.
l.l.9lu:.L.U •
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ParentsTeachers __
I
Agreement with informing
parents if their children
have detentions.
Approximately 8S\: of parents expressed satisfaction with
the existing communication between home and the school,
whereas 92.6' of teachers were satisfied. However. in the
case of cancellation of classes because of weather conditions.
only about two-thirds of parents indicated they knew the
guidel;'.nes.
2.,
'noun and support
There was overwhelming approval by parents and teachers
for the continuation of SafeGrad promotion as shown in Figure
75.
Parents
Teachers ...
~. Agreement with continuing
to promote SafeGrad.
Parents, teachers, and students were asked opinions
regarding the times during the school year when the bus begins
and ends its regular services. Their responses are reflected
in Fiqure 76 and Figure 77. Students were not as supportive
as parents and teachers for the bus to begin ita regUlar
schedule in 1lI1d-O-.::tober and tinish in mid-May.
Parents
Teachers
Students
~. Agreement with the bus
beqinning its regular
service in mid-October.
~. Agreement with the bUB
di8continutinq i tB
reqular eervice in
mid-May.
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Students differed with parents in their overall a.sseasment of
the services provided by the school bUS, with 81.6\ of parents
and 61.2% of students indicating satisfaction. This is shown
in Figure 78.
Parents
students BM&
~. Agreement with the lZchool
bus services.
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churqbUl FIll' R.quaHqp Depart.mept
The survey groups ....ere asked to indicate ....hether they
agreed with various community and sports organizations not
beginning programs that involve students until after 4:30 p.m.
to avoid conflict with school activities. Tr.':r responses are
given in Figure 79, and show that students are less supportive
than parents and teachers. While 89.2\ of parents and 77.4~
of teachers agreed with this id<!a, only 55.1\ of students
approved.
Parents
Teachers
Students •
li9:w.:!L.Z.2. Agreement ",.i.th starting
lJports programs after
4:30 p.m.
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Approximately 86' of parents agreed that the educational
services provided are part of the benefit package the
Churchill Falls (Labrador) Corporation offers its employees
for working at Churchill Falls.
If teacher involvement in the co-curricular activities
were to remain voluntary, then the time teachers devote to
such activities should be recognized. Approximately 85\ of
parents and 92.6% of teachers expressed agreement with this
position on co-curricu'.ar involvement.
The students were asked to complete the following
statement by giving specific suggestions as to what teachers
can do to improve the school:
If I were a teacher, I would make sure that all the
students have a chance to .•. .
Since the researcher was also the principal, it was felt
the students would be more inclined to respond to this
statement if their anonymity could be ensured. Hence the
reason for the following instructions for this question:
To ensure your anonymity and to guard against sensitivity
to any statements you may make (or want to make), your
response to this question will be analyzed by a
researcher at the Institute for Education Research and
Development {IERD] at Memorial university of
NeWfoundland. At no time will I have access to your hand
written responses.
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Approximately 95\ of the student respondents addressed
this statement. They would enS\.lre that all students have a
chance to (given in rank order) :
1. Voice their opinions freely about what they like or
dislike about school and their classes; "a fair say
in what happens at school".
2. Experience fair treatment.
3. Try their best and be praised for it.
4. Talk with teachers confidentially about any problem.
S. Be proud of the school.
6. Have extra help.
Parents were provided a similar arrangement to comment
further on any of the items in the survey, or any area of
school life that had not been mentioned. but should have been
addressed, if school improvement is to be ..l,ccomplished.
Approximately 30t ~.ook this route to provide further comments.
Teachers was the major topic of concern for most of those
parent respondents, as indicated by the comment, "any school
program is only as good as the teachers who are teaching it".
The teacher hehaviours identified as concerns were:
1. trellting students unfairly
2. providing improper instruction in certain sUbjects.
3. showing no interest in f;ports that are not organized
by the school.
4. providing insufficient supervision to eliminate
Cheating.
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5. creating an environment that does not foster a good
working relationship with students.
6". permitting too much student disrespect.
parents also felt that the school should provide programs
for the gifted, put more emphasis on improving student
attitude, behaviour, and motivation, create a greater
awareness among parents of counselling services available for
students Q.ld develop a policy on teachers lifestyle. Although
both points of view were expressed regarcUng teacher lifestyle
as indicated by the following comments, the latter type of
opinion occurred more frequently:
Why should we be worried about teachers behaviour.
They have a life as well 0.5 we do. As long as
school performance is satisfactory and effective,
that's all is required.
Teacher lifestyles .•. are more important here than
in larger centres. It is very difficult to tell
children or young adults to listen to and respect
their teachers but then on i:.ne other hand tell them
not to do as they do. We learn by example.
Teachers say they have rights - so have parents.
Slightly more than one-third of the teachers took the
opportunity to forvard additional cOllUllents to the 'outside
agent' at lERD. They expressed the fOllowing concerns:
1. Some teachers receive more attention than others for
3.ccompl ishments.
2. Some teachers' personal problems may be affecting
their work.
3. There should be more contact with administration to
ensure teachers' best efforts are maintained.
2 ••
4. Insuf.ficient recognition given for cocurricular
invol,'uent.
5. SOllie students have legitimate complaints about
unfair treatment by sOllie high school teachers.
6. Teachers should have more contact with consultants
at the DepartDent of Education.
7. The school should maintain its distinctiveness as
an intel'denominational private school "as opposed
to, sometimes, a visual perception that Catholicism
is the preferred religion".
8. More care should be taken in hiring practices so
that lifestyles, and willingness to be involved in
the cOlllllunity, are given qreater emphasis.
9. EValuation in some of the "less important· courses
in Junior and Senior High School should be more
scrutinized by administration.
10. Inequity in teachQr workload. The n\1lllDer of
teaching periods is n(lt the only factor that should
be considered.
11. School evaluation should be an on-going process.
"When thin evaluation is completed, will goals be
decided on, and improvements started?"
This chaptez,' has presented the perceptions of parents,
teachers and students about idontified aspects of life at Eric
G. Lambert SChool, Churchill Falls, as of June, 1988, when the
data was obtained. In the final chapter, the researcher
presents conclusions drawn from participants I perceptions
2 ••
about the school, including expressed desires to maintain
and/or change certain aspects. Recommendations arB also made
to form the core ingrodients of a follow-up schoolwide
improvement proqram. These conclusions and reconua.~ndation~,
together with II summary of the study, form the content of the
following chapter.
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CHAP'l'BR ti
SDMlQRY AND CONCLUSION
Introc5.uctioD
This chapter provides a synopsis of the study, C"eports
the conclusions reached trom the data analysis, and otters
recol'lUllendations designed to form the core ingredient:s of a
three-to-five-year schoolwide improvement plan for :~ric G.
Lambert School.
Schools always have had difficulty meeting public
expectations. Many studies have documental} this
dissatisfaction with the effectiveness of public ee. ::ation.
In addition to these studies of schooling, d~;::lining
enrollments, financial cut-backs, changing priorities of
governments and other educational funding agencies have
increased the problems for schools. " ... In terms cf budget
allocations, schools have difficulty getting priority,
although the demands on the school are increasing". (van
Velzen et a1., 1985, p.25). In addition, our changing
society, our Changing world view, together with the plethora
of studies of schooling, have the "clarion call for change,
.•• for action in our Bchools" (Hall, Hord, Guzman et aL,
1984, p.48). This action has been ono of reform and the
design of SUch reform has been the school imf'~ovement process.
Goodlad (1984tl) has stated that in achool improvement "we are
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interested in the health of the institution, the factors
contributing to this health, and the factors intertering with
the well-being and productivity of teachers and students"
(p.9) •
Although Eric G. Lambert School is loca't:ed in an isolated
community in the interior of Labrador, it was not t insulated'
against the winds of a changing society, nor against the
'pushes and pulls' that have been the impetus for this
educational change. As a private school operated by a large
hydroelectric corporation, the Churchill Falls (Labrador)
corporation. Eric G. Lambert School has functioned outside the
denominational education system of the province of
Newfoundland for the past twenty-two years.
E:lI:cept for a fe..: minor attempts to investigate the
'health' of Eric G. Lalllbert school, this was the first indepth
study of its kind to be undertaken. It involved all three
int'C:lrested groups - students, teachers and parents - wherein
each had the opportunity to express what it liked and/or
disliked, and what each wanted to maintain and/or change about
their school.
This study provided an opportunity for parents, teachers,
and students to indicate their opinions and educational
positions in response to selected statements presen':ed to them
in th~ form of a questionnaire to each group. The
questionnaires were developed from an eKhausted literature
review on school improvement, from tha history of Eric G.
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Lambert School, llnd from the experience of the researcher's
own tenure at the school. The main survey areas were:
Expectations
Clear Instructtonal Goals
StUdent-Centered Learning Environment
Continuous Humanistic Assessment
Key Instructional Behaviours
Effective LeaderShip
Shared Vision
Systematic Honitoring and Evaluation
EJIIphas!s on St\.luent Learning and Progress
Well-Coordinated CUrriculum
staff Development
positive School ClImate
Churchill Falls School committee
community Counselling and support services
C01lmlunications
Pressure and support
Churchill Falls Recreation Department
Incentives
The .ain intent of the study was to provide a coherent
portrait of the achool as it was perceived by teacher., and
students within it, and the parents of the cOJllmUnity whose
children it served as of June, 1988, when the questionnair••
were completed and adJDinlstered.
Three questionnaire. w.re developed by the r ••••rch.r,
one for each of the r ••pondent qroupa; parente, t.acher., and
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students. Each questionnaire was a combination of a closed-
tOD and open-t'onr, format. A major part of each survey
instrument utilized a Likert format, wherein a ~umber of
statements were given "and the participants were requested to
circle the one response which most clearly represented their
reaction to a particular statement. Except for a small number
of it8lQe, thB response format for the closed-rorm sections of
each quest.tonnaire consisted of tlle following styles:
Strongly Agree SA, Agree A, Disagree D, Strongly Disagree SO,
or Very Satisfied VS, satisfied S, Dissatisfiecl. 0, Very
Dissatisfied YD. A nWllber of questions in each questionnaire
related to a single characteristic of school
etrectfveness, giving II cluster format. Flqure 13, page 250,
outlines this desiqn in detail. Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6, pages
251, 252, 253 and 254, outline the item numbers which are
similar for each qaestionnaire.
The general dedgn of the stUdy is outlined in Fiqure 12,
page 244, and it indicates the following components: reciew
of literature, an abridged history of Eric G. Lambert School,
design at the survey instrwllents, orientation at the
participante, the a4llinistration of the que.tionnaires, data
analy_b, and the identification of the core ingredients for
a follow-up _choolwlde improvement plan.
The population for each group wa_ used for the survey.
Sinc. the nUllber ot teachers t.o be surveyed wa. relatively
8maU, it wa. decided to involved all twenty-.even. The
popUlation for the other .urvey groups was used for the
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following reasons: firstly, this would be the first occasion
for these groups to be involved in such a way~ secondly, the
researcher sensed that all members wanted to be invited to
participate; and thirdly. despite explanations ot sampling
procedures, the researcher did not want involvement perceived
in any way to be blased. particularly among parente. In a
community were interactions a,re much more than social, the
perception of blaB sampling had to be taken seriously.
This study was considered significant for the following
1. It was the first opportunity provided parents,
teachers, and students to present their views about
various aspects of the operation of Eric G. Lambert
School, and to identify those areas Which, in their
view, needed improve.ent.
2. In an environment where the operation of the
e01lJllunity's only school was not subject to any
school board jurisdiction, involvement was hiqhly
valued because it also provided a format tor views
to be recorded, particularly those ~f parents.
3. Aspects ot the school operation which needed
improvement, .a perceived by the three participant
group., provided the core ingredients tor a three-
to-tive-year schoolwide illprovellent plan for Eric
G. La1lbert School.
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In this section, conclusions are drawn trom the data
analysis relevant to each of the research questions outlined
in Chapter 1. The Ur8t of these questions was concerned wi th
the qeneral differences and/or similarities that existed among
the three study groups - parents, teachers, and students -
with respect to the overall operation of Eric G. La1Dbert
school. There was general agreement, or satisfaction, among
the study groups with the following aspects of the school:
1. There is high expectation for student success.
2. Teacher life-style should be a concern.
3. Homework completion is important.
4. Programs should continue to be available for
children with learning disabilities.
50 The practice ot having parents sign tests should
continue.
6. Parent-teacher conferences conveniently
scheduled.
7. Promotional guidelines for students are fair and
reasonable.
8. Students are well supervised when traveling tor
school-related activities.
9. There should be 1I winter break in the school
calendar.
10. The so-called 'security blanket environment' of
Churchill Falls has II. negative social effect
student development.
11. The promotion of SafeGrad should continue.
27.
12. The Churchill Falls Home and School Association
should invite the Churchill FaUe School COl'Gllittee
to annually attend one of its public meetings.
13. Three tonal progress reports at'e SUfficient for
students in Grades K-6. However, for students in
Grades 7-12. there should be progress reports in
addition to -the two term reports.
Dissatisfaction/disagreement was expressed among the
survey groups about the following aspects of the school:
1. the adequacy of student preparation for first-year
post-secondary stUdies.
2. the extent of teacher invelvement in the Churchill
Falls Home and School Association.
3. lack of student knowledge of the criteria teachers
use to evaluate student progress.
4. the inclusion of an Extended Core Program in French
Language Instruction.
5. the efforts to pro.ote good nutritional habit. among
students.
6. the achievtlJIlent awards presented at the school's
closing assembly.
7. coapulsory music for Grades X-9.
8. the Grade 7 students located 1n the high .chool.
9. the student use or library servic•••
10. the inclusion of prayer aa part at each day'S
opening exercis.s.
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11. the compulsory arrangement for co-curricular
Ilssignments.
12. the penonal attention given to students when help
with school wcrk is required and when high school
courses are being selected.
13. the students are learning the knowledge and
acquiring the skills that the school should teach.
14. the school considers the suotional and social
development of students as important as academic
achievement.
15. the counselling services provided meet student
needs.
16. there is SUfficient instructional time to cover
required course material.
17. the role and work of the Churchill Falls School
Co_Itt••.
18. knowledge of the cOlllDlunity's representatives on the
Churchill Fal18 School COlllJllittee.
19. the tendency not to inform parents if their
child (ren) have detentions.
20. overall .tudent behaviour and discipline.
21. the deqree ot' school spirit.
22. student-teacher rolationships.
23. the effectiven••• of school rules and regulations.
24. inconsistency in handUnq school discipline.
25. druq/alcohol abus. uonq etudents.
27.
26. the inclusion of students beyond Grade 6 in the
traditional parent-teacher conterences.
27. the operation of the school bus.
28. certain teacher instructional behaviours.
Responses to the second research qu",sticn provided data
on the strengths and weaknesses of Eric G. Lambert school as
perceived by the parents, teachers and students. All three
groups were unanimous in their selection of the student-
teacher ratio as a highly valued characteristic of the school.
Both parents and students also identified teacher dedication
to be among their best liked qualities, While parents and
teachers placed a high value on the availability of school
resources. It was rather ironic that while parents valued
highly the dedication of teacherll, they also identH'ied
personnel problems as one of the wea~ areas of Eric G. Lambert
School. Student discipline/behaviour was ranked second ):)y
both teachers and parents as a weak area of the school, with
students identifying it as an area of concern. The students
placed student-teacher interaction at the top of their list
while teaches were most concerned. about workload in.quity.
Parents also identitied alcohol abuse among students, and peer
pressure as weak areas of the school, while teachers added
prot••sional isolation, the neglect of gitted .tudenta and the
difficulties ot operating within two .eparat. building••
Students perceived the following to be the lea.t appealing
al1peet. ot school lite: cour••• with lit..'!:'. or no challenge,
little choice ot .ports, locker roo.. too ...11, door. opened
27.
late. too -.any t ••ts and not enough input in class routines
and rul••.
The third re...reb question adelr•••ed the survey qroups'
perceptions or the over-all effectiven... of the present
school progrUl. All three groups indicated that Advanced
Matheaatics and Hoa. Econ01lllc Courses should be included in
the school prograa. Both parents and teachers aleo advocated
the inclusion of proqraJIUI for gifted students. However, all
three groups did not endorse the inclusion of a local course
about the Cl'\u7:chill Falls Hydro Development and operation.
Nor did they agree that a course in Nutrition should be
completed by all students during their .enior high school
years. However, when asked. WhIch course. from a given list
they would require all students to take, both parents and
students identitied the saae three cours•• in the saae rank
order: Family Life / Sex Education / Pamily Living, Career
Education, and suinar on Alcohol/Drug Abuse. By ranking
Religious Education and Music at the betto. ot the list.
parents and .tu4.nta .... to have 11ttle intere.t in such
cour••••
T.acher. expr•••ed .atistaction with 'the overall school
progr.... with 'the exception ot programs tor the gitte4, Art.
Alcohol and Drug Education, Dram., and Career Education. The
data also .hoved that a high level ot di.satistaction existed
a.onq teaCJ\er. with the cooperative approaCh to the delivery
of library .ervic... All three group. rejected the inclusion
ot the concept ot Extended Core French in the frenCh Lanquage
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Progra.a. However, parente agreed that .,. school' ahould
continue to otter Religious Education pr09t"aaa;
intardenoainational b••i. to .ora cl•••••.
All three groups were .eked to give the achool ill grade
of "A". "B", ·C· t "Dft or "Fail". Both parents and. teachers
were generally aati8tied with the etractiven••• of the achool;
55.6t. of the parents a.ward~o:I. the school ill grade ot "8" and
19.0\ an "AtI; 66. 7\: of teachers gave ill grade of "8" and 22\
gave ill grade of "A". However, students were not 80
enthusiastic about the school's overall pertonance: .5.9' of
the students gave it ill "B" while only 6.11 awarded an "A",
The fourth reaearch question att••ptad to detenin" the
satistaction !eval ot the three 8urvay groupe with the
adJIiniatrativ8 cOllponant of Eric G. LaatMirt School. The data
showed a high level ot satisfaction aIIOng parents and students
with the work ot the schocl principal. Teachers reported
satistaction with assistance provided by the principal with
solvinq related proble_, the opportunity tor input in the
acquisition at curricu.llDl resourc•• , the relative ease at
coaaunication, the opportunity tor aqenela input tor atatt
..etinq., the ettorta to ainiaize ob.tecl.. \;hat taped.
teachinq pertoraance and with the prot•••ional relationship.
However, teachers telt that the principal should b. aore
involved in aeeking waya to i.prove atudent leaming, ahould
expr••a specitic acknovled.qeaent when teachers ~rtora aapecta
ot their work particularly well, .net ahort.n the lenqt.h ot
.taff _etih9s. As "'ell, their perceptions va. that the
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principal should be more involved with the overall day to day
curIicululIl eOlllpOOlent of the school program inetead of being
too involved with business lIanagement aspects. The data also
showed that teachers want clear definition of
administrators' rol•• , .,ore involvement in policy development
and a llIore genulne effort with performance appraisals.
The fifth research question attempted to identify areas
of the overall operation of Eric G. Lambert School that need
b1prOV81b"mts, according to the perceptions and recoJllJllendatlons
of the study groups. The data showed the following should be
the core ingredients of 11 three-to-flve-yellr school
improvellent plan:
1. The development of II School Discipline Code so as
to achieve COn!'\8tency with handling student
discipline.
2. The expansion of the school curriculum to include
Advanced Mathematic., Home Economics, Art, programs
tor gifted students.
3. Mor. involv81Mnt with Alcohol and Drug Programs and
Suinar. to rals. awaren... of a .tudent and
coaunity problem.
". The development of II. Statf Parforaanc. Appraisal
Policy and Program.
S. The fonation of a Staff Devol0t*8nt Policy and
Progru that addrns.. the prof••aional bolation
expre••ed by t.acben and ..et. the iclentified n.ecl.
of the .chool
2.2
6. The 4avelopnnt. of role description. tor each of the
acministrative po.itlons.
7. A qr••tar administ.rative ertort to addr••• t.acher
workload inequity.
8. Gre.ter opportunitiera for student involva.ent. in
school decisions and the development of achool
policie•.
9. The development of a plan to involve parentI',
teachers, and students In fostering a lIore positive
school climate.
The history of Eric G. Lambert School has indicated that
the invoJ.vement of parents, teachers, and studenh in achool
~tter8 was heretofore one of r ••otioD instead ot saUoD.
This stUdy has provided a fra••work for parenta, t.acher. and
students to chaneJe such an reactionary school envirelUlent by
cooperatively working with • thr••-to-five-year school
improvement plan.
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Parent Questionnaire
School Improvement Program
Eric G. Lambert School
Churchill Falls, Labrador
Newfoundland
)06
)07
June 1988
Dear Parents:
While I was attending Memorial University during the school
Year 1986-87. I chose lohool Iaprov.eat as a major area of study.
To complete my research on this topic, I request you complete this
questionnaire. In aclclition to helping lie comp16tc my university
program, the information you provide w11l be of vital importance
in helping our school determine ways in which it can improve its
work.
Your opinions about school-related matters are important.
Therefore, I request that you do not discuss this questionnaire
with your friends and/or neiqhbors until you have cOIIpleted it.
There are no right or wrong answers. Your responses will be
treated anonYJIously.
If you wish to express your opinions more fully about
particular itema in this survey, or about areas of our school that
are not addressed but which you think should be addressed. please
give lie a call and I will arrange to Illeet with you either on an
individual or group j)asis.
I would appr..~iate it if this questionnaire could. be completed
within the nen three days. Please hold the completed
questionnaire until it is picked up.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely youra.
Adrian Clarke
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The tollowing information ia required for the analysia
of soraG of the data. Please indicate the appropriate re.ponse
by checking the appropriate block.
ReUgious Affiliation
1. Pentecoatal
2. Protest:!'.ll.t
3. Roman Catholic
4. Other
Husband/
Male Guardian
Cl
o
Cl
o
Wite/
Female Guardian
c:::>
o
Cl
Cl
IBEW Local 1256 Affiliation
1. Non Union Member
2. Union Member
o
c
c:J
CJ
Grade Level(a) in which you have (have had) children at our
school.
1. Primary (K-3) Cl
2. Elementary (4-6) a
3. Intermediate (7-9 t:J
4. Senior High (Years 1-3) 0
lleaae disregard any itells that are directed toward
grades in which your children are not (or have not been) in.
Both parents are requested to read the entire list of
questions in all sections of this survey before beginning to
answer each itelll.
If you and your spouse should have different opinions
regarding the r.sponse to partiCUlar it.... plea.e nota th•••
it._ aa you work through this questionnaire and list each
it.. nUJlber in the spac. provided on the laat page ot this
.urv.y.
Throughout this aurvey, our 80hool will .ean 11'10 G.
Lultert; 80hool, ~e.oher. will1llean t ••o....zo. at 11'1" G. Laaltert
lohool, atud••t. will nan atudeDt. at Irlo G.......rt '01loo1,
and aobool ataft' will include teachere, p&'iDoipal, vloe-
pl'illoipale, and .eor.tary at Irlo a. Lub.rt 'ollool.
When answaring que.tiona r.garding teacher.. think
oolleotivelr ot the teachers at Eric G. Lallbart. School, and
a. tar as it ia po••ible, try not to have your opinion r.flect
your knowledge ot, and/or experience with, oaly 0.. teaCher.
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PUT I
DIRIlC'J'IOB.
Please read each item caret'ully. rou are requested to
circle the response which most clearly represents your
opinion.
"(It.EOD.qIY A1ille•• II., &9&'•• A, Db_gr•• D, It.l'onqly Dbaqr•• 8D)
SA A 0 @
....pl.
1. Eric G. Lambart School
buildings are well maintained.
2. Students at Eric G. Lambert
School should wear school
unitOl'1ll8.
@A SD
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(.troD4Jly AqZ'•• la, AqZ'H a, DbqZ'•• D, ItroBVly DbaVI'•• ID)
1. Our school staff should continue
to work with parents to provide
Religiou. Education Proqrall. to
more cla••e. without separating
students along denominational
lines.
2. Enrichment progralls for students
designated as above average and
gifted should be provided in our
school program.
3. Drug abuse is It problem among
our students.
4. Music f·Jucation should remain
compulsory for Grades
Kindel'9arten through to Grade 9.
5. I consider the educational
services provided for the
education of my children at our
school part ot the benefit
package CF(L)Co otters its
.mployees for working at
Churchill Falls.
6. In addition to the Christmas and
Easter Holidays, our school
should continue to schedule a
Winter Break in its calendar.
7. Th. eateDd.e aoZ'e CODcept in
French Language Instruction
involve. ottering cour.. (a) in
anoth.r subject with French as
'the lanquaqe ot instruction in
addition to the usual French
cours... OUr school should
incorporate this concept in its
curriculum.
SA A
SA A
SA A
SA A
SA
SA A
SA A
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
D SD
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8. To incorporate thb ••te.4e4
GOr. oOll.oept. of French Language
Instruction 1n our school' 8
curriculum, the teaching
position in Library, Music, or
physical Education should be
ela••Hied as bilingual. The SA A 0 SD
teacher in one ot those
positions interacts with most
students.
g. The courses offered in our
school curriculullI meet the
educational needs ot lily
children.
10. Our school should continue with
the annual production of its
yearbook.
11. There is a need tor increased
teacher involv••ent in cOlllJll.unity
activities.
12. Beginninq with Grade 7, students
should accompany their parents
at report (traditional parent-
teaeher) conterences.
13. In addition to the reqular
report ti••• , t.achers should
pe:":,iodically inform lie of my
ct' ...ldren '. proqres. in school.
14. OUr school .taff encourage. me
to take an active role in the
education of my children.
15. An effective syat.. for
aonitoring the aafaty of my
children i. in place at our
school.
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SD
SA A D SO
SA A D SD
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(8troD91y Agr•• lA, Agr•• A, Db.91''' D, 8troqly Di••9E•• aD)
16. Teachers (".,n.1d8r lIy children's
happiness ",'0 be important. SA
17. Our school provides
opportunities for me to learn
techniques which help improve .y SA
children' 8 academlc achievement.
so
SO
18. Teachers provide Ille with
meaningful informatlon about
areas of the School Program my
children need to ....ork on should
their achievement level in those
areas be unacceptable to the
school.
19. The canteen operating- at the
High School should discontinue
selling such ite.s as bars,
chips, and 80ft drinks.
20. My children are 18.rn1n9 at
school the knowledge and skills
that. the school should teach.
21. I 8UPPOrt the Churchill Falls
Halle and School Association.
22. The way to reach m. with
intonation abOut the activities
ot the school is throuqh a
letter trOll the principal.
23: The Churchill Falls Ho.e and
School U8ociation provides ••
with an opportunity to be a
cooperating partner with the
school in the education of .y
children.
SA A
SA
SA A
SA .1.
SA
SA A
SO
SO
SO
so
so
so
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24. l'iy children receive the personal
attention they need from thei:r:
teachers when help with their
school work is required. SA A 0 SD
25. Our School Program h: often
described as a 4-3-3-) proqram;
that is, Primary includes Grades
K-J; Elementary includes Grades
4-6; Intermediate includes
Grades 7-9; anc1 senior High
includes Years 1-3. Each of
these groups has specific
programs that are best delivered
when these groups are SA A SO
accommodated in the same
building. With this rationale,
our Grade 7 students should be
at the HIgh school.
26. Prayer should be part of each
school day I s opening exercises
for each class at our school. SA A SO
27. When I visit the school, the
teachers I meet lIt:ke me feel
that I am an important partner
in the education of my children.
28. The counselling services that
the school provides, in
conjunction with various
couunity agencies and aut-
o f
town orqanizations, meet the
ne.ds of ay children.
SA A D SD
SA A D SO
29. Thora is an approved nutrition
course in the Senior High School
PrOCJra... The school should
require all students to take SA A SO
this course before they
qraduate.
· .;~
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(a~roDql'J A9r•• lA, Aqr•• A, Db.9r•• D, atroD91'J Di••91'•• ID)
30. Th. educational services
provided by the I!Ilchool meet thll
needs of my children who attend SA A SO
school.
31- Teachers' deci8ions regarding my
children appear to take into
account the concerns I express
about various aspects of my SA A 0 SO
children's school life.
32. For report card purposes, the
school year is divided into
three semesters f"or Grades X-6.
This provides sufficient formal
reports to keep m. informed
about the progress of my SA A 0 SO
children with their school work.
33. My children receive the personal
attention needed from their
teachers in the selection of
their high school courses. SA SD
34. Our school should continue to
promc.t;e the Safegrad Program
with graduating students and SA 0 SD
their parents.
3S. For report card purposes, the
school year 18 divided into two
semesters tor Grades 7 through
to Senior High School. This
provid.. sufficient formal
reports to keep m. informed SA A SD
about the progress of my
children with theil' school work.
""~';;
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,strongly A9r.. n. Agr•• A, Di••gr•• D, StroJUJly Di••gr•• SD)
36. The special .;.rvic•• (speech
pathology, psychO log ica I
a•••••m.nt•. learning difficulty
diagnosis. etc.) that the school
provides, in conjunction with
various cOlllllunity agencies and
out-of-town organizations. Ill.et SA A 0 SO
the special needs of my
children.
37. When I want to see the principal
about a school matter, an
appointment can be made within
a time frame that is convenient SA A 0 SO
for me.
38. Family Life (inclUding Sex
Education) Programs shoUld be an
essential part ot our school's SA A SO
curriculum.
39. My children should be grouped
along denollinationa!. lines for
Fam.ily Life (inclUding Sex SA A 0 SO
Education) Prograu.
40. The swiIlIJdng program that is now
a part ot our physical Education
Program for Grades K-6 should SA A 0 SO
continue.
41. MY children Uke working with
their teachers. SA A 0 SO
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42. The Co-curriculua Program at
school includes Science Fair
Activiti.s, Yearbook Production,
various sport prOfjra_, school
clubs, etc. Teach<!lr acceptance
of auch r.sponsibilities is
voluntary at present. The
a.signment of th... co- SA A SD
curriculUlll. responsibilities for
our teachers should be
compulsory .
43. The practice of sending home my
children I s tests for me to sign
should continue. SA A 0 SD
44. Various cOllllllunity and sports
organizations· should not beg!",
programs that involve students
until after 4:30 p.llI. on Mondays
through to Thursdays to avoid SA A 0 SO
conUlct with school activities.
45. Parent-teacher interviews are
scheduled by my child(ren)'.
teacher(s) for times that are
convenient for botb parents to
attend.
46. Alcohol abuse is a problem allong
our students.
47. S01lle of our graduat•• who attend
university, technical, or
co_unity college do not do very
well durinCj their first year.
Such poor performance 1s due in
part to inadequate preparation
by our school.
SA A
SA A
SA A
So
so
so
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(8troDqly Aqr•• 10, Aqr•• A, Dhaqr•• D, 8troDily Diaaqr•• 80)
48. It teacher involvement in the
co-curricular activities of our
school b to remain voluntary,
then the time teachers devote to
such activities should be SA A SO
recognized.
49. Teachers promptly respond to my
inquiries about aspects of my
children's school lite. SA A SO
50. Completion of my children's
homework is important to their SA A SO
success at school.
51. There should be a local course
in our school curriculum that
would deal with aU aspects of
the Churchill Falls Hydro
Development and Operation.
52. For the Churchill Falls School
committe. to have a greater
cOlll!llunity profile, the HOlle and
School Association should invite
the. to one of its general
meetings at least once a year.
53. Alcohol consumption i. a problem
with Illy children.
SA
SA
SA A
SO
so
so
54. I should be intormed it Illy
children have a detention after SA A 50
achool.
55. The start of the r8qular school
bu. a.rvice ahould continue to
be mid OCtober. SA A SO
56. The date for the school bus to
stop its reqular service should SA A SO
reaain aid May.
·."" •.:'/ •••• '1" •••,-
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(strongly A9r•• lA, Agr•• A, Db_lire. D, atroD9ly Db",qr•• 8D)
57. Teachert.! should be positive role
models tor my children. SA SD
58. It is important to me that my
children raceiva high qrades in SA A SD
school.
5•• The so-called 'security blanket
environment I of Churchill Falls
hao a negative ettect on tho
social development of my
children which needs to b. SA SD
addressed by our school program.
60. Th. school should continue to
expect the Music Teacher to
offer private music lessons SA A SD
should parents request them.
.,. Teachers assign too much
homework for my children. SA A D SD
.2. Teachers assiqn too little SA SD
homework for Illy children.
... ,-.,,~
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PU'l'II:
Please indicate the extent to which you are satisfied or
dissatisfied with the following areas of school life by
circling the response which more clearly represents your
opinion.
(very .atbth4 VB, Bati.fiefS 8. D!...tiatie4 D, Very
Di...tbtie4 VD) •
....pl.
1. With the school's sports.
2. With the use of the library
1'ee111ties by our High School
students.
VS ® VD
VS @ 'VD
As was lIentionea earlier, our .obool will mean Brio O.
Laabert lobool, 't••obara will Man t.achers at Brio O. Laabart
Bobooll and studaat_ will mean atudent. at Brie G. LUlbart
80bool.
When answering questions regarding teachers, tbink
oolleat:I:....ly of the teachers at Eric G. Lambert School, and
a. tar .s it b po••ible, try not to have your opinion reflect
your knowledliJ8 ot, and/or experience with, only on. teacher.
- 1 -
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Please indicate the extent to which you are satisfied or
dissatisfied with the following areas of school lit_ by
circling the appropriate respon.. which most clearly
represents your opinion.
Very laUaned VI, ••thUe" 8, D!authfied D, vny
Di•••thU." VD)
63. With the consistency used in
handling student discipline. vs VO
:14. with the efforts the school is
making to promote good
nutritional habits among VS VO
students.
65. with how your children respect
their teachers. VS 0 VO
66. With the way teachers teach your
children. VS 0 VO
67. With the existing communication
between your home and the VS VO
school.
,s. With the efforts the school is
making to teach your children to
VObe responsible citizens. vs 0
6•• With the efforts school is
lIIaking to help yo. have your
children understand their moral VS vo
and ethical responsibilities.
70. With the rules and requlations
that govern your children at VS VO
school.
71. With the work of the Churchill
Falls School cOJIJIlittee. VS vo
72. with the practice of having
homework a••igned to your
vochildren every school niqht. vs
73. With the standard ot behaviour
exhibited by teachera outside of VS VO
school hours.
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(stroDgly agr•• 'A, Agr•• A, Db_.,r•• D, ,troDgly Di••gr•• SD)
74. with the effort sChool is lIaking
to prepare students to continue
vs VDtheir education b~yond high
school.
7S. With the level of school spirit. VS VD
76. with the use your children make
of library servic811. VS VD
77. with the ....orking relationship
your children have developed
with their teachers. VS VD
78. with the effort school is making
to provide programs lor children
with learning difficulties. vs 0 VD
7•• With the supervision provided
tor your children during school
time when they are not in their
regular classroolD.. For example,
before class.s begin each
morning, during recess, and VS VD
before clas.es begin each
afternoon.
80. With the emphasis school places
on the achievement of your VS VD
children.
81. With the opportunities provided
by the school to maximize the VS 0 VD
achiev...nt of your children.
82. With tho sup8rvbion provided
for your children when they VS D VD
travel for school-related
activitie•.
83. with tho quideline. us.. for
promoting students from grade to vs D VD
grade.
84. With tho achievement award. vs VD
given to students at the school
cloalng a•••ably.
85. With the activities of our Home VS 0 VD
and School A••ociation.
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C8troll91y A9r•• la., Agr•• A, Db."r•• D, Itn.gly Dbaqr... 8D)
86. With the method in "'hleh your
children 'II teachers conduct VS VD
their cla8s••.
87. With the work of the school VS VD
principal.
88. with student behaviour in VS VD
school.
8 •• With teacher involvement in the
Churchill Falls HOlD.e and School VS VD
Association.
... with the school bus service. VS VD
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PUT III
DIUC'l'ION8
Please circle the response which most clearly represents
your opinion.
1. Each school day begins too early for
Illy children to be there on time. Yes
2. ~~~;ie~~n's school books are too ~
No
91. I know the goals of the school. Yea No
92. I alii mad. welcome by the staff
I aeet when I visit the school. Yer:s No
93. I am concerned about teachers I
life style. Yes No
94. Fund raising for our senior High
Graduation does not interfere
with the fund raising activities
of other c01llJllunity groups. Yes No
95. I know the quidelines used at
school to cancel classes because
of weather conditions. Yes No
96. I know the role that the
Churchill Falls School Couitt••
has in the operation of the Yes No
sch.....,l.
97. My children do their homework at
hoae in a place where there is Yes No
no interruption.
98. I know all the cOlDJllUnity
repre••ntativ.. who are on the
Churchill Falls School Yes No
COllDlitt.e.
99. I let my children know that I
expect the. to be successful in Yes No
school.
324
100. Our school considers the
••otional and social dev.lopment
of my children a. important as
their acad_tc achiev•••nt.
Yeo No
pAJtlf IV
The tollovinq que.tions provide you with the opportunity
to re.pond in your own vords. .It additional space is needed,
you can add extra paper.
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101. If you could change what is bliinq taught at our achool,
what would you chanqe?
102. List the probl••• which in your opinion exist at our
school.
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103. Suppose you could choose your childr.!i!ln's teachers.
AssUDling they all had about' the same experience and
training, would you rank, tr01ll the following list,
the personal qualities you would look fr.ot'? [Rank
means to put in order of i.portance. For example,
putting 1 after a personal quality indicates that
you consider it the most important; putting 2 after
a personil,l quality indicates that you consider it
second in importance, and so on.]
caring about students
Good character
Patience
Ability to discipline firmly and fairly
Friendliness, good personality and sense of hUlllor _
Ability to communicate: to understand and to relate _
Innovative, Industrious, and Enthusiastic
Dedication to the teaching profession _
~lillin9ness to be involved 1n cOllll\l.unity activities _
104. If you were the one to decide, what subject(s) from
the following list would you require every student
to take:
Career Education
Family Life/Sex Education/Family LiVing
First Aid Course
French
Health Education
Music
Nutrition
Phyaical Education
Religious Education
Safe Driving Course
s ••inar on Alcohol/Drug Abuse
Other
32.
105. If you aqr•• that our school should continue to have
e. Winter Break in its calendar, in addition to the
tradft.i.onal Christmas and Easter holidays, indicate
which one of the £011OY1n9 routes you think the
school adminbtration lIlight take to accollplbh such
a .break. (The Minister ot Education decide. the
school opening and cl08inC)' dates each year. The
School Attendance Ac"t requires teachers to teach
187 days betw••n those dates.}
Seek permission to open school earlier in September
Shorten the School Break at Christllas
Shorten the School Break at Easter
Shorten both the Christmas and Easter School Breaks
other (explain) _
106. Students are often given grades A,B,C,D and Fail to
denote the quality of their work. Suppose our school was
qraclecl in the salDe way. What grade ....ould you give our
school - ArB,C,D or Fail? (Make a check (v) in the
appropriate space.]
A CJ
B t:J
c t:J
D t:J
Fail t::l
107, Wh.n cl..... are cancelled due to weather
conditions, at what time would you prefer such an
announc_ent be _de?
&etHen 7 A.M, and 7:30 A.M.
Between 7;30 A.M. and 8:00 A.H.Other _
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108. What i. the best way to reach you with information
about school?
Letter from School principal
.ent hOllle via one of your children
sent you via Canada Post
sent to you at worle via inter-office lIIail
Other (explain) _
109. If you agr.. that the school shares sOble
responsIbility for students who do not do well
during' their first year at university, technical or
cOlllllunity col1eqe, how would you suggest the school
improve its efforts in this area?
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110. List at leaat four characteristics you think a Buccessful
student at school should have.
111. What do you like best about our school?
331
112. Plea•• be tree to ceDent further on any ot the items in
this IUrv.y, or any are. ot school lite that l"lae not been
mentioned but you think should b. addresaed if we are to
i.prove our school.
'P'aial Jp.t;ruaHap. (Dr nil ou.aHoD
This question is given to you on a separate sheet. When
you have made the cOlalllents you wish to make in response to
this question, ple.s. put it: in the selt-addressed envelope
provided. Seal it and put it in the lal"9'er envelope with the
completed questionnaire.
To ensure your anonymity and to quard against sensitivity
to any stat...nt. you uy lIake (or want to make), your
respon.e to this que.tion will be analyzed by a researcher at
the :Institute for Educational Research and DeVelopMent (IERD]
at Memorial university of Newfoundland. At no time will I
have aceeaa to your hand written answer to this question.
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Please indicate who cOllpleted this qu.••tionnaire
1. Mother 0
2. 'ather 0
3 . Guardian CJ
... Both Parents a
If both parents or guardians coapleted. this survey, and
it there were response. to it... that did not receive
agreeaent fro. both of you, pie••• Ibt below tb••• itelll
numbers.
THE END
Thank you tor your ti.. , intereat, and c~ration.
Appaadi:a: 8
333
Student Questionnaire
School Improvement Program
Eric G. Lambert School
Churchill Falls, Labrador
Newfoundland
June, 1988
334
June, 1988
Dear Student:
While I WllS attending Memorial university during
the School Year 1986-87 I I chose labool IaprOV_8Dt as
a major area of study. To complete my research on this
topic, I request you complete this questionnaire. In
addition to helping me complete Illy university program,
the information you pr.:. ...ide will be of vital importance
in helping our school determine ways in which it can
improve its work. There are no right or wrong answers.
The answers you give will be treated anonymously.
If you wish to express your opinions more fully
about particular items in this questionnaire, or about
areas of school life not addressed but which you think
should be addressed, please feel free to talk to me about
them.
Thank you for your support.
Sincerely yours.
Adrian Clarke
335
The following information is required for the
analysis of 80llle of the data.
Please indicate your religious affiliation by
checking the appropriate space.
1. Pentecostal 0
2. Protestant 0
3. Roman Catholic 0
4. Other 0
Please indicate your grade level:
1. Intermediate (Grade 7, 8 or 9) 0
2. Senior High (Year 1, 2 or 3) 0
Throughout this questionnaire our Bobool will mean
Iria G. LuJ)ert Bobool; t ••obera l:'ill mean teaober. at
lrio G. ~rt school; and student. will mean student.
at lrie G. Lall!:tert Icbool.
When answering questions regarding teachers, tblllk
colleotively of the teachers at Eric G. Lalllbert School,
and as far as it is possible, try not to have your
opinion reflect your knOWledge of. and/or experience
with, 01111' ODe teacher.
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DJUcrIOll'8
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please read each question carefully. You are
requested to circle the response which most clearly
repre.ents your opinion.
(Itrongly Agr.. lA, Agr•• A, D1••qr•• D, 8tro1lg1y
Dh_gr•• 8D).
1. Students need the services of
our Bchool bus. @ A 0 SO
2. Students
uniforms.
should
SA A 0 ®
(8troD91y Aqr•• 0, Aqr•• A, Dbaql'•• D, strollgly
Dl••gr•• 8D)
JJ8
1. My teachers provide •• with
'(larsonel attention when I n••d
h&lp with my school work. SA A 0 SD
2. Drug abuse ill a problelll among
students. SA A D SD
J. Music Education should remain
compulsory for Grades Kindergarten
through to Grade 9. SA A 0 SO
4. I should be present with my
parents at report (traditional
parent-teacher) conferences. SA A 0 SD
5. Prayer should be part of each
school day'S opening exercises for
each class at· our schooL SA A 0 SD
6. The counselling services that our
school provides, in conjunction
with various cOllUllunity llqencies
and out-ot-town organizations,
lIIeet my needs. SA A 0 SO
7. Family Life (including Sex
Education) Progralll8 should be an
essential part of our school l s
curriculUll. SA A D SD
8. Hy parents I eX'jI(:"(.:tations of me
make me want to work hard to be
.ucc•••ful at school. SA A D SD
9. The cIa.. time provided is
sufficient to cOllplete all the
work I .. required. to cover in my
cour.e. (with the exception of
hOlMwork) • SA A D SD
10. It is important to be successful
in .chool. SA A D SD
11. From what my teachers ••y and do
in clas.. I know they are prOUd to
be teacher.. . SA A D SD
(ItroDg1y agree lA, Agree ~, Dbagree D, ItroDg1y
Di..qr.. 10)
12. When I return to school tram a
legitiute aba.nce, lit'] teachers
help me with the work I missed. SA A 0 SO
13. Our s~hool program is often
described as a 4-3-3-3 program:
that is, Primary includes Grades
K-3; Elementary includes Grades
4-6; Intermediate includes Grades
7 -9; and Senior High includes
Years 1-3. Each of these groups
has specific programs that are
!:lest delivered when these groups
are accollllodated in the salle
building. With this rationale,
Grade 7 students should be at the
High School. SA A 0 SO
14. completing hOll8work is essential
to school success. SA A D SD
15. I am learning the knowledge and
skills at our school that I
believe our school should teach. SA A 0 SO
16. The e)(pectations I have for myself
will help IDe succeed in school.
SA A D SO
17 • The start of the reqular school
bus s.rvice should continue to be
aid October. SA A 0 SO
18. The date tor the school bUB to
stop it. regular .8rvic. should
ruain aid May. SA A 0 SO
19. It my parentes) can get to ··ork on
stony days, then. I should be able
to get to school. SA A D SO
20. It I achieve 100' attendanCe at
school, I would like to have this
achieve..nt recognized at our
Bchool cloalng .saubly. SA A D SO
21. My teachers consider my happiness
bportant. SA A D SD
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catroaqly Aqr.. lA, a.qr•• A, Dl••9r•• D, ItRagl!'
Dbavr.. 80)
... The cant••n operating at the High
School should discontinue selling
such itellls aa bars, chips and 80ft
drinks. SA A 0 SO
23. The at.adea cor. OODoapt in
French Language Instruction
involves attering courses in
another subject with French aa the
language of instruction in
addition to tho usual French
cour.II•. Our school should
incorporate this concept in it_
curriculum. SA A 0 SO
24. To incorporate this eat_Ddlla cora
CODClapt in French Language
Instruction in our school's
curriculUll, the teaching pes!ticn
in Library, Music or Physical
Education should be classified &s
bilinqual. The teacher in one of
those positions interacts with
most students.
SA A 0 SO
25. There 10 an approved nutrition
course in the Senior HIgh School
Program. Our school should
require all students to take this
course before they CJraduate. SA A 0 SO
2 •• Various coaunity and sports
organizations should not begin
prOCJraas that involve stUdents
until after 4:30 P.M. on Mondays
through to Thursdays to avoid
conflict with school activities.
SA A 0 SO
27. There shoUld be a local course in
our school curriculWl that would
deal with ell aapects of tho
Churchill Falla Hydro Development SA A 0 SO
and operation.
28. 1 find .y school
challenqinq. SA A 0 SO
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CSt.roDV1! Aqr.. a, AqJ:.. A, Dbagr•• D, 8t.roDqly
Dbql'•• ID}
29. My parents consider it important
that I complete my homework. SA A D SO
30. My teachers expect me to always do
my best in school. SA A D SD
31- My teachers lUIsiqn too much
ho.ework. SA A D SD
32. My teachers assign too little
homework. SA A D SD
33. The work that my teachers expect
me to do in school is too much.
SA A D SD
3•• Teachers pollitively influence my
behaviour by What they ••, and 40. SA A D SD
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vs S @ VD
.U'1' II
DIUC'l'I0I'8
Please read each ite. carefully and indicate the
extent to which you are satisfied or di••ati.fied with
the following areas of achool lit. by circling the
appropriate response.
(very ••tbfi8a VI. .atbU.a I, Di...tbfi.a D, very
ot•••tbfi.a VD) •
1. :;~~:llIl~ur school sport I s VS @ D VO
2. With our participation in the
eOllllDunity Winter carnival.
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'5. with the working relationship youhave developed with your teachers.
VS s D VD
36. with the school bu. ..rvice. VS S D VD
37. with the personal _ncour_C)_mant
your t.achers give you with your
achool work. VS S D VD
38. vith tho supervision provided
students when travelling tor
school related activiti••. V8 S D VD
39. vith the practice ot having
.ssigned ho••work every Bchool
night. VS S D VD
4D. with the school rule. you have to
tollow. VS S D VD
41. vith tho supervision teachers
provide when you are not in their
class. For example, before
el••••• begin each llorning, during
reces8, and before cla.s.s begin
each afternoon. VS S D VD
42. with tho ti.e you have to wait
outside the school in the morning_
betor. tho achool entrancli!! 10
opened, ••pecially during the
winter and wet weather. VS S D VD
43. vith tho achieveHnt award..
pr•••nted .t tho School Closing
A••eJlbly. VS S D VD
44. with tho .tforts tho school 10
..king in t.aching you to becOJle
r••poMible citbena. VS S D VD
45 •. vith the way your teachers
41aciplina other atuctenta. VS S D VD
46. with the operation of your .tudent
council. VS S D VD
ever, ••tbfie4 VI, ••tbUd I, Db••U.fie. D, veZ'J'
Dl...tl.U.4 VD)
47. with how the principal runs the
school. VS S D VD
4•• ~ith the use you make ot library
services. VS S D VD
4•• with the guidelines used for
promot.ing students trom grade t.o
grade. VS S D VD
'0. with st.udent behaviour in theBchool. VS S D YO
51. with the level of school spirit.. VS S D VD
52. with the efforts the school is
makin; t.o proaote CJood. nutritional
haldts amonCJ students.
VS S D YO
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PAlt'1' III.
DIUC'I'XO••
Pleaee circle your re.ponse to each of the rollowing
que.tions.
(Moat., 80ae a, '''', .0....)
.....pl.
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1.
2.
:~: ::~~n::ha~~~r school books H 5 @ N
:~~e~any or your teachers are @ 5 F N
(Moat., I ...,. ...., .0••••
53 • How many of your teachers do you M S F N
think are genuinely interested in
your success a8 a student?
54. How lIany of your teachers use cl•••
discus.ion as a teaching aethod? M S F N
55. How many teachers explain to you how
your tiDal school mark in their
subject is calculated? M 5 F N
S6. In your opinion, how many of your
teachers know bow to teach wbat they
teach? M S F H
57. How lIlany of your teachers regularly
check the homework they 8ssign to
you? M S F N
58. How many of your teachers explain to
you at the beqinninq of each school
year what you must do in terms of
bOlle assignments, chapter and unit
tests, and semester exams to achieve
'1811 in their course? M 5 F N
59. How .any of your teachers remind you
periodically during the school year
what you must do in terms of hom.
assicpm.ents, chapter and unit tests,
and .....ter exau to achieve well
in their course? II 5 F N
60. How lI&ny of your teachers appear to
have their le••ons planned when they
t.ach you? For ex...,le, they do not
have to 90 lookinq for aaterial
inside or out.iete the cla••roo. when
the le.son ha. begun, or they do not
90 to the Xerox R~ to copy
..terial. II S F H
61. How _ny of your teachers return
your a••iqn.ents and teets corrected
within five school d8y.? II S F H
'46
62. How ......4lny .tudent. you know have ill
probl•• with alcohol? liSP H
.0'1' IV
DIUC'l'IO"
PIau. circle your reapon•• t"O .ach of the following
questions:
(Al".,. A. Soaeti.ae. I, ltaJ:'ely a, aavel'.)
1. :~:oo~it.n do you walk to A (§) R N
2. How often are you absent from
:~:~~~? tor no legitimate A S R @
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'3. How often do your teacher.
s.tisractorily explain what you are
required to do on assigned work? A S R N
'4. How often do you have the
opportunity to have . personal
discu••ion with your teacher? A S R N
'5. How otten are your teachers late tor
class? A S R N
... How otten do you co•• to school
feeling tired? A S R N
'7. How often do you to school
without breakfast? A S R N
'B. How often 10 the television on in
the area where you are doing your
homework? A S R N
... How often do you get sufficient
sleep from Sunday night through to
Thursday night of each school week? A S R N
70. How often are you involved with your
teachers in deciding the rules
governing your behaviour in their
class? A S R N
71. How often do your teachers
dbcipline you unfairly? A S R N
72. How otten do your teachers schedule
too ..ny teat.? A S R N
73. How often do you enjoy working with
your teacher.? A S R N
34B
..... v
DIUC'l'IOJIa
....pl.
1. OUr student council executive is
~:~:esen~~tiv:ftrollla~ach ~i:~=~d G No
2. Our school i. closed often
because of weather conditions. Yes @
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74. I sometimes conSUJl$ too Iluch alcohol.
75. If I have a perso<1al problem, there 1s
ill teacher with wholll I can discus. it.
Yes No
Yes No
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76. t have a place at home to do my
homework without interruption. Yes No
71 . My teachers know the problems I have
with my school work. Yes No
78. I receive the personal attention I
need from my teachers in the selection
of my high school courses. Yes No
79. My teachers consider my .motional and.
social development as important as my
academic achleveaent. Yes No
'UT VI
The followinq qua.tions provide you with an
opportunity to use your words in respondinq. Use the
lined apace provided in writinq you answer to each
que.tion.
The responses you provide will be treated
anonymously.
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80. If you think you need IIOre help at school, what kind
of help do you. need that you. are not nov qettinq?
81. What do you like beat about our achool?
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82. What do you like l.ast about our school?
83. List any subjects, knowledge or skill areas that
you think our school should be teaching that it is
not already teaching.
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84 • List at least four characteriatics you think a
successful student at our school should have.
85. Suppose you could choos& your teachers. AssWIIlng
they all hatS about the same experience an4 training,
would you rank, froa the followinq list, the
personal qualiti•• you would look for? (Rank means
to put them in order of importance. 'lor example,
putting 1 after a personal quality indicate. that
you consider it the lIoat important: putting 2 after
a personal quality indicates that you consider it
second in importance, and so on.]
Caring about students
Good character
Patience
Ability to dbcipline finly and fairly
PriendUnella: good. personality and ••n••
of huaour
Ability to co..unicat.: to underatand and
to relate
Innovative, Industrioue and tinthusi.etic
Dedication t.o the teaching prot...ion
Wi111nqn... to b. involVed in cODUnity
activiti..
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86. If you were the one to decide, what sul:ljects frOll
the following list would you require everyone to
take? [Make a check ( ) after your chole.(s) ]
Career Education
Family Lite/Sex Education/Family
Living
First Aid Course
French
Health
Music
Nutrition
physical Education
Religious Education
Safe Driving Course
Seminar on Alcohol/Drug Abuse
Other
87. If you .gr•• that our school should continue to have
Ito Winter Break in its calendar, in addition to the
traditional Christmas and Easter holidays, indicate
which one of the following routes the school might
take to maintain such Ito break. (The Minister of
Education decides the school opening: and closing
dates each year. The School Attendance Act Requires
teachers to t.each 187 days between those dates.]
Seek penission to open school earlier
in septuber
Shorten the achool break at Christmas
Shorten the school break at Easter
Shorten both the christmas and Easter
school breaks
Other (Explain) _
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88. You are often given grades A, S, C, D and Fail to
denote the quality of your work. ·Suppo.e our school
was graded in the ."l~ way. What grade would you
give our IIchool - A. B, C, D or Fail? {Make a check
(.....1 in the appropriate space]
A 0
B 0
C t::l
D 0
Fail 0
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89. complete the following statement by qivinq
specific aU9911stions as to what teachers can do to
improve our school:
If I VBrel a teacher I would make sure that all
the students have a chance to ...
This question is given to you on a separate sheet.
When you have made the co••nts you wish to make in
response to this question, please put it in the selt-
addressed envelope provided. Seal it lind put it in the
larger envelope with the completed questionnaire.
To ensure your anonymity and to guard against
sensitivity to any statelllents you may make ( or want to
make) I your response to this question will be analyzed
by II researcher at the Institute for Educational Research
and Development (IERO] at MelDorial unlversity of
Newfoundland. At no time will I have access to your hand
written answer to this question.
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TO Ban
Thank you for your tillle, int.erest and cooperation.
Adrian Clarke
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app.1l4ix c
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Teacher Questionnaire
School Improvement Program
Eric G. Lambert Scheol
Churchill Falls, Labrador
Newfoundland
June, 1988
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June, 1988
Dear colleague:
While I was attending Memorial university during
the School Year 1986-87. I chose 8ohool Iliprov...llt as
a major area of stUdy. '1'0 complete lily research on this
topic, I request you complete this questionnaire. In
addition to helping me complete Illy university program,
the information you provide will be of vital importance
in helping' our school determine ways in which it can
improve its work.
Your opinions about school-related lllattEirs are
important. Therefore. I request that you do not discuss
this questionnaire with another teacher until you have
completed it. There are no right or wrong answers. Your
responses will be treated anonymously.
It you wish to express your opinions more fully
about particular items in this questionnaire, or about
areas of our school that are not addressed but Which you
think should be addressed, please feel tree to talk to
me about thell.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely yours,
Adrian
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PART I
DIIlBCTIO»S
Please read each item carefully. You are requested
to circle the response which most clearly represents your
opinion.
(ItroD917 Aqr•• 8A, Agr•• A, Di••gr•• D, atroDqly
Di••gr&. 80.
1. There should be r dress code ®for teachers at our school. SA A D
,. Our school buildings are well
@Amaintained. D SD
Throughout this lJItBstionnaire, our l\ohoo1 will mean
Ide G. LUlbart 801l001, t ••ohara will mean t ••Clhat'. at
Brio G. LaDert 80bool, atuo.a..ta will .8an atuda..ta at
Brie G. L.-J)ert 8obOCl, acb001 adaiDiatratora will llIean
priDcipal ud viorpriDoipaU at lrio G. ~rt 10booll
and parent. will mean parent. or churohill l'aUa.
3"
(8trollqly Aqr.. 8A, Agr•• A, Di••gr•• D, 8troDCJly
Dh.qne BD)
1- The teaching' workload in our
school is shared equitably. SA A 0 SO
,. When I need to talk tc the
principal. I can do so with
rell. ti',e ease. SA A 0 SO
3. Enrichment programs for students
designatsd as above average and
gifted should be provided in cur
SOschool program. SA A 0
4. During each school year a number
cf conferences and inservice
activities ar. sponsored by
various educational agencies and
are held at various locations in
tba province. Our school
administrators select which of
these conferences and inservice
activities teachers shOUld attend.
This method of selection should
continue. SA A 0 SO
S. Kusic Education should remain
compulsory for Grades Kindergarten
through to Grade 9. SA A 0 SO
.. Various cOllUllunity end sports
organizations should not begin
progralls that involve StUdt..flts
until atter 4:30 P.M. on Mondays
through to Thursdays to avoid
conflict with school activities. SA A 0 SO
? Responsibilities for 00-
curricular activities ar.
equitably distributed among
teachera. SA A 0 SO
S. Our achool provides an envirotullent
for students to ba enthusiastic
about learning. SA A 0 SO
g. r enjoy working at this Bchool. SA A 0 SO
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(Itron'll}' "qr.. .~, A9r•• A, Dhaqr•• D, ItroD91y
Dh_qre. eD)
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10. My input is considered in the
decisions of our acho:,,:,!
administrators. SA A 0 SO
11. I often have the re.ling as
expressed by the following
statement: "No one a.elllS to care
whether or not I do my best as a
teacher". SA A 0 SO
12. When one teaching strateqy does
not seem to be wo~kin9 for my
students. I try another. SA A D SO
13. Teacher invelve1llent in co-
curricular activities should be
compUlsory at our school. SA A 0 SD
14 • The instructional time I have
available to teach my courses
allows lie to cover all the
required material by the end of
the school year. SA A D SO
15. Our students are learning at our
-:::hool the knowledge and skills
that our school should teach. SA A D SO
16. Prayer should be part of each
school dayla opening exercises for
each class at our school. SA A 0 SD
17 . The _tead.d core ooao.pt in
French Language Instruction
~nvolv.B offering cour... in
",nother subject w'th French as the
J.anguage of instruction 1n
additir1'\ to the usual Fren(;h
coursf'-.. Our school should
incorporate this concept in i t8
curriculWD.. SA }. D SD
(Itrobgly Agree lA, Agree A, Die.gre. D, st:robgly
Dh.gree 80)
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18. To incorporate this at.eDded core
C10Jlcept ot French Language
Instruction in our school's
curricUlum, the teaching position
in Library, Music, or Physical
Education should be classified as
bilingua.l. The teacher in one
ot those positions interacts with
most students.
19. The prillary purpose of our Teacher
·Evaluation Program should be the
improvement of instruction.
20. The opportunity is available for
further consultation with Employee
Relations Personnel if I think I
am unfairly treated by my
principal.
21. Student evaluation is more valid
if I "1S8 a variety of evaluative
Ilethods.
22. OUr school prograll. is often
d.scribed as a 4-3-3-3 program;
that i., primary includes Grades
X"'3; Ele.entary includes Grades
4-6; Int.emediate includes Grades
7-9; and Senior High includes
Years 1-3. Each of those groups
baa specific proqrUl8 that are
best delivered. when these qroups
are acco.-ocSated in the same
building. With this rationale,
our Grade 7 students should be at
th~ High School.
23. The practice of qiving primary and
ele.entary teachers different
grade a.signllenta every few years
should continue.
SA A D SD
SA A D SD
SA A 0 SD
SA A D SD
SA A D SO
SA A D SD
(.troIUJly Aqr.. 0, Aqr•• A, Dbaqr•• Dr 8troaljJly
Db_gree 80)
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24. Casual discussions held by
teachers while at school
frequently involve negative
behaviour and poor academic
performance of students.
25. In addition to the Christmas and
Easter Holidays, our school should
continue to schedule a winter
Break in its calendar.
26. The annual pro1.uctlcJn ot cur
school yearbook should continue_
SA A D DO
SA A 0 SO
SA A D SO
27. There is a need for increased
teacher involvement:. in cOlllDlunity
activities. SA A D SO
28. Beginning with Grade 7. the school
should encouraq8 both students and
their parents to attend report
(traditional parent-teacher)
conferences. SA A 0 SO
29. In additio~ to the regular report
times, I should periodically
inform. thl!l parents of their
children's school progress. SA A 0 SO
30. Effect!ve t8aching depends on the
teacher ' • engaging the student inlearning tasu for all the
instructional time available. SA A 0 SO
effectiveness is
when there i8 a
policy of greater
on pra ise than
31. Teaching
increased
cla••roOD.
e.phasi.
punishJDent.
32. Our school considers the emotional
and social development :.£ each
studtlnt as i.portant as his/her
acade1llic achieve.ent.
33. our principal encourages
cooperative planing among
teachers.
SA A 0 SO
SA A D SD
SA A D SO
(8tronqly aqr.. SA, Aqrr... A, Di••gr•• · D, 8trongly
Dbaque aD)
34. Our school administrators discuss
with me ways to improve students'
academic learning. SA A 0 SO
35. I schedule '( administrators
schedule) parent.-teacher
interviews for times that ar.
convenient for ..... parents to
attend. SA A 0 SO
3•• Following curriculWl objectives
enhance effective teaching. SA A 0 SO
37. Teachers at our school cooperate
in the sharing of learning
resources. SA A 0 SO
38. An effective system for monitoring
the safety of students is in place
at our school. SA A 0 SO
3•• Ultimately, a teacher really can't
do much beel. \u.e most of a
student's ml,)tivation and
performance depends on his or her
home environment. SA A 0 SO
40. I provide parents with lIIeaningful
information about areas of the
school program their children need
to work on should their
achieve.~nt level in thosu areas
be unacceptable to lIIe. SA A 0 SO
41. Our school provides opportunities
for parente to learn techniques
which i.prove th.ir children's
acad..ie achiev.unt. SA A 0 SO
42. I subject all my students to the
88me course nt.rial regardless of
their academic ability. SA A 0 SO
'3. I consider Illy students t happiness
to be important. SA A 0 SO
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(strOD,9ly Aqree SA, Aqre. A, Disaqree 0, stronqly
Disaqree SO)
36B
44. The canteen operating at the High
School should discontinue selling
such items as bars, chips and soft
drinks.
45. For our School Committee to have
a greater community profile, the
Home and School Association should
invite them to one of its general
meetings at least once a year.
46. The expectations teachers have of
their students is related to
student achievement.
47. Teacher life style should be a
concern to the parents of our
students.
48. I have the responsibility to
ensure that all my students learn
what I teach them.
49. have the opportunity to
recommend, and make jUdgments
about, the resources I need in the
teaching of my courses.
50. The counselling services that our
school provides, in conjunction
with various community agencies
and out-of-town organizations,
meet the needs of our students.
51. The expectations I have for each
of my students remain constant
during the year.
52. Our Senior Graduation should
reflect more a graduation from our
school as a whole rather than from
just the Senior High School.
53. Our school should continue to
promote the Safegrad Program with
graduating students and their
parents.
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
'69
(stroll.t;ly Agre. • A. "gr•• A, Disagree D • strongly
Disagr•• SOl
54. The };ducational Leave committee
should make its decision no later
than the end of January each year.
SA A 0 SO
55. We should review the system tor
designating awards Which ore
presented for student achievement
at our School Closing Assembly.
SA A D SO
56. There is an approved nutrition
course in the Senior High School
Program. Our school should
require all students to take this
D SOcourse before they graduate. SA A
57. If I really try hard, I can get
through to even the most difficult
or unmotivated students.
SA A D SO
58. student understanding 1s enhanced
when a variety of instructional
strategies is used in lesson
presentation. SA A D SO
59. Our school !i::\ould develop an
exemptir-n policy for in-school
final examinations. SA A 0 SO
60. If I have a school related
problem, I can count on my
principal to help me find .
solution. SA A D SO
61. Parents should be infoned if
their children have a detention
after school. SA A D SO
62. Some of our graduates who attend
university, technical or community
college do not do very well during
their first year. Such poor
performance is due in part to
inadequate preparation by our
school. SA A D SO
Istronqly ~qr.. Sl., Aqr•• A, Disagree D, stroDgly
Diaagr•• SD)
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63 • The start of the regular school
bus service should continue to be
mid October.
64. The date for the gchool bus to
stop its regular service should
remain mid May.
6S. There should be a local course in
our school curriculum that would
deal with all aspects of the
Churchill Falls Hydro Oevelopment
.and Operation.
66. Alcohol abuse is a problem among
our students.
67. If teacher involvement in co-
curricular activities is to remain
voluntary, then the time teachers
devote to such activities should
be recognized.
68. The special services (speech
pathology, psychological
assessments, learning difficulty
diagnosis, etc.) that our school
provides, in conjunction with
various communit:- agencies and
out-of-town organizations, meet
the special needs of students.
69. Teachers should be positive role
models for students at our school.
70. The so called "security blanket
environment" of Churchill Falls
has a negative effect on student
social development which needs to
be addressed by our school
program.
71. Fundraising for Senior
Graduation should not interfere
with the fund:caising activities of
other community groups.
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SD
(strongly Ag1'.. BA, Agr•• A, Dbaqr•• D, stroDgly
Di••gr•• 8D)
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72. Drug abuse is !'I problem among our
students. SA A 0 SO
p~ II
DIUC'J'IOlf8
Please indicate the extent to which yol.:. are
satisfied or dissatisfied with the lo110",,1n9 areas at
school life by circling" the response which most clearly
represents your opinion.
(Very Satbfled va, .aUatied S, Db.athUed D, Very
Di•••tbried VO)
Examples:
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1. with our schC'.)l's sports
program. vs s @ vo
2. with the choice of the
~~=~::a~~~~. program for vs s 0 @
As was mentioned earlier, our aobool means Eric G.
~rt Sobool; t..acher. mean t.acher. at Eric O.
Laahtlrt 8cbool: illnd students liean atu4ectlll at. 2ric G.
Lulbart. School.
(Very satisfied VB, satiafied a, Dis••tietied D, Very
Dissatisfied VD)
73. with the number of class
interruptions over which you
presently have little control.
"
S D VD
74. with the consistency used in
handling student discipline. VS S D VD
75. with the professional relationship
you have with your principal.
VS S D VD
76. with the school's cooperative
1ibrary program. VS S D VD
77. with the effort the school i.
making to promote good nutritional
habits among our students.
VS S D VD
78. with the numbe.!.' of instructional
periods you h~ve in our six-day
cycle. VS S D VD
7•• with the rules and regulations
that govern our students at our
school. VS S D VD
8D. with the time you have to help
your students with their school
work. VS S D VD
81- with the number ot instructional
periods other teachers have in our
six-day cycle. VS S D VD
82. with the emphasis the school
places on the achievement of our
students. VS S D VD
83. with the individual help other
teachers are willing to give
students with their school work
outside of class time. Vf; S D VD
84. with the supervision provided
students when they travel for
school-related activities. va S D VD
."
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(very satilllUed V8, satisfied. S, Dissatisfied D, Vary
Dluatbtied VD)
S5. with the opportunities provided by
our school to maximize student
aChievement. VS 5 D VD
S•• with the help available from our
school for students who try to
solve their personal problems. VS 5 D VD
S7. with the school IS Teacher
Evaluation Program. VS 5 D VD
SS. with the way students are treated
by other teachf'rs. VS 5 D VD
S,. with the practice of asslgninq
homework every school night. VS 5 D VD
'D. with the communication you have
with the parents of your students.
VS 5 D VD
91. with the efforts the school is
making to teach students to be
responsible citizens. VS 5 D VD
92. with the length of staff
meetings. VS 5 D VD
93. with the input you are permitted
in planning the agenda for staff
meet.lngs.
.VS 5 D VD
... with the way parents respect your
professional jUdgement wtJen
dealing with their children. VS 5 D VD
95. with the level of school spirit. VS 5 D VD
". with the working relationshipsteachers have developed with their
stUdents. VS 5 D VD
97. with the method of assigning
carr idor duty. VS 5 D VD
9S. with the effort our administrators
make to minimize the obstacles
that impede your teaching
performance. VS 5 D VD
37.
(very satisfied VS, satillfied 8, DilI••:d.!i.d D, Very
Db8"t1sfie4 VD)
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99. with the work ar~!\ you have
aVailable during your l-reparation
periods.
100. with the help the school gives
students to understand th\1!r moral
and ethical responsibilities.
VS S D VO
VS S 0 Vo
VSSDVD
VS S 0 VO
101. with the importance your ,;rincipal
gives to the wo~k you cJ.:') in your
classroom. VS S 0 Vo
102. with the eff, ":"ts the school is
making to prepare students to
continue their education beyond
high school graduation. VS S 0 VO
103. with student behavior in our
school.
104. with your living accommodations.
105. with the amount of time given to
activities such as assemblies,
concerts, Winter carnival
preparation, etc. VS S D VD
106. with the opportunity provided for
inservice activity for your
particular grade or sUbjoct
area(s) •
107. with the work of the Churchill
Falls School Committee.
108. with the effort the school is
tnakinq to provide programs for
children with learning
difficul ties.
109. with the activities of our Home
and School Association.
110. with teacher involvement in the
Churchill Falls Home and school
Association.
VS S 0 vo
VS 5 0 VO
VS S 0 VO
VSSDVD
VS 5 D VO
(Very satistied VB, sa~i.t'i.4 B, Di•••tisfied D, Very
Di...tbti.4 VD)
Ill. with the planning ot' science Fair
Activities. vs s D VD
112. with the quality of your students'
school work. VS S D VD
113. with the level of student
achievement in your courses
(grade) . VS S D VD
114. with the emphasis given to the
tOllowing areas of the school
curriculum:
Alcohol and Drug Education VS S D VD
b. Art VS S D VD
Carear Education VS S D VD
d. Dral'lla vs S D VD
Enrichment Programs for the
above average and gifted. VS S D VD
f. Family Life/sex Education/
Family Living Courses. VS S D VD
g. French Language Instruction VS S D VD
h. Health Education VS S D VD
L Individual differences among
students. VS S D VD
j. Language Arts. VS S D VD
k. Mathematics vs S D VD
1. Music Education VS S D VD
Nutrition VS S D VD
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(very SattafialS VB, Battaria4 8, ob...tbfia4 D, Vary
Dl...tbthd 90)
['hysical Education vs S 0 VD
Programs tor the Mentally and
physically handicapped. vs S D VD
p. Religious Education
Prblary vs S D VD
Elementary vs S D VD
Intermediate ,S S D VD
Senior High vs S 0 VD
q. Remediation vs S D VD
Science vs S D VD
social Studies vs D VD
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PUT III
DIRBC'l'IOHS
Please circle tho resp.:Inse which Illost clearly
represents your opinion.
1. Our teachers are professionally
;;;~~;~;?:s~~~~a~~~n~eWfoundland <@ No
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2 . Teachers want a dress code. Yes ®
115. My students and I decide rules
governing behavior in my class. ~es No
116. My principal is aWare when I have done
SOUle aspect of my school work
particularly well. 'tea No
117. The primary purpose of our Teacher
Evaluation Program is the improvement
of instruction. 'ies No
118. Our school has a plan to coordinate
assigned homework. 'ies No
119. My principal lets me know when I have
done some specific school activity
particularly well. 'ies No
120. I know the goals of our school. 'ies No
121. Student currnlative records are kept up Yes No
to date.
122. Students know the crtteria I use to
evaluate their progress in the courses
(grade) I teach. Yes No
123. I know the role that the Churchill
Falls School Committee has in the
operation of our school. Yes No
124. I know the legalities involved in the
supervision of the students for whom
I am responsible. Yes No
125. I know all the community
representatives who are on the
Churchill Falls School CC''llJl1ittee. Yes NO
126. rundraising for our Senior Graduation
does not interfere with the
fundraising activities ot other
community groups. Yes No
127. My principal schedules too many staff
meetings. Yes No
128. My principal schedules too few staff
meetings. Yes No
129. I give students the personal attention
they need in the selection of their
high school courses. Yes No
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PART IV
DIRBC'l'IOIfS
The following questions provide you with the
opportunity to respond in your own ....ords. Use the lined
space to write your own replies to each question. If
additional space is needed, you can add another sheet.
,"0
130. What do you like best about our school?
1 J 1. What do you ' ike least about our school?
381
132. What curriculum chanqes would you like to
implemented in our school?
133. What orqanizational changes would you like to see
implemented in our school?
382
134. If you agr.. that our school shares
responsibility for students who do not do well
during their first year at university, technical or
cOJllmunity colleqe, how would you suggest our school
improve its effort in this area?
135. List the things that need to happen "at our school
to make your work as a teacher more effective.
"3
136. Students are often given grades A, S, C, D and Fail
to denote the quality of their work. Suppose our
school was graded in the saDIe way. What grade would
you give our school - A, S, C, D or Fail? [Make a
check (V) in the appropriate space]
A 0
B D
c Cl
o 0
Fail 0
137. If you agr•• that our school should continue to have
a Winter Break in its calendar, in addition to the
traditional Christmas and Easter holidays, indicate
....hich one of the following routes we miqht take to
maintain such a break.
Seek permission to open school earlier
in September
Shorten the school break at Christmas
Shorten the school break at Easter
Shorten both the Christmas and Easter
School Break
Other (Explain)
138. List at least ,four characteristics you think a
successful student at our school should have.
'.4
139. Please feel free to comment further on any of the
items in this survey, or any area of school life
that hns not been mentioned but you think should be
addressed if we are to improve our achool.
SPBCIAL IN8TRtTCTIOlf POR THIS QUBSTI:OIf
This question is qiven to you on a separate sheet.
When you have made the comment you wish to make in
response to this question. please put it in the self-
addressed envelope provided. Seal it and put it in the
larger envelope with the completed questionnaire.
To ensure your anonymity and to guard against
sensitivity to any statements you may make (or want to
make), your response to this question will be analyzed
by a researcher at the Institute for Educational Research
and Development [IERD] at Memorial university of
Newfoundland. At no time will I have access to your hand
written responses.
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TO BND
Thank you for your time, interest and cooperation.
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